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NEW ADVERTISEMENT* THIS WEEK.
Frank C Perkins—Sheriff sales.

CONSULT THE OFFICERS

George N Sheha—Notice of foreclosure.
Harry L Crabtree -House to rent.

BURRILL NATIONAL BANK,
Ellsworth, Maine.
bank for everybody who receives and
pays oat money. It invites yoa to deposit
yoar receipts with it and pay yoar bills
with checks. The advantage of so doing
will be more and more apparent with
every transaction, whether your affairs be
large or small.
is a

4 par cent on an saving accaaits.

following

SCHEDULE OF MAILS.

effect Oct. 4, 19(9.

MAILS RECEIVED.

From West—7.18
From East—11.07

[

and 6.08 p m.
12.015, 5.55 and 10.22 p

a m; 4.28
a m;

MAIL CLOSES AT

WHAT IS A BANK?

m.

POSTOPFICB.

to deal in

Going West—10.45, 11.30, a m; 5.80 and 9 pm.
Going East—6.30 a m; 4 and 5.80 p m.
No Sunday mail. Postoffice open on Sunday
from 9 to 10 a m.

In the character and judgment of the individuals
and the amount of capital in the business.

Miss Bernice E. Giles is the guest of
Mrs. F. E. Gregory in Brookline.

A group of individuals authorized
money and credits.

by law

WHERE IS ITS STRENGTH ?
Apply these elementary principles

or

Capital,
Surplus and Undivided Profits,
Stockholders’ Liability,

aioo.ooo
66,5oo
100,000

Total,

$266,500

■

Henry W. Cushman, Vice-President,
Henry H. Higgins, Asst. Treasurer.

John A. Peters, President,
Leonard M. Moore, Treasurer,

DIRECTORS:
W. A. Havey,

William F. Campbell,
Frank L. Hodgkins,
Alfred B. Crabtree,
Arno W. King,
Myer Galleit.
A Inert E. Mace,
Henry W. Sargent,
Bion M. Pike,

Henry

W.

Fred A. Chandler,
Barney B. Havey,
Luclllua A. Emery,

Cushman,

L. Elrie Holmes,
John R. Graham.
Edwin G. Merrill,
Eugene Hale,
John A. Peters,
John O. Whitney,

Elias P. Lawrence,
H. Gray,
Henry
Frank C. Nash,
Elmer P. Spotford.

legal holiday,

Chief-Justice L. A. Emery and wife
left yesterday for Providence, R. I., to
spend Thanksgiving with their children
Prof. Harry C. Emery and Mrs. F. Q. Allineon. Mrs. Emery will remain in Providence several weeks, returning to E11bworth for the Christmas holidays. Justice Emery will also be away until then,
in Portland, Augusta and Bangor.
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30-32 MAIN ST.
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The social and sale of the Thursday club
at the vestry of the Congregational church

the banks will be closed for

(

prices
You

first

visit

from

!

pocket”

to trade with

make it

me

“money

Mathews,
sold

to

a

few

weeks in

!

PROTECTION

Seeded Raisins
by

from 3 to

4, with short

successful
banking
is one of our greatest assets, and your

“Bluebell” Coro

Hancock

Tomatoes

Co.

Savings Bank,

95c per Do/..

10 State S..,

ELLsWOItTH,

MAINE.

Prunes
bv the

tow is Chrysanthemum Time
!

AT THE

ELLSWORTH
beauteous

I

(27 lbs.)
7cll>.
ease

GREENHOUSE.

flowers await your

Telephone

43.

inspection

C W. GRINDAL,
Water St., Ellsworth.

Horn
tUlOMMMft1

i

y]
i

Makes most healthful food |
No alum—no Hme phosphates
^
The only baking powder made i
from Royal Grape Cream of Tartar j

Mis-.*3

evening
Hazel Giles,

Bernice

Dorr.

Mrs. R. B.
Burrill

pound

muoji
there

pack-

amusement,
was

music

by

Annie L. Lord and

FESTIVAL CHORUS.

WEST

Reorganized for Season of 1909-10—
Membership Largely Increased.
The Ellsworth festival

struments

preserve their inEdmund Bonsey, E. K.

who still
are

Hcpkiusand Henry L. Moor. This band
was famous throughout the State in its
when
day. The instruments bought
baud was
the
organized cost £1,145,

ELLSWORTH.

Gracia Hooper will enter Castine normal
school Dec. 7.
There will be

chorus, which
far as members

a

dance at

Are you
that

gain

on

languishing, so
Miss Eleanor Carter has returned t<*
concerned, for some years, has reor- Hancock Point, after a two weeks’ visit
ganized for the festival of 1910 with a with relatives here.
Charles and James Carter have returned
membership of more than double that of
to Lynn, Mass., to resume their duties as
last year.
conductors on electric cars. Mrs. Lydia
A meeting was held at the home of
Booker accompanied them.
(2.
P.
Dorr
last
evening,
Capt.
Thursday
has been

are

Vernie G. Carter has returned to Old
Town to resume her duties as trained
nurse, after being called home last May to
care for her father, the
late Henry A.
Carter.

was
manifested.
Director-in-Chief
Chapman which outlined the work for the

and

much

Letters

coming
Next

mainly

enthusiasm
read

were

from

year.

year’s programme will

be made up
works which

of selections from

have been sung before, and with which
the older members are already familiar.

This, of course,
hearsing much

will make the work of

only

easier not

but also for the

older members
The chorus

is

for

re-

Nov. 18, Hoy F. Moody,
prize for spelling in the upper
grades was won by Gracia Hooper. In the
j fifth grade, Cecil Meader won first prize
School closed

teacher.

the

and

A

Eva Carlisle second.

new ones.

badly handicapped

be-

LAKEWOOD.

of the lack of men, both tenors and
basses. Many have probably been kept
from joining because the music has been
difficult, or supposed to be difficult. As

cause

that

objection

has

largely

been

removed

Howard Moore

is home during vacaiion*
Herbert Moore is hunting fora few daysat Irving Wilbur’s.

j

Wednesday
this year, it is hoped that men enough I
ful terms of ten weeks. They will reopen
properly to balance the parts will be per- Monday following
Thanksgiving with the-,
Schools closed

suaded to join.

The expense to members
of the music will be $2.15,

who have

sixty

after

away every

by the pastor.Rev W F Emery
Prayer.Rev Gideon Mnvo
Anthem.■..Choir
Scripture reading for Thanksgiving day,
page 82 of the Hymual
Hymn, No 98

5aturday

teachers.

same
none

cents for

the “Samson and Delilah”, and $1.55 for

COMING EVENTS.

the book which will contain all the other
music to be sung.
bership is $1.00.

The expense for

mem-

ELLSWORTH.

j

Wednesday evening, Nov. 24,

Moore’s

at

Han-

large cock hall—Annual entertainment and ball
concert early ; of Dirigo club.
next year, a concert will be given, the j
Wednesday evening, Dec. I, at Methoproceeds to be devoted to offsetting the i dist vestry—Supper, 15 cents.
is
fee.
But
even
if
that
not |
membership
Thursday, Friday and Saturday, Dec. 2,

membership can be
enough to justify giving a
If

a

secured

The

first

is

rehearsal

to

be

held

on

4, on second floor of Greely building, adjoining First National bank building
Rummage sale under auspices of

3 and
!

—

|

i
j

Dec.

will be

on

rehearsals

!

1

2, at 7.30.

Dec. 9

Oak-Park-Lincoln street branch of Village improvement society.

j

There
16, and
then they will be suspended until after

Thursday evening,

and

the

deceived

:i

..a

... ..

Ellsworth.

the boat the unfortunate

disappeared.
Mr.

Hamblen leaves

a

man

Columbia
Indsstructibls Cylindsr Records
Will not break. Will fit any tnachine. Will last forever. Will outwear one hundred wax records. The
three thousandth production is as full,
cler and as perfect as the first. Mail
orders filled. Only 35 cents. Send for
Huts and catalogue.

!

I

j

gj

widow and

BBSS

spring water served.

had

W
one

child.

J

Cor.

m.

M.

Butler,

Main ftt'.d Hancock Sts.,

Fitsworth

Rev R B Mathews

Rev II B Haskell

a

In the usual order, Rev. I*. A. A. Kilbim,
i of the Baptist church, was scheduled ta
deliver the Thanksgiving sermon this
year, but a call out of town prevents his
being present, and Mr. Mathews kindly
volunteered to deliver the sermon.

THE
KN.FZ

|
|

Concert

Drug: Store,

turn

Hymn, No 556
Doxology ami Apostolic Benediction,

?

Giily 29c a pound.
Goods

v

giving

Saturday Candy
New

success-

holidays, the next one after the 16th H
?1
being on the evening of Jan. 6, 1910.
The
jj■
membership already numbers g
j and the money for them was raised by
R
subscriptions in a few hours among the thirty-five, and it is hoped that it can be |
inere ised to at least fifty. A cordial in- jfi
! business men of the city.
vitation is extended to all lovers of good
STANWOOD’S STUDIO,
music who can sing even a little to join.
\
Thanksgiving Service,
Main St.,
Ellsworth, Me.
j There will be a union Thanksgiving
Stonington Man Drowned,
i service at the Methodist' church to! morrow evening at 7.33. The order of
Alvin Hamblen, of Stoningtou, aged
ij
servic follows;
forty years, was drowned Sunday, Nov.
in a sailboat. While’lowerOrgan Voluntary.Miss Bernice D^rr 14, while out
farm. Board by day or week Mc.u tickets
ing the jib his foot slipped and he went j own
Hymn from Methodist Hymnal, No 717.
tor »• ry fn k' when m a hurry.
lr»r sale
overboard. Before his companion obuld Convenientllanoy
f. I lowed by The Apostles’ ('reed, led
for otic of town shoppers.
Pure

to the bar-

we are

the gTange hall

Thanksgiving night.

RESTAURANT

Coruer opp. the 1’. ().,

methods.

caused

C. H.

Carroll

several

the

Weekly.

guarantee of honest,
straightforward business

auction

worth band

ad-

awjrtlisenntv.

the case,

7 c lb.

Thirty-six years of

F.

Mrs.

|

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN.

YOUR

McGown,

Y.

collector.

which

j During

Methodist church at 10.30.

in your

Bargains:

Economizes flour, butter I
and eggs and makes tne
food digestible and healthful

to-day
spend
In overhauling
some
articles in the
Searsport with her sister, Mrs. Edmon
Co.’s store one day reEno. Her niece, Miss Christina Doyle, j County Supply
L. F. Giles found an old E flat done, an expenditure of $3.35 for a seawho has been in Searsport, is expected | eentiy,
son’s study of such music as has been
horn on which was engraved* “Made by
home to-day.
Graves & Co., of Boston, for the Ellsworth selected is ridiculously small; its equivaj
The members of the committee which is Brass Band.” C. E. Monaghan identifled lent in larger places would be many times
collecting waste paper for the benefit of it as the horn which Col. John I\ Whit- that amount.
By special arrangement
the Congregational society wish it under- comb used to
play in the Ellsworth band with C. K. Monaghan, the lessee of Sostood that the material will be acceptable
before
the Civil war. The horn was ciety hall in the Peters block, the reeven if not tied up in bundles.
The im- returned to Col.
Whiteouib, wno bad hearsals this year will be held there; this
seems
have
abroad
to
that
it
got
pression
years ago given it up as lost, and he hall is easy of access, centrally located,
is not acceptable unless in bundles, which treasures it now us a rare find. Among is
well heated, brilliantly lighted, and
is far from being the case.
the other players in the famous old Ells- contuins a line piano.
leaves

P^;^Vhqu-ue'

Nate These

at

ages,

!

J. A. HAVNH3.

M.

Mrs.

Mrp. X. Monrve

Vose, Miss Mary Holmes.

He

business in New
His home is in Gua-

on

to

Dorr,

on

Miss Margaret Monaghan, who has been
ill for some weeks, is much better. She

strictly-cash store system will go into effect.
delivery of goods; all such former expenses
“made good*’ to customers now in closer

commodities.
see, I'm bound

Mexico

morning in the
Vesper service

KZsaxsstnmmmBmmmmmm

will be

for two years. This is his
to Ellsworth for about ten years.

seen

Refre ^’Tioul committee:

Rev. W. F. Emery will preach Sunday

At Haynes’,

No frte

had

dalajara.

*’e”t Week,

new

whom be

York and Boston.

Screens.

the

here from Mexico

family,

came on

FURNITURE
Complete

the candy table—Mrs. H. L. Crabtree,
Misses Annie L. Lord, Ruth Goodwin;
apron table Miss Eva Aiken, Mrs. H. F.
Whitcomb; fancy table—Mrs. O. W. Tapley, Mrs. H. M. Hall; cooked food table—
Mrs. P. J. Phillips, Mrs. Roy C. Goodwin,
Mrs. F. O. Silsby, Mrs. F. H. McFarland.

At

Jan. 3.

a

lines this week.

evening was a success socially and financially. The following ladies presided:

last

mail—about 6.30.

Schools Nos. 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,11,13, 14
and 19 will open for the winter term next
Monday, with the same teachers as last
term. The schools in the city proper and
at Ellsworth Falls will open Monday,

not

new

'

a

E. Loweree is
| forDaniel
vieit with his

The Home of Fine

W)

A piece of exasperating vandalism was
the recent break make at the old Cushman camp off the Surry road which has
been used for a year or more by Rev. R. B.
Mathews. The raseals who are responsible seemed more bent on destructiveness
than theft; a sample of this was the taking from the camp of a Rochester hanging
lamp, setting it up for a target and shooting it fall of holes.

the day. The postoffice will be closed from
9 o’clock until after the distribution of the

evening

Royal Baking Powder Is the
greatest of time and labor
savers to the pastry cook.

I

Saturday evening.
day evening.

ELLSWORTH.

....

inadvertently

were

dance at Society hall | A rummage sale under the auspices of the
Dancing school Mon- Oftk-Park-Iiincoln street branch of the
society will open in
|! Village improvement
the room on the second floor of the Greely
The stewards of the Methodist
churctaj
will serve sapper at the vestry next Wed- building adjoining the First National
i bank building, Thursday of next week,
nesday evening, Dec. 1.
and continue through Friday and SatMrs. Hosea B. Phillips has gone to Merurday. Contributions for the sale are
|
w
to
the
her
inter
with
iden, Conn.,
spend
solicited; the rooms will be opem to reMrs.
Albert
J.
Lord.
daughter,
ceive them on Wednesday afternoon preAt the next regular meeting of Irene
ceding the sale.
chapter, O. E. S., Friday, Dec. 3, officers I An
interesting recital was given last
will be elected. A large attendance is
Monday evening at Mrs. H. C. Hatheway’s
desired.
rooms at F. H. Osgood's with the followThe Hancock County Medical associaing program: Talk on Germany, Miss
tion wili hold a meeting and banquet at Elizabeth A.
Silsby; piano solo, Miss
the American house in Ellsw'orth this
Charlotte Hopkins, of Bangor; recitations
evening.
in German, Margaret Hall, Hazel Giles,
The firemen were called out last Thurs- Helen Shute, Norris Hodgkins; piano
day night by a burning chimney at Mrs. solo, 8ara Osgood; piano solo, Hazel
Gray’s boarding house on Water street. Holmes; duet, Mrs. Hatheway and Muriel
No damage resulted from the fire..
Byard; piano duet, Miss Hopkins and
To-morrow being Thanksgiving Day, a Mrs. Hatheway.
There will be

any other test to the

UNION TRUST COMPANY,
OF"

Dimes

omitted by the committee in charge:
Mrs.
From the February committee,
Harry L. Crabtree; from the March committee, Miss Annie E. Kingsbury; from
the April committee, Mrs. Maria L. Bartlett.

—

AT ELLSWORTH POSTOFF1CE.

In

1Il)bextf*nn*nt».

In making up the list of social committees of the Congregational society the

Situation wanted.
Edmond J Walsh, Frank S Call—Commissioners’ notice.
In bankruptcy—Forrest G Perry.
"
—George M Marshall.
—Chas R Clark.
—Chas Garland.
**
—Geo E Clark.
Stan wood —Photographer.
Burrill Nat’l Bank.
RC Haines—Furniture.
J A Haynes—Cash market.
Sorry:
Shirt-waist dancing party.
Bucksport. Mr:
Bucksport Nat’l bank—Statement.
Nkw York:
Balsam Pillow Co—Balsam fir twigs wanted.

any question involving
money. They are always ready to counsel
and advise.
on

No. 4.7

;tlSSS^c^BV0^”.xm 1

M»1».

drew. The vesper service* at the Methodist church are being well attended, and
attract especially many of the elderly
people who And it hard to get out to a
morning or evening meeting.

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

of this bank

meQkaml

f

Co

[nothing
BUT
9

LEATHER

andi Ball.

The concert and ball of the Dirigo club
will cake place at Hancock hull this evening, beginning at 8 o’clock. The concert
program follows:
Overture.. .Orchestra
Piaho duet. .Misses Rowe aud Mayo

Margaret Hurley

Shi,;

Sextette, selection fr‘»ro “The Red Mill’,
MKses Woodward, Hnwkt-s, Monaghan,
Multan, Moran#, Hurley
Pi.; rv* di; *.Misses Dorr and Russell
be

auu

dance,
Christina aud

Rlleneen Doyle

Piano solo.Juan T Rosel’.o
Mrs E J Walsh
Solo.

(Violin obligato, MrRcsello)
Selection.Orchestra
.4 record ia better than a prospectus
Newspaper circulation is what counts fer

advertisers.

oJ other

things

in

working

shoes. To he sure at first
the good and the

bad look alike—
but "under the kml'e”
the shoddy shows up.There
is just one working shoe on the.
FOR SALE BY

market that will stand this supreme
test and that is the DIAMOND D.
wnrlincfshoe. Be sure you
them. You cannot
^et
be deceived unless
you with to be, for every
nas our famous trade-mark
on the bottom.Look for it.
WANT YOU TO'COME AGAIN!’

Prmyr Meeting Topie

For the Week

Topic.—Home missions.
2>e slum. "—Cuke w,

There Is

‘‘The
lS-tl

battle

more

large cities. When we face the
problem of the foreigners segregated
in our large cities, our Industrial and
agricultural centers, it seems to be a
great one. bnt it is as nothing compared with the reformation and redemption of those who have become
our

communications, and Its success depends largely
on the support given it in this -respect. Communications must be signed, bill the name of
writer will not be printed except, by permission
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
The America*,
Ellsworth, Me.

of tbe sins and allurements of
the slums. The difficulties.Involved In
successful Christian work in the slums
are colossal and almost Insurmountable. Were It not that “all things are
possible with Cod" man would be compelled to give up In despair In tbe face
of tbe gigantic difficulties presented.
When we think of what needs to be
done and bow little is being or cau be
done the heart grows sick and we feel
like exclaiming with I’aul. “Who Is
sufficient for these things-/” Many of
the victims of the vices of slum life
do not want to give It up. and what
can be done for those who desire to
have nothing done for them? Tbouaands perhaps would like to break
away from their foul surroundings, but
how can they'/ And If they did where
would they go and what would they
do’/ Would even the Christian church
receive them into its membership and

.victims

services

are

over.

Many profess conversion, and many

devoted to the Grange. e«of Hancock county,
all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, sud
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, bat names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All communications will be sub]ect to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without
This column is

j pecially to the grange*
j The column is open to

good

Count

your many

by

them

Minneapolis,

Minn.—“I

Hancock Pomona
grange with Halcyon grange. North BlueI bill.

was a

blessings,

see

what Ood

name

them

one

one.

And it will
done.

Art you ever burdened with a load of care?
Does the work seem heavy you are called to
bear?
Count your many blessings, every care will

fly.
singing

as

the’days go by.

singing

as

the

appropriately

days go by.

i

comes

Thanksgiving

in

season.

interesting letters for you
from old and new nieces; and it gives me
much pleasure to present to you first of
all S. M. C., who has written a helpful letter and who has a good supply of helpful
things in reserve for our mutual benefit
I have

j

at the

later

—

_

WHOODIC. 408, WHITER HARBOR.
At the regular meeting of Schoodic
grange Nov. 11, one candidate was instructed in the flrat and four were given
the Anal degrees, after which the regular

reading, Henry Glasa;

George

Cunningham;

some

on.
_

converted, but their future Is full Dear Aunt Madge:
It is with much pleasure that I read the M.
of darkness and almost despair. The
B. column in Thk American every week, and
men may meet with some help and en1 have often thought*! would write a piece,
couragement. hut the women have very
but my next thought would be, I can’t write
smad prospects of reclamation, and anything interesting, so 1 would let the subof
it
must
be
of
said,
them,
many
ject drop for awhile until something new
dire necessity drift back into the old came up which prompted me again, and I
of
sin.
Houses
life of vice and
refuge have composed many letters in my mind but
for fallen women reclaim and restore never put one on paper until the present time.
Only think. I am now really and truly writmany, bnt few indeed In comparison to
ing to “Aunt Madge”, but have already come
the nnmbers involved, and even then
to the conclusion that I will send something
the places made vacant are soon filled some one else has
composed which fell Into
by Dew victims.
It is a beautiful
my hands many years ago.
The duty of doing something rests poem which has helped me so much over the
upon Christianity and Christian work- rough places in life, and it has been such a
ers.
It is easy to criticise municipal comfort to me when I have passed through
dark waters of affliction, and nights when I
governments for not keeping large
I have a small wheelbarrow which I fill up
could not sleep, my mind being filled with
cities free from saloons and gambling
with
wood which I
wheel
the
up on
sad thoughts as well as being nervoua, tired
dens and other resorts of vice, but the and
walk, then open two doors directly in front
restless, not knowing which way to turn
problems before them are almost as or what to do. having many disturbed of me, then as I wheel in I can turn a little to
great as those before the church. They thoughts about the every-day occurrences of the left and go up to the cook stove box. or by
another door turn to the right and go
might do more than they do perhaps life, and the future looking like an impass- opening
up and lay it into the sitting room box. This
and probably would if they received able gulf.
clean rim barrow is much more santtarv than
Then I have turned my mind to this sweet
more encouragement from
good citiboots with nailed heels.' I have a
i poem and repeated it over and over until auch muddy
zens instead of so much severe conshepherd dog which will fetch in wood when
a sweet calmness and trust caine over me, and
Rut what they can do
demnation.
I tell him to, and do many other useful thiugs
1 would fall asleep, and when 1 awoke I
they should do. for they not only rep- would feel so rested. Often when I lie down His name is “Teddy R.” I think his name
resent the law. hut also upon them
ought to be recorded with the Mutuals.
at night feeling “too tired to pray", I repeat
Very truly yours,
rests the duty of enforcing the law.
this poem and go to aleep “like a tired child
Uar LB Di plkt.
By Christian people one or two things on its mother’s breast”. Below Til a copy of it,
P. 8.—Where is M. E. B.? We alNvould be
it has been and if it comforts others a* much as it has
can and should he done,
glad to hear from her. and learn how m e likes
well said that "an ounce of prevention me it will pay me in tec fold proportion.
her new adopted country.
I).
Calm.
is worth a pound of cure.” Could uot
Calm me. oh Clod, and keep me calm
“Teddy R.” has been mentioned in our
Christain people save mazy from the
Amid the
that round me roll.
column before; we will call him a Mutual
slums? And. if so, ought they not to
Ob, let Thy goodness and Thy love
and he can be company to Aunt and Uncle
Fall like fresh dews upou my soul.
do so? Could not many lie saved from
1 need Thy peace, 1 need Thy strength,
M.’s colts.
\
the slums if a little can; and attention
I need love's blessed healing balm,
Aunt Emma’s letter will complete the
I need Thy calmness. oh nay God;
were paid to them by the preferred
Calm me and keep me ever calm.
list. Many of us remember the good old
followers of Christ? If a young man
Calm when temptations press me sore:
days she refers to.
starts downward, who knows but that
" hen angry billows round me break;
Dear Friend* of thr M. B. C,:
little prompt attention might save
a
When Satan enters like a flood—
Will say good morning to all, and such a
Oh, keep me calm for Thy dear sake;
him? But. instead of that, is not the
t aim in affliction's darkest hours,
one, too.
lovely
not
Hv>pe all can get out to entendency just the opposite? l>o
Whene'er l
beneath
the
rod;
pass
joy it in some way. I was out yesterday and I
Cairn when feel the heavy strokes
slanderous tongues help him on? Do
That draw me nearer to my God.
enjoyed the day very much. How uice to
not his associates begin to pay less atleave our own cares for a time, and share our
Aye. keep me calm when all life's joys
tention to him and gradually withneighbors’ joys and sorrows, and if possible
Have tau*.d from my
path away;
draw from association with him? And
Calm w hen I see love’s sweetest flowers
to give a comforting word.
All
faliiug surely to decay.
what is the result?
1 do not think we go out so much as we
Calm when the icy hand of death
To the slums he goes for companionought to. Ioftenthiuk of the days of long
Is hushing life's sweet, solemn psalm;
Calm in the shadow of the vale
ago when we used to catch up our knitting or
ship. and his ruination soon iiecomes
Until I reach the eternal calm.
mending and run out for a few hours, aud it
complete. The same Is the history of
saw tn The Americas a few months
would seem to do us good. One dear neigha
!
ago
thousands of women in the slums topoem Tired—“Too tired to pray.” 1 have lost ! bor. who has passed on to the higher life, used
day. They may be naturally wild in it, and wish I could see it iu the M. B. column to come in aud sometimes it would be a
pan
j of
disposition in their early young wom- again.
apples to peel or a pan of berries to pick
anhood. Through inexperience of life
I send a recipe for cooking chicken. One over, and how pleasant it was. but now there
they may commit indiscretions and day I had some dear friends dine with me. and is such a hurry and bustle with the cares of
perhaps nothing more. Just at that I had chicken for dinner, and one lady ex- the world that I often think we do not even
claimed it was so nice: “Why don’t you send take time to be good. “What think you all?”
moment their friends should hold the
firmer to them. But do they? in most the recipe to The American for the M. B. col- I Your letters have all been so nice shall be
umaf Here it is:
sorry when the end comes, but perhaps it can
eases they do not.
They are received
Cut fowl or chicken in quarters or eight or' be tried again later on. G., I am anxiously
sarcastic smiles and titters.
with
ten pieces, lay them in a baking pan. sift
waiting for that letter. There was one week
Skirts are raised when they pass by
flour oyer, also pepper, salt amt butter in I did not see one
letter, and Aunt Madge filled
lest their wearers become contaminat- small pieces, add water, then cover and bake the M. B. C. Of course we all
in the oven two hours for a chicken, hasting
enjoy it, as
ed. They must not lie In such a class and turning over often, browning
there
is
always something good,but if all were
Bui*e
in the Sabbath school pr certain others three hours or more for a fowl. When done, listeners instead of speakers it would really
the chicken in a platter, boil the gravy
Shtimied and deserted lay
will leave it.
down to a pint, then add as much rich milk be a dull old world, would it not? Methinks
with a liCtle thickening and a dust of cayenne 1 hear some one say “better so”, In some
or
need
a
kind
word
when
they
just
pepper; pour all over the chicken, to be cases.
a saving hand clasp, they. loo. pass ont
served with hot baked potatoes.
You will
We are having some very cold mornings.and
of sight and are soon found in the find this to be one of the best dinners vuu ever
ate.
it remiuds us of what is coming later on, and
To many religion is but a
slams.
how we will have to cuddle up around our fires
Some time I may send another recipe for a
farce, but nowhere does the farce apare

connn

present'”'
BluehiU.l
„*

j

singing

£

„!,!

Cunningham; singing

quartette;

1

BUCKS PORT.

put on more next month
The heads Mr. Withsm make, at his
mill
in Orlsnd. For staves he takes
the emirs
output of the Richardson mill i„ thi,
town, the Durgain mill at
RrookzsiJiemd
Moor’s mill on the Kendusseag
stream it
Bangor. He has purchased the McKay *
Dix shipyard and buildings on the
head
of Verona island, and is now
storing barrels there. Another year he
may moTeill
of his barrel works to the
there

pear to* such an awful extent as in
the average Christian's attitude toward those who have fallen, toward
Vet
those who are “down and ont.”
ninny of these same people are the
veriest hypocrites and baser at heart
than' many of the unfortunate weaklings who have drifted to the slums.
Another thing Is absolutely certain—
Christian yonng people should not go
slumming. Through slumming parties
many have been led inWslum life. No
pure minded yonng man or young
should ever seek vice even
woman
Just to look npon it. The very sight
soils the purity of the heart and sonl.
“Avoid the very appearance of evil."
In its riljenod stage It is foul and
loathing, but its veneer is not so. and
many are allured to it through such
Nor should yonng people, and
visits.
especially young women, think even
Men.
of doing work in the slums.
and strong men at thal. should be selected for such work, together with
women of some age and firm will and
And. last of nil. let ua
character.
pray for those who are lost. Hod can
reclaim them. Let us ask Him to do
•o.
BTBT.K BEAniVOS.

Pnor. i. IP-19; vll. 24-27; xxil. 1: Ecei.
I.uke v. 2!432: rli.
xii. 1: .ler. il.
86-50; xix. 41-42; Hal. v. 16-26; Epb.
v, 1121; Luke xv. 11-32.

good dinner.

formerly
at

New

of

this town

Bedford, Msm.’

The schooners T. M. Nichotaos
ind
Elizabeth N. arrived from the Grand
Banks Sunday will full fares.
The marriage of Miss Annie B. Honiton, of this town, and William H. Houston. of Bangor, took place at their new
home in

Bangor Saturday

noon.

abbmiarmrnu.

!

present. One candiinstructed in the third and

was

fourth degrees.
There will be a dime sociable at town
hall Thursday evening, under the auspices
of the grange. A good time is assured all
who come,
ice-cream and home-made
candy will be for sale.
BCHOOD1C, 420, FRANKLIN.
Schoodic grange held its regular meeting Nov. 18, with twenty-three members
and two visitors present.
After bosiness
the degree of laborer was exemplified.
The next regular meeting will be hefd

Thursday evening,

Dec. 2.

LAM OINK,
La moinc grange held

j

He fiousrhoid Remedy
famed for co years. Quickly
relieves scalds, \ urns, sprains, U

*'■

atistu, cuts dial like troubles.
Taken internally n sugar or in
weetenW * ter, Johnson4* Anodyne
Ltnim nt will check influenza and colds.
1 br cidl'iis and bowel disorders; it is most effective for cr er
l cholera morbus and many other aches and pains where instant
A treatment is necessary.

284.
its

to fill

the

vacancy.

L. A. S.

being vacant,

ton

elected.

Sister

homo should

Your

never

bv without It.

regular meet-

ing Nov. 16, w ith worthy overseer in the
Chair, as Worthy Master Newell Hodgkins
had resigned. Brother Jesse Young was
The office of
Grace Strat-

drains is being rehearsed and will
probably be presented some time next
A

£j

JGHFUS&Fd S
AKOOVNE LSMSUSEf \> T

nix,,..
mis

co.
I. S- JOHNSON
Boatoa, Mas*.

it*proper work.

week.
_

441.
Mariaville grange met Saturday evening,
Nov. 20, with twenty-eight members and
J one visitor present. The gentlemen filled
\ the chairs and gave a fine program. Durj ing recess a treat was passed and much
j
was had.
Next
evenMARI AVI LI.K,

enjoyment

Saturday
Thanksgiving program,
and everybody is requested to bring something for that occasion. Saturday evening, Dec. 4, officers will be elected.
ing there will be

a

LAKE VIEW, 451, HAPPYTOWN.
Lake View grange held its regular meet-

ing Nov. 20, with

the usual attendance, and
visitor from Harvest Home and one
from New Century grange. One application for membership was received. At the
next meeting, Dec. 4, new officers will be
one

elected.

ARBUTUS, 450, SURRY.

and think of many of our friends in the
warmer climes
iu the land of flowers and
fruits. We do not envy them in the least, aud
are very glad to hear from them even
when
we are here shivering.
Now i think my call is getting lengthy, so
will say adieu, with best wishes to all from

S. M. C.

j

and three visitors

was

„

_

Ossorge Kent,
died suddenly
Saturday.

meeting
Saturday evening, with fifty-two members

j elected

shipyard,

enough buildings there to ,c.
business, and good shin.
ping facilities.
are

commodate the

interesting meeting.

PAMOLA, 265. HANCOCK.
Pamola grange held its regular

>

men

at work and will

—

date

•

J. E. Wit hem has made a
ecntnct wits
the Armour Fertilizer Co. to
furnish li»
000 or more barrels for
fertilizer, .vnich
in
bulk and
shipped here
forwarded m
barrels to northern Maine. Mr.
Win,,has leased the building on
lower
street known as the Leach
rrrnage tvtory, where he now has twentv-four

1

an

in the

NICOIJN. 389, NORTH
RI.LSWORTH
At the meeting of Nicolin
Kran„„ :.
; 30, thirty-two members were
visiton from Lamoine, East
4
Indi,n Rlver *ranges.
;
Worthy \
Camber prealded. A
com,„itlei.
of George W. Patten,
chairman
Austin and Frank M. Moore
Pointed to confer with a committee of
Farmin' club in regard to
buying
property. At recess games were enjowd
also a generous treat of apples
(untohJd
by the worthy master.
A box sociable will be held at
thenev,
meeting. Dec. 4, each lady to fanibh.
box to be sold at auction.
Officer, win kW
elected at the next meeting.

—

report

£

A

prize g,ve„ to ,he
"
three largest .nd
t*„
Utoes, was awarded to Willie V
r
The prize was a new hoe. It t, u'
i
find a better crop of potatoes
next

bringing

grange; solos, Bessie Tufts, Minnie Bry
reading
ant, Raymond Cunningham;
Clara carter; song, William Higgins

reading, Agnea

Ii,iDI"

Uto contest.

drums, Clara Carter, John Carter, Witliau ,
Higgins and Altie Cunningham; reading
James Carter; song. Henry Glasa; read

ing,

ptl0|i

At

Harvest
Overseer James W. Carter presiding. A t
the bnsinesss part of the meeting, Ray
mond Cunningham was installed assiatan t
steward in place of Herbert Guptill, re
signed, and Agnes Cunningham, lady as
sistant steward in place of Gracia M
Hooper, w ho will La unable to attend th t
remainder ot this year.
After a short recess the lecturer pro fern
Annie G. Carter, presented an interest ini t
program, consisting of singing by th >
grange;

good work in the dim
for the reoem *'

RAINBOW, an. NORTH
BROOKSVILL,
the lest meeting 0f
grange nearly forty members
ent. The tint and wound
degree,
conferred on one candidate.
The
,,
tereating feature of the evening

HOME, 408, WEST KI.LSWORTH.
Horn* grange met Nov. JO, wit

_

buy.
And yon will be

4

some

room to mike it suitable
of the expected guests.

Few

So amid the conflict, whether great or small,
Do not be discouraged, God Is over all.
Count your many blessings money cannot

Dear M. B. Friende:
The above poem sent by Sadie

HARVEST

song, Bhermsn Cunningham
question, “Resolved, that a woman is o
more use in the world and in a family
than a man.” The meeting was very inmust
and
I
Green Mountain Pomona grange met teresting, and all enjoyed a pleasant even
help me,
aay it did help me with Bay View “grange, Salisbury Cove, ing.
Members present, seventeen, anc
wonderfully.
My Nov. 17, with about*seventy-flve patrons- one visitor from Psmola
grange, Hancock
pains all left me. I a good attendance considering the weathThe election of officers will be in ordei
stronger, and within three mouth*
er.
A pleasing address of welcome was Dec. 4; If stormy, the next following Satwas a perfectly well woman.
‘‘I want this letter made public to given by Joseph H. Wood, and response by urday.
•how the benefit women may derive Henry W. Johnson.
from Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable j Topics, “How can the subordinate
KARRAM19SIC. 224, ORLAXD.
Narramiasic grange held its regular seeCompound.”—Mrs. John G. Molpan, ! granges obtain and retain the younger
2115 Second St., Korth, Minneapolis,
members?” opened by George W. Mayo; aion with all ita offlears present excepl
Minn.
“Is itga good business policy to pat- one unavoidable absence. An invitatiot
and,
Thousands of unsolicited and genu- |
ine testimonials like the above prove ronize mail-order houses?” opened by Mr. to supper extended to Castine and Alamoosook
was
granges
accepted, anc
the efficiency of Lydia E. Pinkham's McFarland, were ably discussed.
Vegetable Compound, which is made ■: Nine candidates were instructed in the twenty-nine guests from each grangi
exclusively from root* and herbs.
degree of Pomona. One of the pleasing were present. Verona grange, Bucksgert
Women who suffer from those dis-1 features of !the afternoon session was a and Hudson grange were also represented
tressingillspeculiartotheirsex should song by Artbur*Morgan. He was heartily Happy greetings and expressions of pleasnet lose sight of these facts or doubt
ure
were
exchanged in full measure
encored.
the ability of Lydia E. Pinkham's
The next* meeting will be the annual Supper was served to 100 patrons, aftei
Vegetable Compound to restore their
meeting for the election of officers, and which the meeting was called to order.
health.
The
program as arranged
by th«
If you want special advice write will be (held “w ith John Dority grange,
Sisters
committee
Wood, Keyes anc
to Mrs. Pinkham, at Lynn, Mass, j Sullivan, Friday, Dec. 3.
She will treat y ourletterasstrictly
Clark, follows: Singing, choir; tinging
“Silver Threads;”
confidential. For 20 years she
MOCNTAIN VIEW, 484. WWBl EDEN.
B
recitation, A.
has been helping aick women in
Mountain View grange held its regular Hutchins; reading, Mildred Clark; dnet,
this way, free of charge. Don’t
meeting, with about 102 patrons present, Clark and Churchill; dialogue, “Love ol
write at once.
hesitate
including twenty-one visitors represent- a Bonnet;" recitation, Haliie Soper; readAfter business, the ing, Carrie
ing five granges.
Crosby; solo, Gertrude
handles intact, lay it in full of stove wood ! third snd fourth
degrees were conferred. Churchill; recitation, Leah Page; readand carry it in and dump it into the woodA harvest supper was served.
During the ing, Gertrude Hutchings; singing, choir.
box- It will hold about three armfuls of j
When remarks for the good of the ordei
lecturer’s hour there was a short but inwood. All the dirt will fall into the box,
teresting program. There were four ap- were called for, patrons responded with
none to scatter on the floor, and no dirt or
fir pitch to get on your coatsleeves or splin- plications for membership, and one mem- words helpful, substantial snd amusing.
The new foundation lo the grange ball
ber was voted in. On account of the seters to wound your hands.
I have another way of refilling the wood vere storm Wednesday, only a few from has been completed snd pronounced good.
box,but the doors of ail houses arc not so con- Mountain View grange attended the Po- It was laid under the supervision ot (apt.
structed as to make it convenient to doit. mona at Salisbury Cove. Those who went
L. A. Wood. A few ltdlee during the past

surprise you what the Lord hath

And you will be

Dec.

broken down
condition of the |
system. 1 read so
muchof what Lvdia
harvest supper was enjoyed by seventyE. I’inkham's Veg- !
etable Compound five patrons, follow'ed by a short program
hjd (lone for other ! of music &Oi stories,
sturerlng women I
felt sure it would
GREEN MOTNTAIN POMONA, 28.
and

blessings,

Saturday,

frreat j

causeu a weakness

one

one.

Count your many
hath done.
Count your many

by

blessings,

name

Friday, Dec.3--Annual meeting of Green
Mountain Pomona with
John Dority
grange, Sullivan.

For Benefit of Women who
|
Suffer from Female Ills

week did

good ol the order by rest Master K. A
Whitmoreand others. There wilt be wor
at the next meeting, Nov. 27. lee-crear
and cake will be served.
the

■

reason.

DATES.

j

sufferer from female troubles which i

try to help them upward'/ Sad to say.
there are possibly few churches that
would do so. Into what home would
one stained with the life of the slums

to many of them, especially In theaters
on Sabbath nights after the church

Among tl)t (Grangers.

WANTS HER
LETTER
PUBLISHED

Helpful and Hopeful

Tbo purposes of this column are succinctly
stated In the title and motto—It Is for the mutual
benefit, and alms to be helpful and hopeful.
Being for the common good. It 1«* f»r the common use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the Interchange of ideas. In this capacity It solicits

grave or serious
missionary problem before the Christian church today than that of carrying the gospel to the slum districts of
so

44

If Motto:

of

“AUNT MADUE”.

BIT

EDITED

Beginning Nov. 28, 1909.

/

JDrtuvuarmrua,

ftlutnal Benefit (fialnmn.

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

Friday evening was young people’s
night at Arbutus grange, with the followThe following acceptable
letter from
ing officers: Paul Clark, master; Reuben
Uncle Dudley you will all enjoy, and I
Osgood, overseer; Florence Curtis, lecthe
Johns
will
read
I
it.
would not
hope
turer; Eddie Dunham, steward; Harvey
wonder, Uncle Dudley, if your bints might
Treworgy, assistant steward; Aliea Coulnot show' some John how he could help
Auwt Emma,
j ter,
chaplain; Milton Winchester, treashis better half by bringing in wood.
urer; Myra Billington, secretary; Iva
Commend* Maine** Game Laws.
j Treworgy, Ceres; Helen Clark, Pomona;
Dear Aunt Hadge:
j Ex-President Roosevelt, in the tirst in- ; Elsie Sperry, Flora; Lena Sperry, L. A. 8.;
As your colums are for valuable recipes,
stallment of bis African hunting trip Elmer
j
Kane, gate-keeper. The usual
helps and hints and for social and mutual in[ nblished in Scribner'a Magazine, pays a business was
terest to all, 1 thought I would write a few j
brought before the meeting,
tribute to
laws of the

State of Maine. and the lecturer
game
lines to the Johns who, I think, have been
presented a short musiAfter speaking of a great game reserve
sadly neglected in this matter. They may ;
cal program.
have tasted of many “receipted” dishes that established in Africa by the British gov- j
A shooting match will be held Thankshave been offered, from mushroom stews to eminent, he says:
giving, open to all using rifles. There
“The wise people of Maine, in our own
terrapin soups, but 1 never have seen anywill be a supper and dance in the evening.
thing written to help them in their husbaud- country, have discovered that intelligent I
At the first meeting in December officers
man
duties—anything to lighten their la- game preservation, carried out in
good
will be elected. A good attendance is debors, or lessen their cares while working faith and in a
of common sense, as
spirit
sired.
for the comfort and happiness of ail within
far
removed
from
mushy sentimenthe cir< le of their duties.
as from
brutality, results in adding
I have lately found an excellent way to re- tality
VERONA, 206.
one more to the state's natural resources
Verona grange met Nov. 20. Meeting
fill an empty wood box, and will tell them
of value; and in consequence there are
; was called to order
how to do it with the greatest pleasure. Get more moose and deer
by Master W. J. Abin Maine to-day than
and old discarded wash ooiler with both there were forty
there is a bott. Two candidates were instructed in
years ago;
better chance for every man in Maine, the first and second
degrees and one unhe is not a
Mrs. Louie Hite, 428 Outlea St. Danville, 111., rich or poor, provided t hat
affiiiated member was qualified. After rewrites. Goto be- 1st:
“Foley's Kidney Pills game butcher, to enjoy hi* share of good
started me on the road to health.
I was hunting, and the number of sportsmen cess the lecturer’s program was read. The
treated by four doctors and took other kiduey and tourists attracted to the State adds hour
being late, it was tabled until next
remedies, but grew worse, and was unable to
to the means of livedo my housework, and the doctor told me 1 very appreciably
meeting. There were brief remarks for
lihood of the citizen.”
only could live from two to six months. I am
now so much better that I do all of my own
work, and 1 shall be very glad to tell anyone
For a mild, easy action of the bowels, a
Foley’s Kidney Remedy will cure any case of
afflicted with
kidney or bladder trouble the kidney or bladder trouble that is not beyond single dose of itoan’* Hegulets is enough.
good results I received from taking Foley’s the reach of medicine. Cures backache
and
Kiduey Pills.” Commence to-day and be well1 irregularities that if neglected might result Treatments cares habitual constipation. 25
Do not risk having Bright's Disease or Dia- in Bright s disease or diabetes. G
Ask your druggist for them.
A. Par- cents a box.
betes. G. A. Parchre.
CHER.
—AAvt.

j

The Only Perfectly
Roasted Coffees
We roast

Other coffees

our
are

flames.

coffee in closed cylinders over live o c's.
-3
roasted in perforated cylinders over

We roast for thirty-five minutes.
Every berrv i- c .roasted. Roasted a rich golden brown from kernel
to outer shell.

pktety

Other coffees are roasted for only ten or fifteen min'.;:es.
e
Our process takes three times as long and it cost-.
times as much. For coffee to be good cannot be rousted
in less time.
X
It took us years to learn this.
But it taught us to develop the rich, mellow, full-bodied flavor and ambr. muI
aroma that have made O'Donohue
Coffee Company's
coffee the unvarying choice of critical coffee drinkers.
You will find the most delicious characteristics of
flavor and fragrance in

Fifth Avenue Coffee
New York’s Famous Coffee
Yon pay more for half-roasted coffee than
you would pay for "Fifth Avenue” Coffee. For
half-roasted coffee is half raw.
And raw
coffee yields no strength or flavor.
That ia why ordinary coffer ia weak and
colorless. Why it baa a weedy, insipid taste
and weak aroma.
In “Fifth Avenue” Coffee you
all the
s*t*rb flavor and generous strength of rich.
fruity berries roasted to perfection.
Thus the superiority of “Fifth Avenue”
Coffee lies not only in its fragrance. It lies

as

of

well in its vast economy. Tb-fc
such coffee means to you.

saving

_

__■

r

BCWWC Ol Gas Roa^-Gil
Moat coffers are roasted in perf >r

nffeE
'J

'ci
inders over cas. The hot t
throush the holes it! the cylinders.
coffee is roosted rixht in the
^
Thus the harmful gases intermingle
lf
the coffee. Such coffee smeI
of gas. For roasting opens the t>
k
fee. The berries absorb the n ''
po
•••''
and spoil the fine flavor and lr i;'
you wonder why coffee disagrees with so xu m>
health
You owe yourself and your people a
beverage. You can always get it by insisting on
Avenue Coffee.

c:S'„Tcof* j
-*

dj-

!

Its Goodness Preserved
“Fifth Avenue” Coffee comes in scaled air *.ht<0t.
c"

full strength and flavor is retained for y.mr
Coffee that is sold from open bins is unclean.
For your own protection and satisfaction,
O’ Donohue Coffee Company's Coffee. Never so.
Your Grocer Ho* Fllfli Avenue
at Sfic tlie Full Pound.

,.“c it.
n

■

,hc

^

Coflec

O’DONOHUE COFFEE COMPANY
New York City

!

_

OMot CoMec

I

"L

Importer* In t*e United

sl,!c*^

|

aWjrrttwmnu*

SEED IMPROVEMENT.
Practical

Work
Being Done To
This End.
The work of increasing the per acre
yield ^f crops grown in Maine through
the carcfal selection, breeding and dissemination of superior strains of seeds,
is about to receive the attention which it
deserves.
At the laat session of the legislature the
commissioner of agriculture was directed
to assist the farmers of the State in
this special work, and an appropriation
was made for carrying it on.
It is proposed very soon to call a meeting of such
farmers of the State as may be interested
in seed improvement work of any kind, at
which time the advisability of organizing
an association for the purpose of
directing
this work will be considered.
It is believed at this time that this work
can best be taken np in a
co-operative
way; hence an association will be formed
along the lines of those that have already
been so successful in other parts of the
conntry. With the co-operation of the
department of agriculture, the Maine

(

For

Pain
in

Cheat
A

t For sore throat, sharp pain
in lungs, tightness across the
chest, hoarseness or cough,
lave the parts with Sloan’s
Liniment You don’t need to
rub, just lay it on lightly. It
penetrates instantly to the seat
of the trouble, relieves congestion and stops the pain.

experiment station and a representative
of the department of agriculture, Washington, D. C., who is located in this State,
an association of this kind ought to meet
with profitable results.
The immediate benefits coming to the

Here's the Proof.
Mr. A. W. Price, Fredonia. Kans.,
*•
We have used Sloan’s Linisays :
ment for a year, and 6nd it an excellent thing for sore throat,chest pains,
colds, and hay fever attacks. A few
drops taken on sugar stops coughing and sneezing instantly.”

members can be classed under two heads—
educational and
financial. While the
financial benefits would undoubtedly interest the members

first, yet

Sloan’s
Liniment
than porous
and does
not clog up the pores of the skin.
is :asier to

use

plasters, acts quicker
It is

an

excellent

an-

tiseptic remedy for

more

particularly

at

educational features of the
work are of great importance. Where
association work has been carried on,
members
have
received great financial
benefit through the sale of the seed they
have raised. This
seed, having been
carefully bred and possessing large reproducing qualities, has met with a ready
market for seed purposes. It can readily
be seen if experiments are carried on year
after year and an improvement in crop
yield is caused through these experiments,
the

that the seed raised by various members
will carry an added selling value for that

purpose.
The educational value of the association
ill come through the results of the experiments conducted and the lessons
learned in this work. It is planned to
hold an annual meeting, at which time exhibits of seeds, grains and grasses will be
made and lectures upon subjects of importance to the men engaged in this particular line of work will he given.
The department of agriculture is prepared to give assistance in the organization and direction of an association so far
as is desired.
It will also be prepared to
furnish to the members experimental lots
w

h ma. bronch it w,
and all inflammatory
of
the
diseases
throat and chest;
will break up the
deadly membrane in
an attack of croup,
and will kill any kind
of neuralgia or rheumatic pains.
as t

All draniita keep
Sloan’s Tlnlment.

were good, the ship made a good run to
KITTKKV TO CARIBOU.
“Who Struck Billy Patterson?”
“Who struck Billy Patterson?” is a
Ascension, one of the Ladrones, which was
Thinking ha raw a moose or deer,-Harsighted, and from thhre the course was question that has gone into history. It is
fired through a thicket
ROUND THE WORLD IN A SAIL- shaped to pass between the Lew Chew asked frequently hy persons who have no vey Brewster,
islands andf Formosa, and then on to the idea who Billy Patterson was, for it has day, killing Milan Jarvis, twenty yearn
ING SHIP.
old, near Island Falls Wednesday. The
Chinese coast.
come to be a stock expression signifying a
ballet struck young Jarvis in the back,
The Saddle islands were sighted and mystery.
WRECKED ON THE CHINESE COAST—A
and he died instantly.
passed, as was Outzlaff, from which de“Billy” Patterson was the bnlly of
CONTRACT MADE IN WATERCharles B. Mellon, J. P. Morgan and
parture was taken to sail to Wusung. Richmond, Va., almost seventy-five years
MELON SEEDS.
The weather was dark and rainy with an ago. He was a big man, who loved fight- William Skinner, three new Boston ft
easterty gale blowing before which the ing almost as well as he loved whiskey, Maine directors, were elected to the di[By R. G. F. Candage, of Brookline, Mass.l
rectorate of the Maine Central at an adship was running under docble-reefed and preferred the two together.
In January, 1862. I left Boston in the topsails. There were no lights or pilots BThe day Patterson was strack the blow journed meeting of the board of directors
ship Hoogly, as first officer for the voyage in those days, nor buoys to guide one; the which thrust his name into immortality, to-day, succeeding Alvah W. Sulloway,
to San Francisco, China and return home. coast was low, the water shallow and the he had obtained liquor, but was finding it
Edgar J. Bich and Earl L. Byder, who reLucius Tuttle was re-elected
The ship was of 1,300 tons, built at East only guide was the lead.
difficult to get a fight. He had taken up a signed.
Boston, rigged, finished, loaded and sailed
ASHORE ON CHINESE COAST.
position in the centre of a sidewalk and president, Morris McDonald, vice-presiin winter, with the thermometer below
dent, and Henry B. Cleaves clerk of tha
was making all passers take to the street.
Captain Woodbury, a passenger and an
Maine Central, Washington County and
zero the day of her departure,
and ice
a crowd
old Shanghai trader, undertook to pilot He was particularly insulting to
of
medical
students who passed on t£eir Somerset railroads.
making freely in the harbor.
the ship after passing Gutzlaff. No land
She was not twenty miles from Boston
way to a nearby hotel.
Benjamin Weeks, one of the oldest
was seen after that, but the lead was kept
light when the wind veered from the
Among those students was Albin Payne, citizens of Orono, died Nov. 16. Mr.
As the water shoaled the ship’s
going.
northwest to northeast, shut down thick
in GuIlford, N. H., Junes,
head was kept in a more northerly direc- a relative of Admiral Raphael Semmes, Weeks was born
with snow and blew a gale. A press of
and a man of fighting blood. When the
1822. He came to Orono with his father’s
and at
last she struck bottom,
tion,
canvas was kept upon the ship to force
of students submitted to the indig- family in 1836, and had lived there ever
for a
few
lengths, group
her clear of Cape Cod, which was passed thumped along
offered by Patterson, Payne’s fight- since. He had been in the livery'busineaa
then stopped and rolled upon her port nities
that night close at hand, and then we
blood was aroused.
about sixty years.
side. The masts were cut away, anchors ing
headed out through South channel under
“JLet me at the bovine," he said, as he
A trolley car jumped the rails and plunged
from the bows and she righted a
dropped
double-reefed topsails and foresail.
walked up to Patterson. Perhaps Patter- to the bottom of a creek near Kittery
half full of water, thirty-nine days
wreck,
The next day the wind hauled back
son was too much
surprised to defend Thursday. No one was on board at the
from San Francisco.
to northwest and blew a furious winter’s
for only one blow was struck, time
It blew a gale, the sea was rough, himself,
except three employees of the comand “Billy" Patterson went down with a
gale with a bad cross sea, before which rain fell in
the hulk pounded uppany who saved themselves by jumping.
torrents,
the ship scudded, rolling channels to the
thud. It was believed at first that Patter- The car rank in thirty feet of water, only
on the reefSnd settled in the sand until
water. In the middle temperature of the
son was killed, and the students fled to
the top of the trolley pole showing.
ebb tide made it more quiet. The next
their hotel, where a hasty conference was
gulf stream her backstays became slack,
morning brought no change in the
and before they could be set up anew, the
and they vowed not to tell who
held,
Hen feathers answer well for pillows,
weather, water reached the ’tween decks,
three topgallant masts went over the side,
6truck the blow.
the sea unabated, no land or vessel in
cushions, or even for beds, if the sharp
had Payne been taken out a side
taking off the head of the main topmast
Hardly
sight, and prospect of reaching the shore
quill ends are removed. The easiest way
and springing the fore at the sheave-hole.
alive was not encouraging. The two boats way to another student's lodging-house to do this is, after the chicken is killed,
The ship was brought to the wind under
when the police arrived, demanding the'
were removed to the poop fitted with oars,
and before picking it, clip off with a pair of
close reefs, and the work of clearing the
All sharp scissors all the desirable portion of
man “who struck ‘Billy’ Patterson."
sails and provisions in readiness for leavwere questioned, but each
the feathers. This is quickly done and
the
students
wreckage began, which in course of time
ing the wreck. When flood tide made,
The fowl
a pan of fluffy, dry ends.
was
accomplished and landed on deck. it flowed over the main deck and waves denied that he had struck Patterson. givesthen
be scalded and picked as usual.
may
In the midst of the turmoil there was fear
soon became apparent that
it
Though
dashed over the rails. All hands spent
and sorrow among the thirty-nine cabin
was not dangerously
injured,
The ”pure food law” is designed by the
the second night in the rain on the poop Patterson
the students kept their vow, Payne prepassengers, one of whom, a child, died
Government to protect the public from incatching
naps as best they could.
and was buried at sea.
afterto
avoid
notoriety.
Payne
jurious ingredients in both foods and drugs.
The third day brought no favorable ferring
The foretopmast was fished, new main
ward became widely known as a physician It is beneficial both to the' public and to the
chauge; the wreck had worried into the
and topgallant masts were fitted and sent
conscientious manufacturer.
Ely’s Cream
in Virginia, and attained some note as a
sands until only the forecastle deck and
for cold in the
up, rigging put in
magazine writer, under the nom de plume Balm, a successful remedy
place, yards were
poop were above water, and they were behead, nasal catarrh, hay fever, etc., containing
of “Nicholas Spicer."
crossed, sails bent and set and the ship
ing washed by the waves. Darkness fell
no injurious drugs, meets fully the requirewas again uall a-taunto” in a few days.
on the scene, and the tide in rising made
ments of the new law, and that fact is promibet
Captain Chadwick, however, decided to it evident that the wreck must be aban“That’s a well-bred child." You
nently stated on every package. It coutains
put into Rio Janeiro for other spars, in doned or the crew would be washed from she is. Never corrects her parents pub- none of the injurious drugs which are recase of other losses, and for the welfare
of
the
the
no
matter
what
exigencies
quired by the law to be mentioned on the
it. The boats were launched; into the licly,
of the passengers, ship and cargo. She
label. Hence you can use it safely.
case my be.”
long-boat went twenty-three persons with
had a good passage to the equator and
me; into the quarter boat seven with Capaobmt*tmnitB.
reached Rio Janeiro forty-two days from
I tain Chadwick, and they, leaving the
Boston. There spars were procured, also
wreck behind, started before wind and
fruits and vegetables, water replenished,
sea to go we knew not whither.
and after two days’ delay in port the ship
The only possible course w as before the
was again upon her voyage.
wind and sea, with the men in the long-

EVENTFUL VOYAGE

ranged along her gunwale for a breakShe
one bailing with a bucket.
A new foretopmast was fitted and sent
Prices 2Sc.,50cn4$1.00.
comparison
already using.
aloft at sea. The ship had a good run struck, the men jumped overboard and
Dr. Earl S. Sloan,
A meeting for organizing this association
BOSTON. MABB.
her into deeper water, she went
will soon be called at some central point southward to the latitudes of albatross, pulled
a piece and struck again, and as the
in the State most easily reacned by those cape pigeons, penguins and seals, which along
men who
signify their intention to be thereafter were daily seen until the men were pulling her over the supposed
present. It you are interested in this borders of the trades in the Pacific had reef, the shore was seen through the darkproposition, kindly write at once to the been
hours
reached. Nothing of importance oc- ness, aud we landed four or five
dairy instructor, Augusta, stating
Subscribe for This America** state
that fact and giving your address, so that curred until the passage of the Straits of after leaving the wreck.
at the proper time a notice of the call of Le Moirs was
Where the boat landed was a salt marsh.
attempted. In these the
the meeting may be sent you.
for safety, a
ship was caught by tide rips, which broke She was hauled out of water
tent made of her sail, a lantern lighted
over her rails, and by failure of the wind,
Abbrrtimnttnt*.
she came near being forced ashore on the and suspended from an oar stuck into the
and the rest of the
Fuegan coast. She was in the straits all mud, a watch set
of one night.
The natives had bonfires ; weary crew lay down for an hour of rest.
Thus arrangements had just been comon the coast at several places, “in readi1
sent to the left,
ness,” as a sailor said, “to roast and eat pleted when the watch,
us.” It was an anxious night for all on hurried back in great excitement, and
of armed
board, but at morning a slant of wind j said they had seen a large body
j
and
You cannot keepwell unless the bowels arc regular.
carried the ship through the strait. The |j men coming toward them shouting
them.
“They are
Neglect of this rule of health invites half the sicknesses
captain, who had been on deck through attempting to capture
so get ready I
from which we suffer. Keep the bowels right; otherwise
the night, went below, giving me orders now marching upon the boat;
1 defend yourselves.”
waste matter and poisons which should pass out of the
| not to call him until he had rested and to
had his sleep.
| All immediately sprang to their feet, !
body, find their way into the blood and sicken the whole
put out the light, took down the tent,
wind
breezed
Soon
after
the
from
the
take
are
the
bowels
Don’t
wait
until
system.
constipated;
I
westward
in a hard gale with heavy made the boat a breastwork of defence |
Each man had
squalls and bail and snow, and sail was re- and waited the attack.
duced to close-reefed topsails and reefed taken with nim from the ship’s armory, a
courses.
The captain came on deck just cutlass, musket, pistol, pike or bayonet,
rebefore dusk in a lull between squalls and with which they were armed. For the
remarked that the ship was under very mainder of the night all stood ready for
did not
close sail. A heavy squall burst upon her the enemy’s appr ach, but they
They are the finest natural laxative in the world—gentle,
At daylight the only living
in a few moments and he said no more molest us.
safe, prompt and thorough. They strengthen the stomach
about close sail, but ordered the reefed thing seen was a heard of buffalo cattle
on
the marsh, which was the
muscles, and will not injure the delicate mucous lining of
mainsail to be hauled
up and furled. feeding
action.
constitutional
a
have
the bowels. Beecham’s Pills
While furling it in the dusk of evening, ! enemy which had frightened the watch;
and
That is, the longer you take them, the less frequently you
Horace Smith, a Boston boy, fell from the their horns being the arms seens,
the approach of stranneed them. They help Nature help herself and
yard into the sea and was drowned. He their snorting at
gers the shoutings heard.
was a fine lad, and his loss was a sorrow* to
of different

kinds of seed to test out in
with the seeds they are

THE REASON WHY

boat

AT SEA AGAIN.

water and

Be Wise in Time-

for Feeble Old People, Delicate Children, Weak, Run-down
Persons, and to Counteract Chronic Coughs, Colds and
Bronchitis, is because it combines the.two most world-famed
tonics
the medicinal, strengthening, body-building elements
—

of Cod Liver Oil and Tonic Iron, without oil
tastes good, and agrees with every one.

or

[

grease,

We return your money without question if Vinol
does not accomplish all we claim for it,

1

■

GEO. A. PARCHER,

Druggist, Ellsworth.

BEECHAK’S PIUS

Keep the Bowels Healthy
Bile Active & Stomach Well
In Boses 10c. and 25c. with fall directions

From Arctic to Tropics
in Ten Minutes
No oil heater has

efficiency

or

a

higher

greater heating

power than the

PERFECTION
Oil Heater
(Equipped

with Smokeless Device)

With it you can go from the
cold of the Arctic to the warmth
of the Tropics in 10 minutes.
The

new

Automatic Smokeless Device
smoking. There is no possible question about it.
means greater heat-power, a more rapid diffusion of heat
and a sure conversion of all the heat-energy in the oil.
In a cold room, light the heater and in 10 minutes yoy’ll have a
prevents

This

glowing

heat that carries full content.
Turn the wick up as high as it will go—no smoke—no odor.
In everything that appeals to the provident and the fastidious, the
Perfection Oil Heater, with its new automatic smokeless device, decisively leads. Finished in Nickel or Japan in various styles.
Every Dealer Everywhere. If Not At Yours, Write for Descriptive Circular
to

the

Nearest Agency of the

STANDARD OIL COMPANY
(Incorporated)

A TRYING EXPERIENCE.
till hands.
For the next ten days it was make sail, I
No human being or habitation was to
take in sail, shike out reefs, put in reefs be seen. The tide had receded from the
between squalls or when a change war- marsh, leaving the boat two or three miles
ranted in the endeavor to work round the from the water’s edge. An early breakfast
Horn to a point westward where the ship’s
was eaten and the w'ork of launching the
head could safely point northward toboat began. It was still rainy and a gale,
wards pleasanter weather.
In that en- but we toiled on trying to pull the boat
j
deavor she was at last successful, and then afloat until noon when a rest was taken
reached the southeast trades of the Pa- for dinner; half the distance then having
cific, where albatross and pigeons forsook been made. No person outside of the
us and flying fishes,
dolphin, skipjack, boat’s crew had been seen.
frigate and tropic birds took their places.
After resuming work at launching the
The passengers enjoyed the pleasant the boat, two Chinamen approached clad
which
enabled
to
be
them
about in straw-thatch raincoats and conical
change
deck, and play games for their amuse- crow ned straw’ hats, who spoke and gesment, while the sailors w*ere busy refitting ! ticuiated, but could not be understood. I
and tarring down rigging and cleaning
said to them: “Shanghai,” and pointed in
ship to present a pleasing appearance on the direction I thought it lay. They said:
arrival in port. The ship glided pleas- j “Shanghai, yah,” and pointing in the
antly through the trades, reached the va- opposite direction, then to the ground,
riable winds north of them, and safely en- said something not understood by us.
tered San Francisco harbor in May, 1852, Thinking they intended to deceive we
after 126 days from Boston.
j paid no further attention to them and
they went away. The boat was dragged
AT SAN FRANCISCO.
to the water’s edge just at dusk. We then
At San Francisco all hands of the
took supper, floated her and started as we
eighty persons making her crew and passupposed for Shanghai.
senger list, left the ship except the capThe wind still blew a gale, the sea was
tain, a boy and myself. Wages were
rough, rain fell, the night w as dark and the
high, being |6 and f6 per day for un- boat
shipping water, frightened the sailors
skilled laborers, and all expected to make
Th< y were prewho w ished to be landed
a fortune.
The harbor was tilled with
vailed on to keep quiet, but the boat
ships, whose crews had deserted. People
shipping more water, the cry arose that
were living in hulks, tents, shanties, and
she was sinking and they insisted on being
some in
more
pretentious habitations. landed.
They said: “We have escaped
The streets were in a horrid condition,
with our lives from the wreck and don't
some impassable, but everybody hustled
want to be drowned in such a night as this
for gold. Gambling houses were in full
in this boat.” And so the boat landed six
and
hustled
they,
too,
night;
swing day
or eight miles from the point where she
for the gold of their patrons. It was hustle
had started.
everywhere, and everybody seemed hopeAs soon as she touched the shore, five of
ful. That was San Francisco in the
the most frightened sailors jumped out
earlier '60s.
and started off. I called to them to help
The cargo of the Hoogly was landed,
the boat out of the surf. They sail
ballast was taken and she was dropped pull
that they wanted nothing further of the
into the stream to wait for a crew which,
boat, as they were going to walk to
was obtained at $150 each for the run to
Shanghai. I said: “This boat may yet be
arrival
and
at
|60on
port
China, flOOdown,
the means of saving all our lives, and if
of destination. She sailed for Shanghai,
you go away and won’t help take care of
reached
Honand on the twelfth day out,
her you can have no further share in her.”
“We don’t want any,” and
olulu, w'here she hove back outside the They answered:
strode off into the darkness. The boat was
harbor reef, landed mails, procured fruits,
ashore
by the rest of the men, a
pulled
etc., wras boarded by a boat from the U. S. watch set, and her crew curled up in her
sloop-of-war St. Marys, and then went on to wait for morning.
(Concluded next week.)
her way across the Pacific. The trades
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Why shouldn’t Mary have

good time
friends?

a

and then with her
John’s dinner will be just as
now

well cooked since a Mother’s Oats Fireless
Cooker is in the house; it will be just as hot
and steaming. Mary paid nothing for the Cooker;
she saved coupons out of

Motler's Oats

and other Mother’s Cereals, and secured a $3.75 Cooker
free.
She saves 80% of her fuel bills; she hardly goes
into the kitchen at all, and she isn’t forced to bend all afternoon
hot stove; she arises an hour later than usual, and doesn’t
have to rush down stairs to prepare Mother’s Oats for breakfast.
The coupons are found in:
over a

Mother*s Oats
Mother's Corn Meal (white or yellow)
Mother's Wheat Hearts (the cream of
the wheat)
Mother's Hominy Grits
Mother's Corn Flakes (toasted)

Mother's Coarse Pearl Hominy
Mother's Old Fashioned Steel Cut
Oatmeal
Mother's Old Fashioned Graham
Flour

Ask your grocer to tell you how to get a Mother’s Oats Fireless
Cooker free. If he doesn’t keep Mother’s Cereals, write us
today, giving his name and yours, and we'll tell you all about
the free Fireless Cooker and send you a useful souvenir free.

The" great
AKRON

Operating
BOSTON

western Cereal Company

Oatmeal Mills than any other one concern
NEW HAVEN
NEW YORK
PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURGH
ALBANY
ST. LOUIS
more

*

CHICAGO

Bowen Stanley, of Center,
fox recently, the first of the season
reported in Hancock county.
shot

j
far;

HOBSON- K

PUBLISHED
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by the
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so

discovered data indicating that the
1611 instead of in
was settled in
1626, as commonly given in histories, thus
making Castine the second oldest settle-

worth. It was one of the most brilliant
society events of the season. The bestman was Dr. Charles R. Cole, of Pawtucket, a cousin of the groom.
The bride was gowned in white silk
crepe meteor, with garnitures of chiffon
and duchess
lace. Her tulle veil was
caught up with orange blossoms. She
wore a necklace of peridots and pearls,
the gift of the groom, and carried a shower
bouquet of bride roses and liiies-of-the
valley.
The bride’s mother was attired in old ;

has

town

ment in the

country.

Business communications should be addressed
to, and all checks and money rders made payable to The Hancock County Publishing
Co Ellsworth, Maine.

Is the joke on the school committee, the
carpenter or the children? The West
Surry schoolhouse was reported as leakwere
This week's edition of The ing on one side. Funds for repairs
limited, but the school committee decided
American is 2.400 copies.
that they must keep the children dry, and
ordered one side of the roof shingled.
was all done before it was dis2,528 The job
Average for the year of 1808,
covered that the wrong side of the roof
WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 24, 1909. had been shingled.
I

STATE OF MAINE.

rose

lace.

have

been

heard
and

the

drumming
chipmunks

past week,
yet turned in for the winter.
Mrs. E. W. Tracy, of North Sullivan, sends
in a cluster of wild strawberry blossoms,
picked Nov. 21, by George A. Robertson.
within

have not

I

|

I

A PROCLAMATION.

j

Following a custom which had its origin in
England, and in conformity to the i
proclamation of the President, I. Bert M. Fernald. Governor of the State of Maine, hereby
j
designate
New

in the bouse.

Polly,

of the schoonar

the oldest vessel

Game

disappearing,

Washington

as

they did

once

before, and

the moose, which are increasing
in number All the time, are accountable;

I believe

! for there is

no

question

drive the deer out.

I

am

but

opinion

that the law should

tect the

cow s

they

that

strongly

of the

to propresent, and
that tbere should be a close time of a year
or two on the bulls.
Never before this

years. He
was assistant clerk of the House in
18S5 and 1887, and was clerk of the
House from 1891 to 1906. For several

the heart,

of

Ross,

Warden

aged fifty-two

as

it

does

cease

at

fail have
in the

j

so many cow moose been seen
woods of eastern Maine without

calves

and I believe the law should

The sympathy of the entire county
to the family of Congressgoes
man D. A. De Armond, of Missouri,
who yesterday lost his life in a vain
effort to save his little grandson from
out

for

j

fire which destroyed his home in
Butler. Mr. De Armond was a man
of high character, and a valuable
public servant. He was serving his
a

a

year

to be

or

two at

protect them

least, allowing

cows

shot.”
Augusta Gossip.

“The ‘old

guard’ about
talking

have not fiuisbed

the state house
about

the

fail-

Fernald to reappoint Hon.
Parker Spofford, of Bucksport, as a member of the State board of railroad commissioners for a uot her term of three years,”
tenth consecutive term in Congress. says the Augusta correspondent of the
He was in the sixty-sixth year of his Bangor Commercial.
“It surely came as a surprise, but there
®ge.
ure

of Gov.

|

to the

But,

on

office,
the

who think

he

other

has

that

surely
hand, there

are

right.
others

excellency might
diplomatic; that
a day or
might
failure, aged eighty-seven
During the campaign he two before the appointment of Mr. Jones
years.
stamped the country driving a pair of was announced, that Mr. Spofford would
not get another term.
steers, hitched to a hayrack, from the
heart

he

end of which he delivered his
speeches. “Uncle Solon” and “them
steers” have become a part of Maine
rear

history.

_

AMONG

Has

have been

Been

THE FISHERMEN.
A

Hard

Eastern

Season

Along

Maine Coast.

The season has been a hard one for the
chief industry of the shore towns of eastern Maine.
The lobster catch has not
been normal, line fishing has been very

unprofitable,

sardine business has had

off year, and the

scaled herring

herring business

has not

or

an

smoked

had such

a

low

a

that

little

have

his

more

told Mr. Spofford

“And behind the failure

of the governor

re-appoint Mr. Spofford is
politicians that the
oar F* Fellows, of Bucksport,
to

among the

the talk
Hon.
a

Os-

former

speaker of the house of representatives,
and one of the original Fernald m?n, is to
be selected to fill the place on the railroad
board now held by the Hon. Joseph B

Peaks, of Dover, whose term will expire
next spring after a service of twelve yeirs.
The law stipulates that one of the three
commissioners shall be
Peaks is the

a

lawyer and

Mr.

lawyer member of the board.
the politicians figure it out is

“The way
that the governor wants to remember Mr.
Fellows in a substantial manner with a

good position, and that the railroad
presant time. chairmanship would be just the thing for
Bmoked herring are in the upward move,
him, but that it would not look well to
and by the advent of the New Year prices
have two railroad commissioners from the
promise to be much improved. The same town, a town that now furnishes the
market

for years

as

at

the

catch is not counted on to be
state treasurer, and in a county which
large during the winter months, but the some claim has more than its share of the
prices promise to be higher than last win- State’s patronage.
ter, so that the advance ih price is figured
“It is believed that the axe will fall on
to offset shrinkage in catch. The sardine some
more of the ‘old-timers’, so-called
This branch of
season is about at an end.
that is, office-holders who have held
the fisheries is by far the most important down the
job for a decade or more withof all, and though a year of confusion for
in the next year.”
the packers, the past two weeks have developed great demand for this class of
Big Seizure at Stonington.
goods, scores of steamers and auxiliary
Stonington, Nov. 18 (special) -Deputyboats daily patrolling the coast, for this
Sheriff Paul W. Scott, one of Sheriff Bilsmuch- wanted specie of herring.
by’s active deputies, saw a motor boat one
Brices have advanced from |8 per hogswith a suspicious looking
head for the raw material. Large vessels day recently
cargo, leaving a vessel which was lying in
have been pressed into the service of
the harbor.
transporting these fish, and many thouOfficer Scott immediately procured a
sands of barrels of fish have been translaunch and put after the craft, which »ed
the
steamers
of
the
Eastern
ported by
him a chase down the harbor and into a
Steamship Co., from Portland to Eastport creek on Crotch
island, where he overare
current
that
Lubec.
and
Reports
hauled her, and tow d her to Stonington.
for
the
rates are being negotiated
by
The cargo consisted of ten barrels conpackers from the express companies to taining ten dozen bottles of ale each, and
sardine
canners
to
enable the
transport
five barrels containing ten dozen bottles
herring from the western parts of the
Slate to eastern canning plants by express. | of beer each.
lobster

—

TRUST *

EASTERN

Branches

BANKINO
at

|
j

bonnes in Bllawor.h, in good condition. on eaav ierrnu; will exchange for limber land. Inquire of Wbllinoton Harum.

TWO

Co Urt

FOR

IN

house

at

or

SALE

Twenty-eight foot auxiliary sloop “Hustler”. This boat is well adapted
lobstering, fishing and scalloping. The engine with the scallop
''r
installed new last year. For particulars apply to

East *nrrv. I have to let for very low
rent, small cottage bouse fnrnisbed.
I
wish to let same to a small family; tenant may
use the wood and coal in woodshed free of
charge. Harry L. Crartrbr. Ellsworth.

Jfor Sale

77

Tenants Harbor, Maine

CTo Htt.

Itgal Gotten.

M*‘n and Union Streets;

lower Water street.
also Triboa farm
DRESSER
C. C. Krasin.. Ellsworth.

Ijflai Notices.

on

Apply

Bankrupt** Petition for I> I •charge.

to

In the matter df
Qxoaou M. Makmall,

€?l.rntrt).

Bankrupt.

SITUATION

;

and children to cut balsam fir
For particulars address Pine
Pillow Co., Wood building. New York, N. Y.

j FARMERS
twigs.
!
j

around .10 to look after our business
in unoccupied terrltorv.
Special inC. R. Burr A Co.t
ducement, permanent.
Nurserymen. Manchester, Conn.

MAN

FIR

}!

TWIOS—We pay fl.oo

weight for large quanti

u«e
new growth, end pieces, wilh buds
Send four or five pieces of the kind you
will ent for a dollar, by first mail, to Balaam
Pillow Co.. New York, N. Y.

■

fii",lh»

Yl1H‘“c’*1
twenty-ntne^dolUri Ti m””h“*

'‘•h'),

CARD or THANK*.
wish to expreas our heartfelt thanks
to those who so kindly aided us in our
great bereavement, the death of our father
and husband, Increase Jordan. We also wish
to exU-nd our thanks for the floral offerings
and to the singers.
Mas. Increase Jordan and Family.

WE

National 13.mk Statrmrnt.
REPORT OP THE

CONDITION

lUskrupt'* Petition
in the matter of
Forhbnt (1. I*BKkV,

for

J

i“3

,2!!

htnidfna. th.Y2
bounded injT
"r
S
J«J5

21k!

Am.wb“

Also another certain lot or
parcel of Ian
0r *n<1’ “",1
J «t<U(
•vrlbi-jM follow,, to wit;
B„l»nlng «l
•take and «t<>ne* on the Dortbwn;
cornerc
land occupied hr Frank l>
Soprr near tk
western Hue of lot No. to.
acco.ding to tk
of
plau
Orland; thence north e ght ctjrrt*
oaat about one hundred
forty rod* to tk
line; thence south thirty two and om
naJ! degrees e*st by Said
range Jine r-itet1
lour and two-fiftha rods; thence »outfc*e*
eriy by a large ledge of rocks about one hoi
died rods to line oi lota V ».
»nd
ihe«
by laid Hoe to southeast corner oi satdih
per a land; thence north bf’een degretvvs
one hundred rods to stake and st< ms; thru
south fifty seven and one baJ degree* *«
eighty rod a to point of beginning, co&uiaij
forty* flee acre a, more or if sa.
Fki>i C. Frstm,
Deputy ."beriff.

L-Vihi<i

Kankruptcy.

KHKBirr'H BA LB.
STATE OF MAINE.
Co0»tt or Haxcock s* November 22, Ml
this twenty*second day of Notti
X her, a d. 1909, on execution dated t]
Wth day of Oc tober, a d. .‘Ah. iiwot-1 ob
judgment rendered by the fupreme judid
court, for tbe coumv » f Hancock aforesaid,
the term thereof begun ami h* id on ti
second Tuesday of October, a. d 19 9, to *1
on the twenty*eighib day of October, e.
1909. In favortf J. M. Bray, of OrUcd. Hi
cock county, State of Ma>ne. against (i. 1
Ktchardaon. of Bucksport. -aid roentj
State, for two hundred n;:
d
»-<• std foil
aeven cents, debt or cam.ig.. and sixteen d<
lars and fifty-aeveu cent*, cos is of amt a
will be sold at
public auction at 'he office
W. C. Conary, in Buckspurt. *»'d county
Hancock, to the bighe>t bidder, on
twenty eighth day of Decembet. a d. '**•
ten o'clock in the forenoon, in. t- .lowing «
title k
acribed real esiute and all
rn
interest which the said (i W. K. b» dson «
nfitettka
or bad m and to the same on ti
of January, a. d. 19 9 at eight o’clock id I
forenoo*. the time when the our wi*
tached on the writ in tbe same cult, to *
a certain lot or
h .he but
parcel of land
ings therei n situated in Buck-^ort,
s’.rrei m it nortM
side
of
Center
westerly
of the bridge and pond known a* the Cl
Machine Fond, and beginning
*‘i'j *tW
about 4 rods northerly from 'he old •
“!
thence running northerly
tinuaiion of Center street about £>
to Hirsm *•
land deed»d by H. H.
«
now owned by Wardweli b*-irs: thence
erly by said land continuing »ume courw
the pond; thence by tbe p‘-nd or
southerly to place of beginning, cuuts»»»
>nvev aii
acrea more or leva, meaning
land bet wee. the road ami the poodl
" ®
southerly of tbe lot sold Fogg 1
Fa a.ns <

rpAK'BN

■

oiij

■■■

>

P»oj
bh«™

Deputy

i

SHIRT WAIST

NOTICE

legal

DANCING PARTY

WHERE48

TAKEN

*•

>

|
|

_

!

Saturday Evening, NOV. 27.

prize awarded to
the person wearing the prettiest waist
shirt. Music by
Clark and Shapleigh. A piano
the hall

will be used

regularly
Saturday night dances.

DANCE TICKETS

SPECTATORS

at

u“,ulwt,«B

NOTICE

and

the

I

35c

5c

()cu)<^

>

!

1

HHfcKIPP'S SALE.
STATE OF MAINE
ft
County ov Hancock %»■■ November
So*
this tweuty-secomi day o
csi
on esecuiUo
H*»9
oer, a. d
second day of November, a. d HE* ,M0,
judgment rendered by the •oprenn
court, lor the county of Han».o..it »i°r<
the term thereof begun ant! beat
second Tuesday of October, a. d 1
«
on the taeuty eighth day ot
t»
l»9. in favor of J M. Bray, ot oruud.
Hancock and s«*f* [_■* A
county of
against Guy W. Kichardson >>f
►aid county and State, for flfietn haoa J
eighteen oolUra and eighty tcnt. ningt
damage, and nineteen n Hat* a
ptl
cents, costs of suit, and will be *
f
c
suction at the office ot W
l0
Hsncoc*.
of
said
county
hnckaport,
highest bidder, on the tweit(h,
December, a. d. i900, at ten o'clock *
re*
noon, the following described
all the rijghi, title an > interest »b
Guy W. Bicbardion has or ha o.i“ AU» sJ>l
same on the twenty-ninth day
1208, at four hours and thirty
clock iu the afternoon tbe uw'
,
»«*
same was attached on the writ
suit, to wit: a certain lot or par
with the buildings tbeieon,
^
Buck sport, on the westerly
d
9
street, neat northerly of the bru-gr
*u®
'*•
known as the Card Machine Pot
^
iu*
njng on aaid stream about four
ort|
luutuif
from the old dam; thence
t
ot A
„
by tbe road on continuation
about 2* rods to land deeded byjjg
v' *■
to Hiram Kogg. now owned by
thence westerly by aaid Un con
course to the pond; thence by
b*K
atream southerly to place of
j
taming five aerta more or be
^
|
convey all tbe land between sold t
of the lot
and
—

TOWN HALL, SURRY,

handsome

1

!

^

pond

southerly

WE.

NOTICE

!)

.’d S
afternoL.^E

Discharge.

)
Bankrupt.
To the Ron. Clarence Hale. Judge of the District court of the United Mates for the District of Maine.
were allowed six months to dispose
of
at Buck snort, in the State of Maine,
T7VJBRK8T ti. PKRHY, of Oouldsboro, in
at the cl*ae of business.
the county of Haneock. aud Mate
of
their stock. Some of them obeyed the orNovember 16. 1909.
Maine, to said district, respectfully repre
der, but others, it is said, continued their
a nts, that on the 2Ath
of Heptember, last
RESOURCES.
day
wns duly
ope rations.
adjudged bankrupt under the
I Loans and discouuta.. #178 498 64 paet.be
Acts of Congress relating to bankruptcy; that
62 47
Overdrafts, secured au unsecured.
he has duly surrendered ail his properly
U. 8. Bonds to secure circulation
50.0U0 00
and rights of property, and has fully comi Premiums on U 8 Bonds.
i,5i4) (4)
plied with all the requirement* of n*ld act*
106,535 00 and
Bonds, securities, etc.
of the orders of co-rt touching his bankand
fix
furniture
Banking house,
230 00 ruptcy.
tures.
CURES REMOVE DOUBT
Wherefore he pray* that he may be deDu- from State ami Private Banks
creed by the court to have a foil discharge
and Baukers. Trust Companies,
ABOUT ECZEMA CURE,
from all debts provable against bis estate
and Savings Banka.
2di*4 31
under said bankruptcy acta.except such debts
Due from approved reserve agents,
23.34*4 68 as are
excepted by law from such discharge.
94 50.
Checks and other cash items.
Dated this l&th day of November, a. d. IMA.
What
Your
Read
Druggist Says About Oil I Notes of other National Banks
690 00
Foumust O. Perry.
nickeia
Fractional
currency,
paper
of Wiatcrgreca Compound.
Bankrupt.
58 79
and cents.
Order of Notice Thereon.
Lawful money reserve in bank, vis.;
Druggist E. G. Moore submits the fol12.293*5
as.
District op Maikr
Specie.
13,763 85;
Legal tender notes. 3.470 00
lowing to the readers of The Ellsworth
On this 10th day of November, a. d. 1909. on
Redemption fund with U. S Treasthe foregoing peiiuou, it is—
American:
urer ift per cent, of circulation)..
2.500 00 ; reading
Ordered by the court, that a bearing be had
For several years we have announced,
the same on the 10th day of December,
Total. *381.981 24 upon
a d. 1900. before said court at Portland, in said
with our recommendation, that we had
LIABILITIES.
district, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon; and that
found a positive cure for eczema; a simple
Capital stock paid in. #50.000 00 ; notice thereof be published in the Ellsworth
sKin wash,
oil
of wintergreen com- Surplus fund.
IO.OOuOO American, a newspaper primed in said district. and that all known creditors, and other
Undivided profits, less expenses
pounded with other ingredients.
in interest, may appear at the said
14.372 92
and taxes paid.
ime and place, and show cause, if any they
49.70U 00
YTet we know there are people right in National Banknotes outstanding..
48 CO i have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
Dividends unpaid.
this town who have eczema, and still have
Individual deposits subject to check, 244 4%! 87 | not be granted
And it is further ordered
never tried this remedy.
Demand certificates of deposit.
6,477 70
by the court, that
1,155 00 ! the clerk shall send by mail to all known
We have, therefore, arranged with the Certified checks.
Cashier's checks outstanding.
745 75 creditors copies of said petition and thisorder,
addressed to them at their places of residence
D. D. D. Laboratories of Chicago for a Bills payable, including certificates
of deposit for money borrowed...
5,000 00 as stated.
special offer of a trial bottle at 25 cents, inWitness the
Honorable Clarence
Hale.
stead of tbe fl.00 bottle as regularly sold.
Total.
#381.981 24 Judge of the said Court, and the seal thereof,
at Portland, in said district, on the 20th day
STATE OF MAINE.
We offer this trial bottle with our recof November, a. d. UM.
Edward B. !
Cocntt ok Hancock
Jamks R. Hrwey, Clerk.
I L. 8.}
ommendation and assurance that just as
Moor, cashier of the above-named bank, do
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
soon as the patient
washes hit itching solemnly swear that tbe above statement is
Attest:—Jamrs K. Hrwey, Clerk.
of my knowledge and belief.
skin, this mild liquid will take the itch true to toe beat
EDWARD B MOOR, Caah‘er.
Id the District Coart of the United 8tales for
E. Q. Moore, EllaSubscribed and aworn to before me this 22d
away instantly.
the Hancock District of Maiue.
day of November, 1909.
In the matter of
worth, Me.
In "**":*&**•
Walter h.oardnkr.
G kobo a B. Clair,
J
°
7*®'
Correct—-Attest:
Notary Public.
Bankrupt,
EDWSKD L. BEAZLEY.
AtnuBrntintB.
To the creditors of Geo. E- Clstk. of Eden,
PARKER 8POFKORD,
[Directors.
in the county of Hancock, and district afore\
HORACE E SNOW.
said. a bankrupt:
is hereby given t hat on the 6th day
of November, a. d. 1909, the said Geo.
hotter*
E. Clark was duly adjudicated bankrupt;
and that the first meeting of his creditors
rOKBf LOSIKE OF MORTGAGE.
will be held at my office, in Ellsworth. Maine,
George W. Bridgham, of La- on he 6tb day of December, a d. 1909. at 1
muine. Hancock county. Maine, by his o'clock in the afternoon, at which time the
said creditors may attend, prove their claims,
mortgage deed dated December V, 190.'. and
recorded in Hancock registry of deeds, book appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
446. page 2U7, conveyed to me, the undersigned, tranract sucb other business as may properly
come before said meeting.
a cer>ain parcel of real estate situated iu said
William E. Whiting,
Lamnine, with all buildings thereon, bounced
Referee in Bankruptcy.
and described as follows:
Dated Ellsworth, Me.. Nov. 23. 1909.
Bounded on tbe south by the road leading
from Blunt’s Pond in Hancock through Marlboro; on the east by line of land of George In the District Court of the United States for
Harnor; on the north by land of Chester
the Hancock District of Maine.
Hod*kins and on the west by land of Perry*
In the matter of
) /n
r
A
Hodgkins, land of George Gilpatrtck and
Chas. Garland,
No' 7875
Mrs.
land of
Gilbert Bragdon. containing
)
Bankrupt.
twenty-seven acres, more or less, and being To the creditors of Chas. Garland, of Eden,
all the lot described in deed from Edward
in the county of Hancock and district afore
Hodgkins to John F. Hodgkins, dated May
•*id, a bankrupt:
16, lsM, recorded in Hancock registry, book
is hereby given that on the 6th
or
193. pa^-e 456. whit h lies north of said road
day of November, a. d 1909. the said
and also being the same premises conveyed Cbss. Garland was duly adjudicated bankby Joan F. Hodgkius et al. to George N. rupt; and tha* the first meeting of bis
Sneha. dated November 3 1899, and recorded creditors will be held at my office, in Ells
in said regtatry, book 344, page 73.
worth. Maine, on the 6th day of December,
And whereas the condition of said mort- a. d. 1909. at 2 o'clock in the afternoon, at
which time the said creditors may attend,
gage has been broken, now, therefore, by
reaaou of tbe condition thereof 1 claim a
prove their claims, appoint s trustee, examine
foreclosure of said mortgage.
the bankrupt and transact such other busiNovember
Maine,
Ellsworth,
22,1909.
ness as may
come before said meetproperly
(Isosos N. Shbha.
William B. Whiting
ing.
By J. A. Peters, his attorney. I
Referee in Bankraptoy.
Dated Ellsworth, Me.. Not. 28,1909.
r
COMMISSIONERS’ NOTICE.
Hancock as.:—Nov. 19, a d. 1909.
In the District Court of the United States for
the Hancock District of Maine.
tbe undersigned, having been duly
appointed bv tne Honorable Edward
E
of
Chase,
within
and
for
judge
probate
>
said county, commissioners to receive and decide upon claims of tbe creditois of Charles To the creditors of Chao. R. Clark, oi Barry,
in the ooanty of Hancock and district aforeE.
late
of
Doyle,
Ellsworth, in said
said, a bankrupt:
of
Hancock, whose estate has
Many advertisers forget that advertis- county
been represented
is hereby giTen that on the 19lh
insolvent, hereby give
ing space in a newspaper is valued ac- public notice agreeably to the order of
day of NoTember, a. d. 1909. the said
gsid judge of probate, that six months from Chao.
R.
was
Clark
duly adjudicated
to
the
circulation
that
cording
of
paper. and after Nov. 2. 1909. have been allowed bankrupt; and that the first
meeting of hie
Advertising space in a journal without to said creditors to present and prove their creditors will he held at my office, in
claims, and that we will attend to the duty asEllsworth, Maine, on the 6th day of Dec* tucirculation is dear at any price the pubsigned us at the office of Fred L. Mason, in ber, a. d. 1909, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon,
lisher may demand.
Without circulation the First National Bauk Building, in Ella- st which time the said creditors may attend,
worth. Maine, on Wednesday. Dec 22, 1909,
there can be no results, and without
prove their claims, appoint a trustee, examine
I and on Tuesday. May 2, 1910, at ten of the the bankrupt, and transact such other busiremits the noneu which the advertiser
ness as may properly come before said meetI clock in the forenoon of each of said days.
Edmond J. Walsh,
William B. Whiting.
ing.
is
ost
-Leavenworth (Kansas)
Fhank 8. Call,
Referee in Bankruptcy.
i
i'iineft.
Dated Ellsworth, Me., Nov. 23. 1909.
Commissioners.
J

Vu

Sef.-n
jui

£
rl.h? ? ,4'
Boliihifi?

1

In

oIV.2i

idd

Order of Notice Thereon*
District or Mains hr.
On tbit JOth day of November, a. d. 1909, on
reading (he foregoir g petition, it 1b—
Ordered by the court, that a hearing be
bad upon the same on
the loth day
of
court
December, a. d.
1909, before eatd
at
in
said
at
ten
Portland,
district,
o'clock
in
the forenoon; and that notice thereof be published In the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper printed in Mid district, and that all known creditors, and other
persons in interest, may appear at the said
lime and place* and show cause* if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
And it is further ordered by the court* that
the clerk shall send ny mail to all known
creditors copies of said petition and thia order. addressed to them at their places of residence as stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale,
Judge of th« Mid Court, and the seal thereof,
at Portland, in said district* on the20th day of
November, a. d. 1909.
Jambs E. Hbwbv, Cterk.
nUi.)
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest:—Jambs E. Hbvkt, Clerk.

Spafol 3faiiu*»

!

hejun .""S

term thereof
0
ond Tuead.y ot OcUthrr. a
the twenty eighth dee ot o,’. ... “
in favor of JM.
county, Maine. a*.iD,.Eiia,
land. In aald county ..d Sin. ,1 01 ^
dred
0,1
cenu. debt or ilama.r, and
elteen
‘hre. cent., co.„ nt
eold at public auction at the
<e
0
C'onary. In Buoh.port,
wum.
c»ch. ‘o >he hlvhen blduer, on
eighth day ol December,
u
.f
,“'•W In the forenoon, the
lot
•crthe.1 real eetate, and all the
intereat which theaatd Kliai
had In and to ,h. ..me
da, of May, a d. 1909, at two ho.re
mioutea ol the clock tn the
time when the aarne -a,
attack*
In the aante ault, to wit
, re-at.
parcel of land, with the
In »in Orlauc,
aertbed aa followa: Norther),
hetbei.ndd
the late Fr.nci. Utile,;
.aalerl, 6.
„nn
Ine; eoutheily by land
d
formerly
took, now in poaaeaaton of Fred B u7om
weaterly by land ol damn took and
Uray formerly. It oetn, ih.
Charles T. Bowden homestead known
atd
conveyed to »»uJ Eli*, Bowels by prtraiM
Bowden, by deed dated April IT. d
recorded in Hancock record*, book
151. p*f

Bankrupt.

ed-at

STUDENT
County General Hospital, young
between eighteen and thirty yeara of

?

Bankruptcy.

Wherefore he prays that he may be decreed bv the court to have a full discharge
from all debts provable againvl his estate
under said bankruptcy acta, except such debts
as are excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this l®th day of November, a. d. 190®.
Gioisi M. Marsiuu,

per
les.

on.

wan

/a

bankruptcy.

t
hundred
BALSAM
jI We
the

jJ

MllERirrH SALK
utatr of Maine.
CoewTTor Hancock
ae.r-Noremb,,
thl.
v'*
,,
rpAKEN
1 k. <1. 190.. ontwenty.third
eiecntioo daurf * ,“tw'
tteth day ot October, a. d
>«!!•
i«» 1
'-n t
JndKment rendered by U, ,„ .7..
oouri, for the oiibty of Huncock !!!
the

To the Hon. Clarence Hale. Judge of the District Court of the United States for the District of Maine.
/ > KOlKiK M. MARSHALL, of Bar Harbor.
VX Rden. in the county of Hancock and State
of Maine, in amid district, respectfully represents, that on the 2Mh day of August,
last past, he was duly adjudged bankrupt under the Acta of Congress relating to bankruptcy; that be has duly surrendered all his
property and rights of property, and has fully
complied with all the requirements of said
acts and of tba order* of coart touchiug his

as housekeeper or will do entire work in small family. Address "Bunnell”, care American office.

Bleached

in

BANOOR, ftAINE.

jfor Salt.

beauty.

has been put

CO.,

Old Tewa aad Mach las.

fersons

who say that if the governor of
Maine wants to appoint one of his friends

are some

Solon Chase, the sage of Chase’s
Mills, who became famous in his
campaign for Congress as a greenback candidate, died yesterday, of

completely safe and satisfactory. YOU ought to bank with us
Your request for information will be cheerfully and promptly answered
vice

SMcriisenttsUft.

by their side; and the bull moose
the are continually harder to find. They are
growing scarcer, and should be protected;

chief clerk in
years he was
office of the secretary of state.

j

(|

the transaction of banking business, a thorough
equipment, and
unquestioned financial strength all combine to make our banking WT.

Toledo. Ohio, is the only constitutional cure
the market. It is taken internally in doses
from 10 drops to a teaspoonful. It acts directly on the blood ard mucous surfaces of
the system. They offer one hundred dollars
for any case it falls to cure. Mend for circulars and testimonials. Address:
F J. CHEN BY A CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall’s Family Tills for constipation.

j

An order has been issued to inspectors
of the department of agriculture to seize
all of the bleached flour in the country,
and as a result of that action fourteen
consignments of bleached flour, several
hundred carloads, were taken in the West
Wednesday. Further seizures are expected.
It is supposed that about fl ,000,000
worth of bleached flour was manufactured
during the past year and that most of
w hat remains of it is in the East,
especially in and about New York.
About a year ago the department of
agriculture, following experiments, decided that bleached flour ia injurious to
health. Then the secretary issued an order to prevent the manufacture of such
flour, but for various reasons the millers

county, thinks bull moose should be protected for a time, and cow moose shot.
He says: “The deer of Maine are gradually

William 8- Cotton, of Lisbon Falls,
private secretary to Gov. Fernald,
•died suddenly Sunday of neuralgia of

and

black

EVERY MODERN FACILITY

for

the Waldo
ladies
Flour.
age to
;
The
! enter the training-school for nurses.
defiance
millers
of
the
Open
by
govern- I school offers the best of Instruction under
ment's warning to cease manufacture of thoroughly educated and competent trained
bleached fiour on pain of seizure, has led nurses. A splendid opportunity for those desiring to take nursiug *s a vocation. Address
Secretary of Agriculture Wilson to take Miss Abigail H. Hincklby. Waldo County
General Hospital. Belfa-t, Maine.
drastic action.

ever.

|

wore

|P

on

Nurses

Seize

day let all unnecessary labor be j
afloat, well known in Hancock county
suspended, and gathering in our homes and I
The Polly was built in Amesbury,
in our accustomed places of worship, let us ports.
1
give thanks to God for the blessings of | Maas., »n 1806, making her nearly 106 years
health; for peace and prosperty as a State j of age. She was at first sloop-rigged, and
and as a Nation; for bountiful harvests and went through the Civil war as a privateer.
the blessings of liberty. Let us not forget She is forty-five tons net, sixty-one feet
the needy or the afflicted, out by our alms or
long with a thirteen-foot beam, and has
ministrations give them especial cause for
been rebuilt several times. She is still a
thanksgiving. Thus will the day be made to
staunch craft, and withstands the onconform to the purpose for which it was
slaughts of the seas as well and ably as
originally set apart by our forefathers.
Given at the Executive Chamber at Augusta,
this eighteenth day of November, in the
year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and nine, and the Independence of
the United States of America the one hun«dred and thirty-fourth.
BERT M. PERNALD.
By the Governor.
A. I. fiaovN,
Secretary of State.

mother

of Ellsworth.

_

I

gold trimmings

groom's

The groom is the son of the late Dr.
George F. Keene, who was bead physician of the Rhode Island state institution at Howard, R. I. Mr. Keene studied
Emery Maddocks, of North Ellsworth,, at the l'ruled Sutes naval academy at An*
a
a
from
bull
had
visit
two-year-old
napolia and later at Cornell. He is now
The moose got connected with International Silver Co.
moose one day recently.
wire
but
fence,
tangled in a hen
finally He is a member of the Home club glee
broke through, and then entered the door club and
for the past year has been
of the hen-house, turned around and came identified with social and business circles
out again, and after getting his bearings,
in Meriden.
Mr. Maddocks
struck off into the words.
Among the guests were Mrs. G. F.
was so interested in watching the unusual
Keene and Miss Bessie Keene, of Proviperformance that he forgot he had a gun dence, R. I., and Judge John B. Redman,

It is reported that Commander Robert
I E. Peary is negotiating for the purchase

THANKSGIVING DAY.

The

voice of much

Thursday, Noyember’Twenty-fifth, Instant. j
On this

mesaaline with

crepe de chene and lace.
A reception fit the home of the bride’s
parents followed the ceremony at the
church. Mr. and Mrs. Keene will make
their home in Meriden.
The bride is the only daughter of Mr.
and
Mrs A. E.
Hobson. She is well
known in the younger society set, and is
a talented musician, possessing a soprano

‘♦Signs of spring” are still reported from
various sections of the
county. Roses
and sweet peas are in bloom on Swan’s
Island and pansies at West Ellsworth.

Partridges

By the Governor.

F.KNK.

A marriage of interest to people in this
vicinity took place at Meriden, Conn.,
last Wednesday; the bride was Miss Bertha Pearl Hobson; the grojm George P.
is
to
be
D.
of
Esst
M.
Surry,
Chatto,
There is more Catarrh in this section of the
K ene, son of the late Dr. George F.
of
wood
He
has
his
1911
country thmn all other diseases put together,
envied.
supply
Keene and Fannie Kedman Keene, daugh- and until the last few years it was supposed to
wood
was
1910
His
fitted for the stove.
ter of the Late Erastue Kedman, of this be incurable. For a great many years doctors
pronounced it a local disease and prescribed
housed a year ago.
remedies, and by constantly failing to cure
city.
with local treatment, pronounced it incurThe ceremony was performed in the able.
Science ha* proven catarrh to be a conCharles W. Noyes, of the Castine Village
First Congregational church, Meriden, by stitutional disease and therefore require*
Hall'* Catarrh
constitutional
treatment.
that
he
announces
Rev. A. J. Lord, pastor, formerly of EllsImprovement society,
Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney A Co.,

local and political journal

&

black

a

AtabmtBmnnta.

Amateur Drama at l>amolne.
The drama “Tommy’s Wife” will be
presented at Lamoine grange ball Wednesday evening, Dec. 1. 8upper will be
served. If stormy, first pleasant evening.

WEDDING IlKKiUS.

00881P.

COUNTY

£ hr ^llpiuortb American.

g”

PepuD

A common mistake of local
aP
it <o estimate the value of
space of one newspaper by
asked by some other publication
mistake of judgment for a bo*'**
fo estimate the value of space
,ri
table newspaper unth a good
by that of some othe>r
will accept business at any pri'e

f

^

publican**^

pleased
Times.

to

get if.-Leavenworth

1

WHEN JIM CHIlf HOME
By
{CopyrlKM. 1909.
Jim Baker

M.

QUAD.

by Associated
Press. I

was

Literary

lazy and shiftless

as

young man. He didn't drink, and he
He had the repu•ras good tempered.
tation of being truthful and honest,
but everybody said he would die In
\fie poorbouse. At the age of tweutyfour. to the surprise of everybody, he
got married. No young woman In his
locality would have looked at him
twice, but one twenty mllea away actually fell lu love with and married
■

A thousand different times In
him.
after years she tried to explain to herself and others how It came about,
but she never satisfied any one.
The father of Jim's wife gave her
thirty acres of land with a cabin on
It and the couple went there to exist
For the first five years Jim was appealed to, protested at and complained
Then the hardof for his laziness.
working wife realized that It was no
use and gave It up.
Jim Baker rend and heard of the
civil war when It broke out. and he
saw many of Ids neighbors enlist and
go marching away. He bad no-particular Interest In war. He was a patriot
bnt he didn’t say much about It for
fear he would be asked to swing bis
hat and cheer. That would have been
hard work for him. It was only when
the days of the big bounty came that
he sat down under a tree for serious
thought He was thinking when a recruiting officer came along and sat
down beside him and said:
“Jim. If you want to enlist I can get
you $700 bounty money. It looks now
ns If the war would be over In thirty
days, and Just think of earning all that
money In a month.”
‘Til think It over.” replied Jim after
a long time, and that evening his wife
noticed that he was looking very serious. When she asked If he felt 111 be
answered:
"Num. Say, Bet, I'm thinking of
going to war."
She smllod at the Idea, and he continued:
"I alius thought It was mighty hard
work, but that feller told me today It
was dead easy. All you've got to do Is
to eat and sleep and shoot rebels. You
have a nigger to cook for you and load
your gun. I believe ! could stand that,
and I’ll get $700 for going.”
Nothing more was said about the
matter that evening. Next morning
the wife started for the fields, and Jim
started for the village. She missed
him at noon when she returned to the
bouse, but she didn't worry. When ho
came home at sundown he tossed a
big roll of greenbacks into her lap and
said:
“I’ve enlisted for a soldier and am
going away tomorrow.”
She counted the money over slowly,
laid It upon the clock shelf and re-

plied:
“Jim. there’s wuss husbands than
you. I'll be mighty careful of the money. and I hope you'll come back all

right.”
There Vas very little said next
She
morning when he started off.
went to the plow and he to town, and
the talk was all among the neighbors.
After getting down to the front Jim
wrote home now and then, but briefly.
Sometimes he was mentioned In other
soldiers' letters, but also briefly. The
She missed the
wife lived on alone.
Somehusband, and yet she didn't
times she wished him back, and sometimes she didn't feel to care whether
he returned or not. She was In this
neutral state of mind when the war
The soldiers
came to a close at last.
who survived It returned home, and
one evening as she sat on her steps
with her pipe In her mouth a veteran
In uniform turned In at the gate to
say:
“Mr*. Baker, have you heard about
Jim?”
“Not a word.”
“He didn’t come back with us."
"Nor’
"Because he was killed In the very
I was right near him
last battle.
when be fell. Mighty sorry to have to
tell you.”
“Thankee for coming,” she said.
And not a dozen more words were
said. In her way the woman felt her
loss, but she shed no tears over It.
It did not keep her from her work
next day.
After two years she began
drawing a widow's pension, and a* sister came to live with her. After the
sixth year she was asked to marry
again, and again she was a wife. It
was seven years almost to a day since
she had been told of Jim’s death when
she sat alone In the house one day
and a stranger entered. He waa lame
and dusty and grizzled and asked for
a cup of water.
As he drank It she
looked at him more closely and then
sunk Into a chair and was speechless
for a moment.
“Is anything wrong?” asked the
man.

But you are J!ra Baker,
husband that went to the war!”

“My God!

my
she whispered.
"You called me Jim Baker,” said the
man after awhile.
"Of course I did. You have changed,
but you are Jim.
Why didn’t you
write?
Why didn’t you come home
sooner?”
"Madam, I beg you to excuse me,
but you are laboring under a great
mistake.
My name Is La”gford—
George Langford. I am a stranger to
you and to this part of the country.
The resemblance to Mr. Baker Is simply a coincidence. Thanks for the water. It has refreshed me. Good day.”
And Jim Baker, who was not killed,
but whose long silence was not explained went out of his bouse and
away from bis wife and was never
heard of again.

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

OBITUARY.

Arthur B. Mitchell was home from Bar
Harbor over Sunday, returning Monday

MRS. ARVILLA W. SWAN.

Mrs. Arvilla W. Swan died at her home

morning.
en the
Bayside road yesterday afternoon,
Irving Garland, who has been in New after little over a week’s illness, from a
several
Hampshire
years, visited relatives paralytic shock.
here last week.
Mrs. Swan was seventy-three years of
Mrs. Mary D. Jordan, of Bangor, came age. She was a native of Ellsworth. She
Tuesday evening for a visit of a few weeks was the widow ol Daniel H. Swan, formerly of Ellsworth, and the first manager
among relatives.

Resiles Count

of the once famous Mountain house on
Green mountain, Bar Harbor, and later
proprietor of hotels in various cities of
Maine and at Old Orchard and Kenne-

John A. Moore left Monday noon for
Auburn where he has employment for the
winter in a shoe factory.

We respectfully call the attention of the
public to the fact that Hundreds oi Young Men
and Women have Improved their condition in life by

Mrs. James Taylor, of Bangor, came
bunkport.
Monday evening for a day or two with her
Soon after the death of her husband,
sister, Mrs. Martin R. Salisbury.
some eight years ago, Mrs. Swan returned
securing a training in the
Arthur Salisbury went to Otis Sunday, to Ellsworth, where she devoted the last
called their by the serious illness of his few years of her life to
loving and painsbrother David, who died Tuesday.
taking care for her aged mother.
Mrs. Swan was a consistent Christian, a
Dr. Ralph Higgins and wife, of Brewer,
The fact that the Bangor Daily News had
were guests over
Sunday of Mrs. Higgins’ devoted member of the Baptist church
here since early life. Her life had been
grandmother,Mrs. Mary E. Kincaid.
Instances of students of this institution taking posiMrs. Mary S. Dunham will go to Au- one of self-sacrificing devotion to family
tions on these dates is evidence of this.
and friends.
gusta to-day to spend Thanksgiving with
Besides her aged mother, Mrs. Mary A.
her granddaughter, Mrs. Charles W. CurG. D. HARDEN, Treasurer
Whittaker, who is nearing her ninety.
tis.
seventh birthday, she leaves one son—
>
Free
Richard Moore returned to Auburn
Me.
Bangor,
Catalog.
William Swan, of Woodfords, and two
Monday, after spending a few days at
daughters—Mrs. Mary Cappelle, of Boshome with his parents, John Moore and
ton, and Mrs. Laura Smith, of Wells.
SEPTEMBER
4—B—7—»
wife.
The sympathy of all who knew her goes
11—IS—14—4.5—16—IT
Rev. J. D. Prigmore and family, who out to the
family, and especially to the
18—20—21—22 -23- 24
have been enjoy tug a vacation of three
aged mother, who lived alone with her
25—27—28—28 mm
months with relatives in Missouri, are ex- daughter, and who has been called
upon
U
pected home the first of December.
within little more than a year to part
with
a
a
a
and
son,
daughter-in-law
Mrs. Emery .Jordan, of Medical Lake,
Wash., visited here last week with her daughter.
David Salisbury, of Otis, Dead.
Funeral services will be held at the
sister, Mrs. Isaiah Harriman, and is
David Salisbury, a prominent citizen of
home
here
to-morrow
at
afternoon
2
spending this week with her sister on the
Otis, where he operated a lumber mill,
o’clock. The remains will he taken for
Surry road—Mrs. William Moor.
died yesterday in the forty-seventh
year
interment to Kennebunkport, where there
offer for sale some desirable bargains in Beal
of his age.
Daniel E. Loweree came Saturday for a will be
Estate in
prayers Friday.
Funeral
services
will
be
held
to-morrow
visit with his family who have been livforenoon
at
10
Rev.
P.
A.
A.
Kilo’clock.
ing here for the past two years. Mr. LowMRS. T. C. PAGE.
ELLSWORTH, HANCOCK POINT, SORRENTO.
of Ellsworth, officiating.
eree went to Guadalajara ten years ago,
Ellsworth people will be pained to learn lam,
We do a general INSURANCE and REAL
and this is his first visit home. His many of the death of Mary
ESTATE business and offer the best CompaE., daughter of the
MARINE LIST.
friends are glad to see him.
late James F. and Eleanor J. Davis, and
nies, lowest rates, best terms, etc. Correspondence solicited. All business given us will reMrs. M. A. Roberts, of Bangor, came wife of Thomas C. Page, who died of
ceive
the very best attention.
Klin worth Port.
at her home in Springfield,
Friday to spend a few days here with her pneumonia
Sid Nov 19, sch Henrietta A Whitney, BayNov. 21, after an
side, load staves and heads,
sister, Mrs. Isaiah Harriman, leaving Mass., Sunday morning,
Whitcomb,
illness of a week.
& Co
Haynes
Monday for Bar Harbor. She expects to
Sid Nov 21, sch Ann C Stuart, Bar Harbor
Mrs. Page was born in Ellsworth, Sept.
return by Thursday to spend ThanksgivMAINE.
ELLS'.VORTH,
Hancock Countv Ports.
1848. Her father for many years was a
ing with her sister, Mrs. William Moor. 14,
Southwest Harbor—Ar Nov

SHAW Business and Shorthand School

-■

—

---

THE GEORGE H. GRANT CO.,

THE GEORGE H. GRANT CO.,

19, sch Bloomer,
merchant here; he was Ellsfrom Winter Harbor
Ar Nov 20, schs Mildred May, Franconia
first mayor, and was county
In port Nov 22, sch Forest Belle
treasurer for several
terms. She was
In port Nov 23, sch Mertis H Perry
married to Mr. Page, himself a native of
BORN.
lived
in
ChicoMaine, Sept. 3,1879. They
pee Falls until they move to Springfield A8TBURY—At
Sedgwick, Nov 18, to Mr and
about two months ago.
Mrs Thomas Astbury, a son.
The funeral services were held at the GRINDEL—At Penobscot, Nov 17, to Mr and
Mrs Herman A Grindel, a daughter.
house Tuesday afternoon, conducted by
M’CARTHY—At Ellsworth Falls, Nov 16, to
her former pastor, and the interment was
Mr and Mrs Thomas Francis McCarthy, a
son.
made in
Fairview cemetery, Chicopee.
Besides
her
husband she leaves one PREBLE—At Lamoine, Nov 16, to Mr and
Mrs John W Preble, son.
Katharine Hurlburt; three WHEELDEN—At East
daughter
Surry, Nov 15, to Mr
and
Frank
Edward
and
Mrs Freeman Wheelden, a daughter.
C.
H.,
stepsons
K.
two
sisters
George
Page;
Sylvia,
MARRIED.
wife
of
Arthur
W.
Milliken, of
and
wife
of ALBEE—KING—At Southwest
Trinidad, Colorado,
Myra,
Harbor, Nov
; Frank D.
20. by Rev O G Barnard, Miss Linnie
AlHoward, of Chicopee Falls, and
bee, of Trernont, to Wallace E King, of
one brother—George G. Davis, of Holyoke.
Southwest
Harbor.
i
Although Mrs. Page had been somewhat COWPERTHWAITE
GERRISH—At Birch
| of an invalid for
Harbor, Nov 20, by Rev E S Drew, Miss
years, the end caine sudS Cowperth waite, of Birch Harbor, to
j denly, after only a week of critical illness. Ethel
Gilbert E Gerrish, of Winter Harbor.
Until her marriage Mrs. Page lived with DUNSWORTH
At Stonington.
STINSON
Nov 13, by Rev J P Simonton, Miss Mary A
her parents in Ellsworth, and is well reDunsworth to Roy Stinson, both of Stoninghardware
worth’s

MOUTH

THK RIVER.

OP

Freeman Closson has gone to Boston to
work.

George March,

Portsmouth,

of

called

on

relatives and friends here recently
Irving Closson has returned from Bartlett’s Island, where he has been employed.
Adelbert Patten has moved his family
the house recently] vacated by Ernest

into

FARM FOR SALE OR RENT

Several other Attractive Real Estate Values

Inquire

—

trip* covering
now

a

period

of

forty years, and
birthday with

he is remembered each

present of a check for as many dollars
he is years old. His friends think this
speaks eloquently for the man’s character.
His longevity is attributed to a
hardy
constitution, outdoor exercise and a
a

as

simple, regular life.
Mr. Cutting, in a letter, says that his
career as a guide is nothing out of the ordinary; that he was most always lucky
enough to give his parties fairly good fishing and plenty of it; that he always had
pleasant parties to guide, and that he never
had
an
accident
while guiding. He
says “there is one thing that I can say,
that the most of the guides cannot say,
that is, my employer never heard me use
profane language.
“I will tell you of one fishing trip I
made to C pond in the winter time, with
a man by the name of Abbott.
Just before we got to the pond we struck a bear’s
track and followed it to a ledge of rocks.
The ledge was so low that 1 had to lie
down and crawl in to shoot the baar, the
other man preferring to remain outside.
So we got the bear first and then went
fishing, with my usual good luck.”
Winfield Scott Macomber Dead.
Winfield Scott Macomber died at his
home in Castine Nov. 22, of acute indigeation. He had been at work about the
house during the day, had eaten a good
dinner, and resumed his work of putting
on outside windows when he was taken
ill and died about three hours later.
Mr. Macomber had a wide acquaintance
through this section of the State. For
many years he drove stage when the oldfashioned coaches were in use, driving
from Bangor to Ellsworth and Bucksport,
and from the latter town to Castine for
many years.
He was afterward
was

tween

1

membered

as

a

w'oman

high

of

character

nity.
MRS.

CATHERINE WATERHOUSE.

ty-five

years.

Mrs.

Waterhouse

health for
worth

been

had

years. She
three weeks before
some

spend the winter with
Mrs. Waterhouse

her

came

in

poor

to Ells-

her death to

daughter.

Eastlife had been spent
in Biddeford and for the past eleven years
in Saco.
Her husband, James Whitehouse, died a few years ago. Four children were born to them, of whom three
died in infancy.
She leaves besides her daughter, Mrs.
Dunn, two sisters—Mrs. Julia Henderson,
of Rowley, Mass., and Mrs. Roselle Billings, of Franklin, and one brother, John
DeMeyer, of Eastbrook.
There wrere prayers at the home here
Saturday by Rev. P. A. A. Killam, after
w’Jhich the remains were taken for interment to Saco, where funeral services were

brook,

was a

messenger

Castine and

native of

but most of her

8ARGENTVILLE.

dTkd^
At Brockton, Mass, Nov 16,
GOODWIN
George P Goodwin, of Dedham, aged 73
years, 1 month.
GRINDLE-At Waterville, Nov 23, Mary A,
widow of James W Grindle, of North Penobscot, aged 77 years, 6 months.
HAMBLEN—Drowned, at Stonington, Nov 14,
Alvin S Hamblen, aged 41 years, 11 months,
26

days.

MACOMBER-At Castine, Nov 22, Winfield
Scott Macomber, aged 68 years, 6 months.
PAGE—At Springfield, Mass. Nov 21, Mary E
wife of Thomas C Page, daughter of the
late James F Davis,of Ellsworth, aged 61
years, 2 months, 6 days.
RICH—At Worcester, Mass, Nov 19, of heart
failure, Sylvanus C Rich, formerly of Southwest Harbor, aged 52 years, 4 months, 14

HfcbnttBciHtmB.

PLEASANT WAY
TO CURE CATARRH

days.

SALI8BU IY—At Otis, Nov 23. David L Salisbury, aged 46 years, 11 months.
SWAN—At Ellsworth, Nov 23, Mrs Arvilla
W Swan, aged 72 years, 10 months.
TRUE WORTH Y-At Watsonville, Cal, Oct 31,
Henry E Trueworthy, formerly of Ellsworth.
WATERHOUSE—At Ellsworth, Nov 18, Mrs
Catherine Waterhouse, of Saco, aged 75
years, 6 months, 8 days.

j

You

Sim.
PRETTY MARSH.

Harvey P. Freeman returned from his
hunting trip with his fall quota of deer.
The many friends of Benjamin-Carter
andfamily are blad to see them back after
an

absence

of live years.

Judge D. L. V. Moffett, of Boston, will
spend Thanksgiving with his mother,
Mrs. Annie Moffett, at the Boulders.
Nov. 22.
G.
|

GRAPES,

and colds.

at LUCHINI’S

a
a

J. P.

range

or a

fur-

ELDRIDGE,

Main Street,

Ellsworth.

BE A CHAUFFEUR

Men wanted to train fo
positions as drivers or re
pairmen Salary $15 to

per week. Actual
Complete
practice.
«3w.*hK Oldest. Most Reliable School.
Write now for best positions.

$50

PORTLAND AUTO CO., PORTLAND, ME.

j

--

I have opened a department for the sale of Boots,
Shoes and Rubbers in conuection with my fl/truess. Trunk,
Robe and Blanket business.
I have selected the

o

Zj

PACKARD SHOE.

1(0

Brockton made,
for

a
none

leading line. 1 here
better
My years of

are
ex-

manufacturer of
S'mmjs for Men.
Boys and
Yotnhs will enanle ui- to solect tbe best values and de

pern-lice

g
Jr
O

as a

p
3
2
■“

W

Lowest prices

on

all

grades.

i. A. M’GOWN,

™

BOOTS and SHOES.

Cures indigestion

Advertising is like learning to swim
confidence, strike out and > ou will

urely win.

FARM

HYDE, WHEELER CO.

reports, tags, shipping certificates,
stencils, etc., furnished free.

Market

kinds of furs.
Metcalf’s Fox

Decoy, $1.00 per bottle delivered
H. C. METCALF & CO.. ALSTEAD, N. H

St., Boston, Mass.,

get top market prices and will make
prompt returns.

can

special orders to fill early for MINK,
MART8N. OTTER. MUSKRAT, WILD CAT,
FOX, AND SKUNK.
Send for price-list. Full market prices for all

and

PRODUCE.

41 North Market

RAW FURS WANTED

STRICTLY

COMMISSION.

electrical
Full Lines of

WINDSOR HOTEL

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
FIXTURES.
Wiring
Sup,Ilea Cbenrinlljr Olna.
ANDREW M. MOOR.
AND

Estimates

on

W. T. BRUBAKER, Manager.
Midway between Broad St. Station
and Reading Terminal on Filbert 8t.

and

Main St..

Ellsworth.

European, $1 per day and up.
American, $2.50 per day

CAMDEN WOOLENS
Ladies’ and Gents’ Suitings
sold direct from the mills output. WRITE FOR SAMPLES.
Agints Wanted in Every Town to Sell these Golds.
F. A. Packard,
Mgr. Retail
Box 35, Camden, Me.

and up.
The only moderate nriced hotel of reputation and consequence In

Dept.

PHILADELPHIA.
PINE HILL CONCRETE CO„

9ee

Makers of all kinds of

CONCRETE BUILDING MATERIAL

High St.,

Blaisdell’s,

W. A.

Ellsworth,

Bonsey, Prop’r.
...

iStoftaBional Cards.

Maine.

ELLA WORTH

SOPHIA WALKER, Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
•NO

TEACHER OF

PIANOFORTE,
COURT ST.,

ELLSWORTH.

FORREST

B.

PAT,

SNOW,

WEST

H. B. E8TEY A CO.,
BRIDGE, ELLSWORTH. MR.

G. T.

BOWDEN,
DEALER IN

INDIAN

MAINE.

Motor-Cycles.
MAIN

ALICE

H.

SCOTT,

TYPEWRITING, accounting and
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent ol tne Union Safe Deposit & Trust Co., of
Portland. Me., for furnish' g Probate
and Surely Bonds.
Cor. Mam and Water sts
(over Moore’s
Store), Ellsworth, Me.

WASH Kt.

END

ATTORNEY AT LAW,
BLUKHILL,

NO

All kinds of laundry work done at abort notice.
Goods called tor and delivered.

8PKCIALTY MAD I* OF

Have

APP4.es, VEALS, EGGS

q

42 and 43 Main St

MI-ONA

CUSTOMERS WANT YOUR

OUR

COU

Mrs. L. S.

pendable goods.

remedy that cures. I hav* not
since using Hyomei had any recurrence of asthma ”—Mrs. Wm. Burton,
Owosso, Mich., June 22, 1909.

CAN'T SUPPLY OUR DEMAND

OR
AutOMobilt Enfinttr.

Ellsworth.

a

It relieves stomach misery, sour stomach, belching, and cures all stomach disease or money back.
Large box of tablets 60 cents. Druggists m all towns.

Whether it’s
nace—if it is

“Clarion”, it ia
sure to meet every requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by

TOBACCO and CIGARS

can

coughs

_

CLARION.

CONFECTIONERY all kinds,
MALAGA

ME.

THE—

dried,

the latest styles In PALL
WINTER millinery at

BOOTS and SHOES

“I take especial pride in recomCapt. C. L. Babson and wife and Miss
Fidelia Dow left Monday for Lawrence, mending Hyomei to asthmatic sufferers, as I know by experience that it is
Mass., to visit friends.
Nov. 22.

FRUIT fresh and

Call and

|

guest

TAPLBY

IV1 I L_ 1_ I INI El R V

tUmcruscutfiua..

are.

is visiting in

Investmants

Estate

W.

We have

—

held at her home.

Might just as well try to kill a cat
with fresh milk.
Sticking a pieoe of chewing gum in
the upper left-hand corner of the
right ear would slaughter just as
many germs.
You can’t kill the germs that cause
catarrh unless you get where they

MASON

Tv.

ELLSWORTH,

Surry.

get where the germs are
by breathing Hyomei, the powerful
yet soothing antiseptic, which is preMrs. Rodolph B. Sargent has returned to pared especially to kill catarrh germs.
(0 ■
I
It
Just breathe it in, that’s all.
Melrose, Mass.
U ■
in
five
mlnu
es.
It
relief
Carl Nevells, of Brooksville, is spending gives joyful
ol
is guaranteed by G. A. Parcher to
a few weeks here.
XI
cure catarrh, or money back.
Rowland Gray
is employed on the
It is sold by
leading druggists (0
steamer Tremont.
everywhere. A oomplete outfit, inExtra
costs tl.OO,
Charles Bowden, of North Bluehiil, was cluding inhaler,
Cures sore
throat,
bottles, 60c.
of Chandler Bowden.
a recent
Mies Flora L. Bowden
Belfast.

Real

O.

—

WALL3—TRIPP—At Bar Harbor. Nov 16, by
Stephen L Kingsley, esq, Lydia Ann Walls
to Thomas Edgar Tripp, both of Mt Desert.

different

years.
Mr. Macomber was sixty-eight years
old. He leaves a widow’ and one son—
Harry, of Castine. He was a member of
Massasoit lodge, I. O. O. F.

IF*.

—

Continually sprinkling and sprayand stomaoh dosing.
in the express office, ing
What are you doing it for?
on the steamer
beTrying to kill the catarrh germs?
Belfast for several
in

«Sb

—

_

Mrs. Catherine Waterhouse, of Saco,
died Nov. 18, at the home of her daughter,
Mrs. H. W. Dunn, in this city, aged seven-

A

Insurance

ton.
HOBSON-KEENE-At Meriden, Conn, Nov17, by Rev A J Lord, Miss Bertha Pearl Hobson to decree F Keene, both of Meriden.
HOOPER
RANDALL
At Winter Harbor.
Nov 19. by Rev E S Drew, Miss Irene
Hooper, of South Gouldsboro, to Leigh A
Randall, of Cutter.
HOUSTON—HOLMAN —At Bucksport, Nov
20, by Rev John Wood Hatch, Miss Annie B
Houston, of Bucksport, to W'illiam H Holman of Bangor.
KANE-ANDERSON—At Sedgwick, Nov 13,
by Rev Elisha Sanderson, Miss Nellie F
Kane to Edwin A Anderson, both of Brooklin.
NEWEY-WILBUR
At Hampden Highlands, Nov 20, by T P Humphrey, Miss
Alice May Newey, of Winterport, to Leona
E Wilbur, of Waltham.
RICH—STANLEY—At Manset, Nov 20, by Rev
O G Barnard, Miss Cynthia B Rich, rf Tremont.to Dean Stanley, of Southwest Harbor.
TURNER-SAUNDERS-At Surry, Nov 18, by
Rev P A A Killam, of Ellsworth, Miss Beatrice F Turner to Frank S Saunders, both of

charming personality. The family has
the sincerest sympathy of this commuand

Poor deluded victims!

employed

Castine and

stores in

and

—

W.

PROPER INSURANCE AGAINST LOSS BY FIRE

—

The Oldest Maine Guide.
E. Milton Cutting, of Andover, is eightylive years of age, and the oldest president
of that town. Mr. Cutting was a guide at
Richardson lake for one man on all his

of Q,

The companies for which I am agent are all “Old timers”; they have been
tried times without number, and have a record ior square dealings and prompt
and liberal adjustment of losses.

—

Kay.

A BARGAIN

A fine farm at North Hancock, containing 150 acres—One and one-half story house
of 10 rooms, spring water piped to buildings, young orchard In bearing. Farm is
stocked aad fully equipped with modern tools, Implements and machinery.

Drug

|Ai
TV

s

STREET, ELLSWORTH.

yrrn

All 11U

MA1NB

real estate of evert
description
to sell

We have Agencies in all the large cities of
the country. Write for our descriptive letter
showing our methods.

Maine realty bureau
W. M. PENNELL, Masager
First National Bank Bldf.,
Portland, Ms.

Mrs.

William

9* the 217 post-offices in Hancock county.
the other papers in the County comyJmed do not reach so many. The Ameri-

1* rank

Smith played several selections

is not the only paper printed in
Hancock county, and has never claimed to
ft*, but it i« the only paper that can properly be called a County paper; all th*
rest are merely local papers. The circulation
The American, barring the Bar
Harbor Record's summer list, is larger
t%an that of all the other papers % rinted
tss Hancock county.

Ida

*m.A American has subscribers at107

the

graphophone,

In two weeks

can

Seavey

Boynton

A.

was

dancing.
and Mrs.

will have

Mrs. C. A. Stirason

Tuesday,

closed

house

her

her

with

the winter

spend

to

H.

visiting

Hollis Reed is

grandfather

his

East Franklin.
Ethel Hodgkins is visiting her grandmother in Marlboro.

j

dead last week.

Burns, of West Eden,
guest of W. H. Phillips.

8. L.

John W. Blaisdell ia loading
boards for Lawrence, Mass.

a

oar

end

with

week-

was a

Raymond Hodgkins is \isting his uncle,
Billings and family are occupying I Frank Hodgkins, in Bangor.
their home, which was closed during the i
W. H. Ball, wife and daughter Eleanor
summer.
are visiting relatives at Corinth.
Bromley

Pastor
the Met

Thanks- !

announces a

Wednesday evening

service for

visiting

j

hodist church.

are

given

Kill man.

Nichols and bride have gone to
Boston for the winter. Howard Nichols
will board with Richard Martin.
Nov. 22.
E.
Charles

in

settled

were

Ney

a

housewarming by their friends Wednesday eveuing.
Miss Evelyn Dwelley is accompanist for
Adult chorus. Concert of Nations, and
Miss Lola Dyer, accompanist for chil-

A. H.

Holt lost

work horses last

valuable

of his

one

week, from colic.

Mrs. 8. J. Young, who has been visiting
Morgan, who came hom.' relatives and friends in Portsmouth and
from Ellsworth recently, is at the home of Boston, is home.
her sister, Mrs. Oliver McNe\J. She is
Cipt. Harvey Bragdon is spending a few
slightly improved, after an ill turn.
days with relatives and friends while his
Charles Bradbury and wife have taken boat is undergoing repairs in New Haven.

dren’s chorus.
Mrs.

Emma

rent at the

Lewis house, and

are

house- !

William

Wilson has

several

loads

few

a

saw-

days in

Abbott is
visiting her
parents, Cyrus Abbott and wife.
W. 8. Hodgkins snd wife left home
Mondwy to spend Thanksgiving with their
son

in

Portland.

gave

a

successful

a

The La ton a sewing circle called a special
meeting at the home of the president,
Mrs.W.8. Hodgkins, Saturday evening,
Nov. 11. During the evening it was voted
to build a tomb and present it to the East
lamoine cemetery.
The tomb is to be
built in the new part of the cemetery.
Nov. 22.
H.

a

position with Ma-

Carl Butler
the Goodwin lot.

Gay
on

and

Bradbury

Charles

are

and wife

are

town

a

few days

j

power from
out of tidal

of

in the old parsonage.
Everard Cousins has plastered his
house, and it is ready for oocupancy.

W. Clark, representing a seed house in
Boston, is making his annual call on the
market gardeners here.

new

Coleman Cousins, Maynard Butler and
Irvin Springer are hunting at Bull hill.

formed, also in practically every country
in the temperate zones both north snd
south, which are also the most densely
populated where similar conditions prevail.
The general principle is simply the
application of the Asyrian water bellows
(A. D. 300) or Trompe of the Catalan
forges (A. D. IMS) to the rise and fall of
the tides but necessarily embodying new
features of construction and application.
Struct ares embodying strictly the principle of the Trompe have been constructed
st Ainsworth, B. C., Welland, Ont., Magog,
Quebec, Kockland, Mich., Norwich, Conn.,
and are now in daily successful operation, but these are used entirely in streams
of running water, are dependent upon
waterfalls and are subject to all of the
climatic changes and restrictions of fresh

the children.

keeping

j

Mrs. Mary A. Hamor, of Mt. I>esert, is
spending the winter with her sister, Mrs.
A crew is at work on the Washington Melinda Quinn.
County railroad bridge across the mill
D. W. McKay is having his
house,
pond.
which he purchased of Capt. Howard
Mrs. Farnham, with little granddaughmoved
a
to
lot near the church.
Mayo,
ter, is visiting her daughter, Mrs. Hiram
Miss Katherine Miland left last Monday
Holler.

for Boston and New York.

8. S. Scammon

is

clearing

get stone at the old

Springer's

Swan

meat

was

Charles

chance to

to-day

for

on

several

winters.

quarry

Bermuda,

where

will sail

She
sue

has

spent

Nov. 20.

hill.

The grammar school,

Springer,

a

taught by

Miss

water

power.
Radical change* have bean employed to
adapt this principle to the riae and fall of
the tide, as the flow of water into and out
of tidal basins is reversed, at every ebb
and flow of the tide.
These changes are
therefore fundamental, and are fully covered tyr bsaic letters patent.
But in a way the name “Tidal Power1
i4 misleading although the tides furnish
the power, the power thus created is compressed air. A location similar to that
used by the old-fashioned tide mills is
secured, a dam is constructed and shafts

M.

!

SOl'TH HANCOCK.

closed Friday.
An entertainj
given Saturday evening.
Sprague and Elmer Fernald are j

Ix*ah Scammon is

employed

at

C. S. Col-

well’s.

Arthur Smith is home from Quincy,
the interior of the new store,
Mass.
which will be equal to the best in town.
j Mrs.
Nettie Higgins hag gone to Mrs. R.
George Butler, who has been foreman at
W. Grant’s for the winter.
the mill eleven years, has resigned, and is
Mrs. G. W. Colwell and children, who
moving to his home at Egypt. It is understood that he will a -cept a like posi- have been visiting at C. S. Colwell’s, have
tion with M acorn ber Bros. Their many returned to Prospect Harbor.
Word was received here Saturday that
friends regret their departure.
A. H. McCauley, son of William McCauley,
Nov. 22.
Ch’E’er.

finishing

—

SULLIVAN HARBOR.
Mrs.

Eugene Simpson
Cambridge, Mass.

has

returned to

!

The lower school closed Friday for the

Thanksgiving

recess.

Mrs. Francis Corr is in Old Town, having accepted the position as matron of the
Old Town hospital.
large attendance at Sorosis
Triday evening. Mrs. Stan Wilson and I
There

place, was
Owl’s Head, from
of this

was a

f&rtnal.

TestedanrProveT

drowned

Friday

ONLY

ing

a

Heap of Solace

Able to

in Be-

Depend Upon

Make all checks

MARLBORO.

53 State

Schools closed Friday.
Mrs. Wesley Ford and children, who
have been visiting Mrs. Clara Ford, returned to North Hancock Friday.

Kt\HV

Hodgkins and wife, last week.
Albert Hodgkins has moved his family

who will

move

in

soon.

Nov. 22.

Abe.

WEST TREMONT.
Loren Ober baa moved his family into

Hgyward

bouse.

eecvwtiona.”
Par sale by all

Price
dealers.
•hater-Mitbnrn Co., Buffalo. New York,
•ale agents tor the United ettat-s.
Ms member the name Doan’s and take
■■other.

Y

LEADERS/

■THE

has come to live
this winter.

w

Mrs. Sarah Reed and Letitia Sprague
home Saturday from Rockland and
Owl’s Head, w here they have been visiting.
Thelma.
Nov. 22.

is

Tbe Hardison brothers shot a fine deer
Friday, tbe first one killed in this vicinity
so far this season.
Rev. C. E. Bromley held a cottage meeting Tuesday evening of last week, at the
home of T. E. Hooper and wife, with a
good attendance.
Nov. 22.

R.
_

MT. DESERT.
Rev. George E. Kinney, a former pastor
here, has been installed as pastor of tbe

street
Sixtn
He
Auburn.
church at Lee,

Congregational

church,

has been pastor of tbe
N. H., tbe past five years.

Thomas’ Electric Oil is the best

rem-

edy for that often fatal disease—croup. Has
been used with succe s Id our family for
eight years.”- Mrs L. White-acre, Buffalo, N.
Y—

Are

so

lifetime. For economy,

any quantity.
THE MEN WHO CONTROL TIIK
POWER SITUATION OVER HUNDREDS OF SQUARE MILES OF
TERRITORY ALONG
THE SEACOAST WHERE POPULATION IS
ALWAYS
THE
DENSEST
AND
POW ER MEANS TIIK MOST, CONTROL THE MOST VALUABLE ASSET IN THE WORLD. XS GIFFORD
PINCHOT SAYS, “WHOEVER DOMINATES POWER DOMINATES ALL INDUSTRY
A thousand dollars invented to-day in
the parent stock company w ill undoubt-

edly furnish a handsome income for life
for yourself, your children and y&ur children’s children to many generations.
Send for the literature describing in
technical detail the patents of this company. Submit them to any engineer of
repute in the United States. Come and
the model plant in operation. Satisfy
yourself fully by any investigation that
you wish to make but do it quickly as this
small amount of parent company stock
will not remain long on the market.
see

SHARES

TO

BE SOLD

to

N. J.

AND

the kind that make beverages

“LOBMOTHER USED TO MAKE”

durability and all-around satisfaction,

Indeed, they are so good, when rightly
made, that they are the choice Of
particular people. Are you par-

^ When in Bortoo.
at

visit the new Magee F.ihibition Rooms
64 Summer Street Visitors always welcome. Complete

lines

on

ticular?

»

cshihmon, Competent demonstrators in attendance.

“Mi Wire’s recipe for Good Coffee”
P.

B.

AIKEN,
Agent,
O
MAINF

'■ll-'

T1-I

^k

And

KINEO

RANGES

a

wailed

^k

EAST FRANKLIN.
Miss Eva Springer, who has been teaching at West Franklin, is home.

r.

those inexorable laws of nature, do the
work and turn yon out lo hand flower in

COFFEE*

Magee Ranges have no equal

ith her and go to school

came

60 cents,

ex-

the gen-

erating of power ia concerned. There is
nothing to give out or to wear out. Just
let the water enter the sluiceway mto the
intake pipe and power commences. There
is no engineer, no fireman, no
shovelling
of coal into a furnace.
Natural forree,

TEA

simple, results are so certain. There’s
any guesswork with Magee Ranges. They’re made
and
work right—respond quickly, use little fuel and last
right

(| Everything
a

son of Fred Bridges and wife
Wednesday, Nov. 17.
For months Ellsworth readers have seen
Will Clark, jr., and sister Grace went to
of praise for
the constant expression
Portland Thursday for a short visit.
Doan’s Kidney Pills, and read about the
Mrs. Allen Pierce’s niece, Grace Nice,
pood work they have done in this locality.

following statement regarding her case:
*1 deem it a pleasure to recommend Doan’s
In 1903 I underwent sn
Kidney Pills.
operation and after that was in misery
nearly all the time. I did not regain my
strength and my kidneys became badly
disordered. The pains in my back were
almost unbearable and all the medicine
aad doctor’s treatment had no effect whatever. Finally I began using Doan’s Kidmay Pills, procured from Moore’s drug,
■fore, and they went at once to the seat of
They not only cared the
my trouble.
femsknche bnt built dm up in general and
contacted the difficulty with the kidney

as

never

Tbe infant

proven permanent, and 1 have since recommended this remedy to many of my friends
who have used it with good results.”
On Feb. 7th, 1986, Mrs. Moore gave the

far

St, Boston; New York City, N. Y., and Newark,

It’s a Pleasure
To Cook with a Magee

Harbor for the

died

Mot another remedy ever produced such
convincing proof of merit.
Mrs. R. I. Moore, Ellsworth, Falls, Me.,
“The cure Doan’s Kidney Pills ef■ays:
fected in my case several years ago has

payable

Miss Ethel Hodgkins, of South Hancock, visited her grandparents, Nahum

tbe

ceases so

S. K. HIGGINS & CO., Fiscal Agents,

W.
_

a

Well-Earned Reputation.

pense practically

the schooner Clara E.

winter. He has
rested his house here to Pearl Stratton,

There Is

800,000

tinue to do so until the end of time.
Once a tidal power plant is built tbe

The accident

overboard.
Nov. 22.

to Bar

close

INTERNATIONAL TIDAL POWER CO.

near

happened while jibing the mainsail, Mr. McCauley being
caught in the main-sheet and thrown
Comee.

up

the flow of ‘.be ocean into and
basins consequent upon the

parts to wear out.
It is the purpose of this parent company
to license and i.ssist in promoting the
formation of local companies in every
state in the union having a sea-coast of
the character in which tidal basins are

is prevalent among

Whooping cough

down two hundred feet
below
surface. The water is carried
down
the abaft from the reservoir.
Airisen1
trained in tbe water aa it rushes down
tbe
intake shaft, the air babbles sre
released
and go into a large air chamber and
the
water with the air eliminated
syphons
out through the outlet shaft.
The air
compressed between the two columns of
I water has a pressure of elghty-flve pounds
i 10 **•« square inch. Pipes leading from
tbe air chamber take tbe compressed
sir
«nd deliver it as air power, or it
can be
converted into electricity at the mouth
of
; the shaft and carried for hundreds of
! miles. This in brief describes the process
sunk

tbe

of business at night and start up
using
compressed air in tbe morning simply by
rise and fall of the tide; and thereby form
connecting with tbe compressed sir pipe.
a continuous and
constant
source
of
The coal supply is steadily being expower, which is never affected by drought hausted and steadily growing
higher in
or sny other climatic changes, which is
price. Once burned it can never be reuniversal and everlasting and which can
New
coal
hill
placed.
England’s
last year
be produced at a reasonable cost for con- was
fl00,000,000. But tidal power i- perstruction, and a minimum cost for up- petual. It renews Itself four times
in
keep, as there are practically no moving every twenty-four hours and win con-

WEST EDEN.

house-

presenting for your consideration the [ are

The Congregational church is to be enlarged and altered at an expense of from
f5,000 to f7,000. Five additional rooms
Mrs. Martha Stockbridge, of Atlantic, is
! will be built on the vestry, making eight
visiting Mrs. A. M. Barbour.
j in all. The present vestry, kitchen and stream water powers, owing to the cutI'apt. Tarr and wife, of Pemaquid, have | timsll parlor will be retained substantially ting off of forests, therefore emphasising
been visiting Capt. Tarr’s sister, Mrs. W. as at
present, while on the floor sbove the necessity of turning to other sources
W. Kennedy.
j
will be the Isdies* parlor, pastor's study of
UNIVERSAL, CHEAP AND
power,
Nanonie council held s trading post at and three large rooms to be used for dif- EVERLASTING.
I. O. R. M. hall Tuesday, Nov. 18, with a ferent purposes as they may be required.!^
This corporation is the owner of Basic
chicken and sea bird supper. In the evenLetters Patent covering the methods emA CARD
ing a Mother linage series was presented
ployed in obtaining this power as follows:
This Is to
that all druggist* are auby the Hockomock Co. ot Swan’s Island. thorized to certify
United States, Great Britain, France,
refund your money if Foley's
About 116 falboms of wampum was re- Honey and Tar fails to cure your cough or Germany, Belgium, Portugal, Spain, Arcold. It stops the cough, heals the lung* and
ceived la the belt to buy a curtain and
prevents serious results from a cold, prevents gentine Rep., Cape Colony, Canada, Aus- in homely terms.
paint the building. A large bunch of full- pneumonia and consumption. Contains no tralia, Russia, New Zealand, Sweden, NorA mill or a factory that is using steam
ltd. The genuine is tu a yellow package.
blown sweet peas, picked from Mrs. S. J. Refuse substitutes.
1. * Pascrri.
to-day would not have to spend one cent to
fliese Patents Fully Cover the method change ita
plant over to compressed sir. \
and means tor : roducing continuous mill could use steam
to the
power
in

>u

Mrs. Eva Piper is visiting Mrs. G. N.
Rich.

yarding poplar

Officers—William O. Webber, 53 State St., Boston, Maas., President and Fmrin~,.
Edward B. Macallioter. Rockland, Ma.ne, Vice-Resident
andOen
K. Ernest Holman, Rockland, Maine, Treasurer; Dudley M. Holman T.„
un'
ton, Maas, Secretary.

of the INTERNATIONAL TIDAL
POWER COMPAN Y, we call your attention to the fact of the rapid diminution
and consequently increasing cost of coal
and other fuel supplies, the redaction of

Frederic Tweedie, of Cambridge, Mass.,
is expected on Tuesday to spend Thanksgiving with his grandparents, George H.
Coggins and wife.
Nov. 22.
Y.

comber

GENERAL OFFICE. A3 STATE ST., BOSTON
HOME OFFICE, 41 7 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

stock

Beach

Lamoine

Titles, Patents from the United States and Foreign Governments
Incorporated under the laws of the State of Maine.
Stock full paid and non-assessable.

Id

BAR HARBOR.

last week.

WEST FRANK UN.
Willis Bonsey has
Bros.

returned to

weeks,

Par Value $1.oo. No Bonds. No Preferred Stock.

Friday
large attendance.

_

six

Capital $1,5oo,ooo, Consisting of 1,5oo,ooo Shares

entertainment

evening. There was
Proceeds about |12.
returned from

Bangor.

keeping. Friends of the newly-wedded lumber on the site where his house was
couple wish them happiness and pros- recently burned, preparatory to rebuildperity.
ing.
Nov. 22.
B.
Mrs. L. A. Austin, who has been with
The ladies’ aid society will
hold its her niece, Mrs. Henry Linscott, the past
Christ mas sale on Tuesday and WednesA chicken pie supper
day, Dec. 7 and 8.
will be served on Tuesday evening. The
Junior and Epworth leagues are planning
Attractive tables.

International Tidal Power Co.

The pupils of the East Lamoine school

last week.

in

Miss Alice

■

NORTH LAMOINE.

Capt.

rotary for

Miss Lizzie Jellison spent

Bert Smith

Hanna, of Southwest Harbor, is
at Mrs. Hattie Martin’s.

ter, Mrs.

EAST LAMOINE.

staying with Mrs.

a new

SPEC.

recently.

Mrs. McFarland has gone to Livermore
Falls to speud the winter with her daugh-

Invitations are out for the wedding of
Alias Lela Ethelyn Gordon and Wilford
Curtis Springer on Thanksgiving evening.
Caliie Dyer and wife, who
their cottage, Point road,

Mrs.

at

is

attracted much

Nov. 22.

SWAN’S ISLAND.

Willis

Raving

j

;x±$e4

James Frazier and wife, who have been
visiting Mrs. Frazier's parents, 1. L. Crabtree and wife, left Monda^ior Springvale,
Mass., where they will visit relatives
before returning to New York.
Nov. 22.
C.

in

Miss Amy Dyer has the mumps.
Mrs. Belle Eldridge’s horse dropped

«»A«

Miss Eleanor Carter ha9
West Ellsworth, where she has been visiting relatives.

Bernard Small is home from Hebron.

FRANKLIN.

Phillips

Ella Colby.
Lewis Jordan has
ing long lumber.

Harvey

HANCOCK POINT.

COUNTY NEWS.

«r*

Miss Carrie Colby is visiting her brother

Mass.

Nov. 22.

Lavonia

Bangor

daughter, Mrs. George Emery, in Cam-

bridge,

n&Mtienal (Xe*n

MT. DESERT FERRY.

returned from a
two-weeks’ vacation, part of which was
spent in Bangor with her brother Frank.

j

e**

charge.

Whitaker has

Miss

Morse’s oat-door garden,
I attention.

COUNTY NK\v*

on

Black

and there

Mrs. K.

matrons.

were

little booklet about Tea will
on

request.

your while to write

]

be

It will prove worth

today.

^THURSTON & KINGSBURY.,
V

BANGOR. ME.

^

will

satisfy the moet
They are
bakers
and conquick
critical.
sume

but little

They

are,

fuel.

in'faet, the

most economical stove
on

the market.

F. B. AIKEN, Agt.,
ELLSWOBTH, ME.

Noyes & Nutter Nifg. Co.,
Bangor,

Me.

A Reliable

Remedy

for

CATARRH
Cnasi Bala
Ely’squickly
*•
absorbed.
Gtv»% Roliof at Once.

It cleanses, soothe®,
heals and protecta
the diseased membrane resulting from Catarrh and
away a Cold in the Head quickly, i’
j the Senses of Taste and Suuil. F«
50 eta. at Druggists or by mail,
I
j Cream Balm for use in atomizers 7o
j Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street, N

IN ALL

■wl.M

COUNTBItS.

'«■'<

I
"“••■

I
■°/"» Ikipctmt.
Prictlw £jduilve.y. ■
■
■oma lottitf
I
,ut-* ***•■ °* I
Kw, •»
^^^^^^NAGHINGTON.
_

obliged to submit to the amputation
leg. Much sympathy is expressed

be

COUNTY NEWS,

of

for

blue hill.
E. A. Chase has returned from

Mrs.

making

having

is

some

repairs

house at the Granite.
niade on his
of Boston, is at the
Hinckley,
Guy
houae on a viilt to his home peo-

home from
Mig8 ida Morse is
teaching, for two weeka’

where she Is

his
Mr.

is putting up a building
house (formerly the Nahum
near
Hinckley place) which be will occupy as a
hia

music store.
Pearl Gray* and wife, of Portland, are
M. Snow’a. They are visitguests at John
while on a wedding
ing hia native town
Fricnda here extend congratulatrip.
Rev. Charles Hargrove began bis labors
Baptist church Nov. 21. He and his
family were guests at the Pendleton over
Sunday, bit will be in the parsonage,
which haa been renovated, in a few days.
A fine Sunday school concert waa Riven
Sunday eveninR. James Bettel is snperin-

Mrs. Margaret Wasgatt is at Bar Harbor
son Vernon w hile bis wife is at
hospital for treatment.

J. Arthur Jellison is home after
of three years.

Ontario,

B.

Sto-.tiritg

bnspit I

:i’s

d

that

almost

|

was

was

weeks

closed

soloist.

as

IWjcrtiscmems.

at Somes sound.

Friday evening.

The

meetings

have

been

*c:

to Boston.

a

Mi b Margaret Billings, of North Pe- j
nobscot, visited her sister, Mr9. Hattie
Blaiadell, last week.

Famous

Energy and
Vitality.

or women vainly attempt to
Th
improve their complexions and to remove
blackheads, crows feet and other blemi.-hea, through the use of cosmetics. This

and wife

Monday evening.

Friends here of Charles

treatment f i's because the trouble lies
far deeper thin the skin. They are suf-

pained

to hear of his death

Nov. 19.

This condition is in many cases
due to a catarrhal condition of the whole
system which finds its expression in salblood.

low*,

muddy

raucous

most

plainly

membranes

in
that

the

Irving Grindle

is

called

cure

catarrh.

Mtne. Swift,

New

an

tive and permanent relief for catarrh is
Kexall Mucu-Tone. Here is her letter:
“1 can strongly endorse the claims made
for Kexall Mucu-Tone as a cure for systemic catarrh.
Its tonic effects are remarkable. It builds up the strength and
restores vitality. If women who are tired
lacking in energy and vitality, will use Kexall Mucu-Tone, they
"ill praise as I do its strengthening and
run

deer

one

day

last

TRENTON.
Arthur Jordan is visiting his sister at
Bar Harbor.

and wife have left

dow n,

healing qualities.”
Kexall Mucu-Tone works through the
blood, acting thus upon the mucous cells
—the congestion aud inflammation of
which causes local catarrh. This remedy
causes poison to be expelled from the system, and the bicod is purified and revital-

Southwest Harbor deeply
regret the death of a highly-esteemed and
long-time summer resident, Prof. Samuel
Morse Downs, who died at his home in
Andover Oct. 30, at the age of seventythree years. He was a composer and musical instructor of note. At the age of
fifteen years ho was not only giving lessons

people

but

of

conducting

choruses

with

marked success. He was organist at the
Old South church, Boston,for many years,
and for forty-five years be trained the
young women of Abbott and Bradford
academies in music, having remarkable
His wife, Annie
success as an instructor.
Sawyer Downs, a well-known writer and

botanist, died
5lov. 22.

a

few

years ago.
SpaAY*

^_

|

is

|

known throughout the
accepted authority on ail I
relating thereto, states that the one posi-

and

a

Allen Hopkins, of Ellsworth,
spending a few days at the Stafford farm.
Mrs. Harry Davis and little daughter
York, the famous ! visited her mother, Mrs. W. M. Hopkins,

beauty specialist
"nrld and

shot

Alexander McCaslin, of this place, had
and ill turn last week, but is better now.
Miss Josephine Conner, of Castioe, is
teaching in district No. 6, and Miss
Paulina Conner, of Castine, in No. 5.
L.
Nov. 22.

weeping of
commonly

catarrh.
In fact this whole tendency is, properly
speaking, Catarrh. Banish this catarrh,
and the complexion will clear as if by
magic, eyes will brighten, faces become
rosy and shoulders erect. Perfect beauty
goes only with perfect health, and perfect
health for women can only bo obtained
through one certain treatment—that* will

were

week.

eyes, general weakness of the system, and

perhaps

Kumill

by drowning.
Kin.

WEST SURRY.

dark-circled

complexion,

Ranney

j

The

_

impoverished

and

soon

its animal winter sale Dec. 15. Gifts
persons interested are solicited.

Rev. William

THE

to
re-

member durability
is the most important feature.

M

DuCaH....

set cause.

BROsI_

Jonathan W. Penney, late of Sedgwick, ias'
said county, deceased. A certain instrument
to be the iaet will and testament
purporting
vtnw.
is the name stamped on
of said deceased, together with petition tor
Loom. I#il
the back of spoons, forks
probate thereof, presented by <arrie Am
Baled.
15
and fancy serving pieces
Adams, the executrix therein nam^d.
Elizabeth E. Jordan, late of W«)tham, la
in silver plate of proven
Vegetables.
ssid county, deceased.
A certain instrument
Potatoes, pk
f4
quality—
1582) Onions, ft
purporting to be the last will and testament
02 Squash, ft
Turnips, lb
02*
of said deceased, together with petition for
"SilPtr Platt
03 Carrots, ft
Beets,
02
thereof, presented by Wilford EL
Lettuce, head
> 05 Obbasr. 1b
02*
that Wtartordan, the executor therein named.
Cel -ry. unch
20 Citron, ft
02
Albert Blaiadeil, late of Orland, in an hi
Wide latitude for choice I
Sweet potatoes, ft
02 Pumpkins,
f&'o
county, deceased. Petition that Howard II*
is offered iu the many I
Fruit.
Blaisdell, or some other suitable person hr
m
exquisite designs.
appointed administrator of the estate of said
25 *60 Lemons dos
25 #30
Oranges, do s
Sold by leading
deceased,
presented by Howard H. Blaisdell*
IS
816
Pineapples,
dealers everywhere,
son and heir of said deceased.
Groceries.
l Send for Catalogue
George W. Davis, late of Eden, in said eoamV “C-L showing all
0600*
Ooflee—per ft
Rice, per ft
ty. deceased. First account of William HL
Davis, executor, filed for settlement.
tuu,
16025 Mnegar, gal
2082
dCTi*,uM
0
35 Cracked wheat,
Mary L. L. nam, late of Eden, in said eonsMocha,
35 oatmeal, per ft
2
ty, deceased. Secoid account of A. H. Isfr
Java,
0
nam, executor, filed for settlement,
Tea—per ft—
Buckwheat, pkg
Ruth W. Grindle, late of Bluehill, in an!*
O'
45035 Graham,
Japan,
First account of In T04
county, deceased.
30065 Rye meal,
Oolong,
Ur indie, administrator, filed for settlement.
Granulated meal,ft 02*
Sugar—per ft—
(International
A. Plumer, late of Tremont, in saldL
Lucy
Granuntet, 5 *@06 Oil—per gal—
Silver Co., Bnoceaaor.)
06
6507:
county, deceased. Third account ot Clam AYellow, C
Linseed,
■•rMoa, Conn.
08 910
U
Gibbs, administratrix with the will annexe#*,
Powdered,
Kerosene,
filed for settlement.
Molasses—per gal
Waldo D. Cowing, late of Dedham, in aafA
35
Havana,
50
acoount of E. W_
Porto Rico,
county, deceased. Second
Burrifl,
administrator, filed for settlement.
KafltoaC*
arts
auamuoau
Meatn|an<l Provisions.
Merrill P. Hinckley, late of Bluehill, insaidt
ft.
Bjef.lb:
Pork,
county, deceased. First account of Maxwell
18 $35
Steak,
3n#25
R. Hinckley, administrator, filed for settleChop,
12 $25
Roasts.
18 25
ment.
Ham, per ft
5
10415
Corned,
Shoulder,
Angelina Ingraham, late of Eden, In mmam
18 #28
17918
Tongues,
Bacon,
county, deceased. Final account of Bloom15
8alt
Veal:
field Higgins, administrator, filed for settle15
6
aieak,
25*28
9
Lard,
ment.
Commencing, Oct. 4, 1909.
12 918
Roasts,
George L. Quimby, late of Bncksport, fra
BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.
Lamb
said county, deceased.
First and final ac12
L-tmb,
830
count of Winslow F. Quimby, executor,filed
AM
AM
PM
PM
ca
Tongues, each
for settlement.
BAR HARBOR. 10 40
9 15
3 45
Catherine B. Alsop Leffingwell, late off
Sorrento.
4 20
Fresb Fish.
4 50
Eden, in said county, deceased. First accotutk.
25 Sullivan.
06 Clam*, qt
Cod,
of
Mt
10
11
30
6
20
05
Alsop Leffingwell, Douglass Lefflngwott
DesertFerry.
06
40
Haddock,
Scallops, qt
and Christopher Leffingwell. executors, filed
15 Waukeag 8 Fy. 11 87 5 27 10 12 for settlement.
12818 Smelts, ft
Halibut,
30 10 15
4<»
5
Hancock.Jll
60
Oysters, qt
William P. tlatchell. late of Orland. faadfcfi
Franklin Road.Jll 48 J5 39 10 25
Flour, Grain and Feed.
Wash’gt’n Jane. 1100 llg57 Jo 47 10 45 county, deceased. Petition filed by J. Tyleaton Gould, administrator with the will
ELLSWORTH.
11 07 12 05
55 10 52
5
Oats, bu
Flour—per bbl—
nosed, for license to sell certain real estate off
Ellsworth Falls. 11 12 I2gi0
6 03 J10 57
6 50 e 7 f0 Shorts—bag—1 40<@ 50
Nicolin.
2-5 12g23 J6 16 all 10 said deceased, as described in said petition.
Corn,100ll> bag 14 215) Mix. feed, bag 1 5- ig 1 60 Green Lake. Jll
6 24 Jll 19
11
36
Mary L. Lynam, late of Eden, in said coon12g31
Corn meal.bag 14- 1 50 Middlings,bagi 50 9160
Phillips Lake. Jll 42 12g39 J6 31. ty, deceased. Petition filed by A. H. Lynam*.
Cracked Mrn, 14r@l 60
executor of the last will and testament off
Holden.
II 50 12g46
6 39 Jll 84
Brewer June. 12 09
6 59 11 53 said deceased, that the amount of collatetal.
1 01
BANGOR. 12 15
1 10
7 05 11 59 inheritance tax upon said estate be deterLAW REGARDING WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.
mined by the judge of probate.
PM
PM
AM
AM
Charles E. Doyle, late of Ellsworth, inaaid
4 50
5 40 12 50
4 50
A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh ex- Portland.
deceased. Petition filed by Samis EL
00
county,
8
530
905
825
pounds, and a bushel of Turk's Island salt shall Boston.|
Doyle, widow, for an allowance out of tin
weigh 7C pounds.
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
personal estate of said deceastd.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
PM
William P. Gatchell. late of Orland, in aaidl
AMjAM.'AM
In good order an-i tit for shipping, is 60 pounds,
Boston. 10 00 .: 8 00 9 00 county, deceased. Petition filed by J. Ty leeof r.pples, 44 pounds.
AM
ton Gould, of Bock port, Maine, praying thal;
j M
The standard weight of a bushel of beans in Portland.
1 20
11 10: 12 40 the appointment of said petitioner named an
goc-d order and fit for shipping, is 60 pounds;
AM
AM j PM j PM
trustee in the last will and testament of said
of wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and peas, 6<
BANGOR.
6 00 10 30
3 24 ’ 5 00 deceased, may be confiimed by said court.
of
of
56
onions
corn,
5-,
pounds;
pounds;
Brewer June.
6 07
10 37; 3 I>0 6 06
Andrew J. Jordan, late of Orland, in saidL
of carrots, FngPsh turnips, rye and Holden.
pounds;
JB 29 10 57 J3 49 J6 25 county, deceased. Petition filed by Merrill
Indian meal, 5C pounds; of parsnips, 15 pounds;
Lake. J6 36 Jll 05 Ji 55 J5 32 Trust Company, a corporation existing under
of barley and buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats Phillips
Green Lake.
6 44
4 02 J5 40
11 18
the laws of Maine and located at Bangor*
32 pounds, or even measure as ny agreement.
Nicolin. J6 53 11 25 J4 10 J5 49 praying that the appointment of said petiEllsworth Falls.! 7 06 11 40 4 23 6 03 tioner named as trustee in the last will and
ELLSWORTH.
4 28
6 08
7 13 11 47
testament of said deceased, may be confirmed
NO CASE ON RECORD
7 25 11 57
4 34 J6 14
Wash’gt’n June.
by said court.
6 22
There is no case on record of a cough or Franklin Road. J7 33 12 06
William R. Huntington, late of the city**
6 30
cold resulting in pneumonia or consumption Hancock. J7 41 12 15
county and state of New York, deceased.
S
44
18.:
6
7
12
33
Petition filed by Francis C. Huntington, off
after Foley’s Honey and Tar has been taken, Waukeag,
Fy.
Mt Desert Ferry.
6 45
7 50 12 25
said New York, and William G. Thompson*
as it will stop your cough and break up your
8 20 .!.
Refuse any but the genuine Sullivan
cold quickly.
of Newton, Massachusetts, praying that ibe
Foley’s Honey and Tar in a yellow package. Sorrento.! 8 45
appointment of said petitioners named am
BAR HARBOR.; 9 20 1 10
7 25 ! trustees in the last will and testament of said
Contains no opiates and is save and sure. G.
i
A. Parchbr.
deceased, may be confirmed by said court.
Owen L. Higgins, a minor, of Dedham, ixx
Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.13 a m and 4.28
and arriving at Ellsworth 11.07 a m, 10 52 said county. Petition filed by Albeit E. HigIf you desire a clear complexion take p m,
m. connect with Washington Co Ry.
gins, guardian, for license to sell certain real
Foley’s Orino Laxative for constipation and p.
es ate of said minor, as described in said pe+ Stops on signal to conductor.
liver trouble, as it will stimulate these orvrans
tition.
j and thoroughly cleanse your system, which is
g Stops only to leave passengers from points j
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of said Court.
j whn> everyone needs in order to feel well. G. east of Washington Juuct on.
A true copy of the original order.
*
A. Par hi:r.
Attest:—T. F, Mahoney, Registers.
a Stops to leave out not to take passengers,
These trains connect at Bangor with through j
subscriber, Arthur J. Gowing, hereby
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland,
X gives notice that he has been duly apBoston and St John.
pointed administrates Of the estate of
Passengers are earnestly requestly to proLOTTIE
HILL GOWING, late of BOSTON
cure tickets before entering the trains, and
Ellsworth to Fulls and Falls to
MASSACHUSETTS,
especially
Ellsworth.
in the county of Suffolk, deceased, and given
F. E. BOOTH BY, Gen’l Pass. Agent.
bonds as the law directs. And the said Auhur
J. Gowing. residing out of the 6 tale of Maiae^,
MORRIS M’DONALD.
has appo! ted James A. Hilt, of West GouidsaVice-Pres. and Gen’l Manager,
boro, iu the county of Hancock a..d Slate off
Portland, Me.
Maine, as his agent, in said State of Maine*
under and in compliance with the provisions
of Section 43, of Chapter 66. It. S. A.l person*
having demands againsi the estate oi said
deceased art desired to present the same lew
settlement, and all indebted thereto aie requested to make payment immediately.
Arthur J. Gowing. Acrar.,
9C5 O.u South Bldg.,
|
October 25, 1909.
Boston, Mass.
Best loose, per ton...16 ?20

ROGERS

Baled.1U§W

Srobate

J

j

^

K_

/■vMtalrtfMCa.

1

..

j

rpHE

SiftrrtiMtnents,

1

Keduced

Winter

Fares,

subscriber hereby gives notice that:
X she has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of
HULDAH A. RICHARDSON, late or

rpHE

$3.00

FRANKLIN,
county of Hancock, deceased, no bond*
being required by the terms of said will.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, ana all indented
thereto are requested to make payment im-

—

nsan *«

fering |rom impure

hold
from

as

pattern, but

Poultry.
Chlckons. 8 42^
fowl
12 a 18
Turkeys. 35

and moved to Colorado Springs,
| Hartford
Mr. Ranney having received a call to a
large and prosperous church there. Their
cabin for several months.
many friends here will greatly regret
E. E. Pendleton and wife left to-day to
Harbor
from
Southwest
the absence
with
winter
their
daughter, | of these most estimable
spend the
young people, for
in
Pa.
Mrs. Pyam Gil key,
Germantown,
Mrs. Ranney, formerly Helen Street, had
M.
Nov. 22.
j been
coming every summer with her parTHE.MO NT.
ents, Dr. George E. Street and w ife, since
her childhood, and after the death of her
The ladies’aid sewing circle met Wed-j
husband, to occupy!
parents, with her
Mrs.
Dix.
with
Myra
nesday
the Pointed Firs, which will probably now
The pink tea club met with M. R. Rich
be sold.

J. B. Brainerd and wife and Miss Bessie
Brainerd, of Portland, Conn., are at their

EeuC.y fpccialist to
Women Lacking in
v

Mr. Morrison will return

charge of the livflry stable for
Henry Trundy.
The Congregational sewing circle will
to take

N.

Nov. 20.

Women.

from

-r' e

a

Johnson, who have been here with Mrs.
Mary Finney since the death of her husband, last week, accompanied Nat Finney

suc-

judgment

..

Mrs. Grace Pease has returned from
two weeks’ visit to Boston and vicinity.

The pas-

To all persons interested in either of the estates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, lit an#
for the county of Hancock, on th« aecoa#
day of November, a. d. 1909.
following matters having been pra»
sented for the action thereupon beremafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that ao»
tice thereof be given to all persons interest##
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published eft
Ellsworth, In said county, that they may aypear at a probate court to be held at Ellaworth, in said county, on the seventh daw
of December, a. d. 1909, at ten of the deal
in iht forenoon, and be beard thereon if they

I

Rely on your own

j

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

_

A

Davis,

Nov. 22.

EAST ORLAND.

to

every

of schooner

cessful.

Advice

them

ing a hobby for pure-bred fowl, producing the earliest and most eggs. Mr. Grover’s flock has beeu laying for two months,
while Miss WTarren’s t;Mary” started her
record just two weeks later.

M. V.
home last week while his

loading

The

presents.

E. L. Grover has beaten Miss Warren
this year in producing the earliest laying
pullets. The contest between the two for
some time was rather warm, both hav-

tor, Rev. K. A. Trites, has been ably assisted by Miss Betts, of Cambridge, Mass.,

Portland since May, will

it

Chase,

Norwood,

8.

served.

Mrs. Mildred Lopaus, who went to
North Orland with her sister, Mrs. Lucy
the
Mrs. Hannah Moulden went to
Burrill, and from there to Rockland, Maine general hospital two weeks ago for
where her husband is employed, came I
surgical treatment for tumors in her arm,
home Saturday.
the second operation of the same nature.
Special services held for the past two
Will Morrison and sister, Mrs. Annie

Viola

Viida

W.

were

numerous

happiness.

Jellison left Friday for
Capt. Jellison has employ-

W.

where

received

Their many friends wish

SEAL COVE.

Capt.

in the chil-

been

happy couple

been

vessel

received

Delicious refreshments

ab-

_

opened, and slumber of buds forming in
been

an

A. Wilson, of U. 8. 8. Vermont, who
in town the past two weeks,
left Monday for Boston.
V.
Nov. 20.

friends here.

"ho has

ones,

Charlie Higgins and friend, of Bar Harhave been in this vicinity hunting
for some days. Other parties from that
town have also been in this section this
w’eek hunting, among them Dr. E. J.
Morrison and brother Mark, who are
guests of A. M. Warren at Tilden.

W.

has

ATLANTIC.

has

lucky

the

bor,

ment.

Nov-20.__C.

News

H.

Mrs.

daughter of itev. Otis Wilson, a Methodist minister who died at Surry only a
month after the death of his wife, leaving
live small children. Four are now living,
honored citizens of the three different
states in which they live.

garden.

were

both bringing down a fine deer, besides
other game. Mrs. Anderson expects to
come again soon with friends from Boston
to remain a month.

Mrs. Julia Robinson, of Orrington, is
visiting Mrs. Caroline Richards.

Announcement of the twenty-tiftb wedding anniversary, Nov. 27,of Samuel Ervin
McCurdy and Mary Alice Wilson, ol
Eureka, Cal., has been received. Mrs.
McCurdy will be remembered as the only

rose

and Abie Friend

son

sence

time.

a

party from Boston and Ellsworth were
in town hunting last week. Bertha AnderA

Arthur Moore, of Mariaville, and Tressa
Young were married at Ellsworth last
E. H. Bridges, of Brooklin, is in town.
Wednesday by Rev. P. A. a. Killam. The
Miss Harriet Bridges, of Sedgwick, is in reception was posponed until the next
evening, at the grange hall at Tilden.
town.

The writer is in receipt of the report
the grand lodge of Good Templars of the
Btatc of Washington. An old friend and
temperance worker, Clarence A. Moore,
formerly of Mansct, is secretary, and his
zeal for the work has strengthened by

Andie Staples has

The workmen employed by E. li Grover
on his residence finished
painting last
week. The result of their labor and
Mr. Grover’s heavy expenditure has made
his one of the handsomest set of buildings
in the county, an honor and attraction to
the town.

EDEN.

of

Belle StRples

Winslow Moore went to Bangor Wednesday to be with his brother Richmond
at the hospital, where he underwent an
operation for appendicitis. The operation was successful. Winslow returned to
his work at Green Lake the next day.

present. Mr. and Mrs. Moore furnished a delicious treat. They received
many useful presents.
8.
Nov. 22.

with her

visiting

Herman Salisbury, who moved here
from Soraesville, is settled at the Whitcomb & Salisbury farm with his family
and invalid mother. Mr. Salisbury has
hired both farms for a term of years.

were

ago.

fortnight.
daughter

was

Arthur Moore and wife held their wed-

Joseph Gray, one of our aged war
veterans, cut his foot severely a few days

a

Harley Grover was called to Lakewood
last Tursday by the critical condition of
his wife’s father, David Salisbury, who is
very low.

treatment.

ding reception at the grange hall Thursday evening, as Wednesday, the day appointed, was stormy. About sixty-flve

EAST 8URHY.

Rnd

Goodwin

medical

Creamery per ft...40 $45
Dairy .35 fl40
Kgfffl.
fresh law, per doz
45

in

Ellsworth, Sunday.
May.

Nov. 22.
---

OAK POINT.
Frank Murch and Althea Murch visited
a few days last week.

Although all linen fcs sweeter for being
dried in the air, if a time comes w hen you
need to do it up immediately, try my
emergency plan: Wash the linen as usual,
then dip it in hot water and sha^e it well;

Wheat Cleaned

Between Bar Harbor and Boston

in the

Steamer J T Morfc leaves Bar Harbor 10 OC
am, Mondays ana Thursdays for Seal Harbor,
Northeast Harbor, Southwest Hatbor. Brooklin, Sedgwick, Deer Isle, Sargenrvllle, Dark
Harb rand Kouklund, connect!'g with steamer
foi Boston.

mediately.

Six Times
“The equipment for wheat cleansing
Is as extensive and expensive as that
The freedom
for grinding purposes.
of Hour from dirt and bacteria shows
in its appearance.”
Prof. Wm. Jago,
Wheat specially selected for William
Tell Flour is stored in hermeticallysealed tanks, at Ansted & Burk’s big
mills.
It is cleaned six times before grinding.
Everything—even the sewing of the
bags-is done by clean, bright
Note how much purer William Tell is
This means wheat
than other flours.
cleaning by the most complete equipment known to modern milling science.
William Tell Flour has the brilliant
bloom such asonly Ohio wheat can make.
Ask your dealer,and insist on having—

machinery.

William Tell
Whitcomb, Haynes & Co.
ELLSWORTH

KALLSjj

SURRY.
A tine piano ban been put in the town
hall, and it w ill be used regularly at the
Saturday night dauees. Next Saturday
night there will be a shirtwaist party; a
handsome prize will be awarded the person wearing the prettiest waist or shirt.

A

Great

subscriber hereby ^ives notice thak
X she has been dulv appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of
JOHN T. FINNEY, laie of SOUTHWEST

rpHE

j

rpHE

Banking.

ME

subscriber hereby gives uotice that.
has been duly appointed executor
will and testament of
CHARLES OTIS, late of OTIS,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bond**
being lequired by the terms of said will. Alt
persons n.tving demands against the estate of said demeaned are desiitd to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imHollis C. Jo\.
mediately.
Ellsworth, Nov. 3, 1909.

he
THE
ot ti

e last

is what your mbney will
invested in shares of the

earn

if
!

A

Hen**dy.

A great many years ago, some wag created
this perversion, but its happy jingle, along
with the sober truth it suggests, has made
this verse a byword with millions of people.
It illustrates the great popularity in which
Beecham’s Pills are held aud the wonderful
good that they are doing. Every year shows
aud
a marvelous increase in this popularity,
it is an established fact that in the communities where Beecham’s Pills are used, the

Maud M. Dragoon.

Steamer Boothbay leaves Bluehlll 11 ro a m,
HARBOR,
Mo. (lays ant* Thursdays for South Bluehlll,
Stonin-.ion, North Haven and Rock land, con- ; in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
necting iV 1th steamer for Boston.
I Deing lequired by the terms o. said will*,
All persons having demands agaiust the estate of said deceased are desired to present
RETURNING
same
for settlement, and all indebted
J the
thereto are requested to make payment imj
New'turbine steel steamers Felfa t and Cam- mediately.
Mary Finn&y.
den leave hotftof at 5 p m, Mondays, Tuesdays,
Southwest Harbor, Nov. 4, 1909.
Thursdays and Fridays for Rockland.
subscriber hereby gives notice that.
Leave Rockland at 6.15 a m, or ou arrival ot
he has been only appointed executor
X
steamer from Boston Wednesdays and Saturof the last will and testament of
days for Bar Harbor, Bluehlll, Sedgwick, and HANNAH E. GRAY, late of PENOBSCOT*
Intermediate l&nuings.
in the county o! Hancock, deceased, no bond*
being required by the terms of said will,
E L. Smith. \ vent, Par Harbor.
AH persons having demands against the e»of said deceased are desired to present
| tate
the same for sett.ement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imIra J. Cousins.
I mediately.
North Drooksvillc, Oct. 3,ltft.9.

fold as well as possible and run it through
the wringer; then wrap it in a dry white
cloth and iron at once without starching.

“Hark, the Herald Angela sing,
Beecham's Pills are just the thing,
“Peace on earth and mercy mild,"
Two for man and one for child.

/

Franklin, Nov. 3, 1209.

in Xational Association Review.

in Bar Harbor

Palmer Seavey, who has been on the
steamer H. M. Whitney as mate, running
from Boston to New York, is at home for
a vacation.
C.
Nov. 22.

JLrfjal NoUcn*.

|

Country Produce.

Hatter.

position.

tine

Bowl by.

with

Horace Frost and wife, of Berlin Mills,
N. H., were guests at the home of George
Frost last week. They were accompanied
by Mr. Frost’s sister, Mrs. John Clough,
of Ellsworth.

M.

closed for

receive

MARIA VILLE.

in the

are

and

son

Mrs. Jennie Pool is in poor health.
Fred Haslam has moved his father and
mother, William Haslam and wife, to
Lamoine for the winter. Mrs. Haslam is
in poor health. Her son has obtained
work there.

tions.

Schools

a

born in Mariaville,
seventy-three years ago, but became a
resident of Dedham in 1872. He leaves a
widow and seven children—Granville D.
Goodwin, of Brewer; A. G. Goodwin and
Dr. E. E. Goodwin, of Brockton; W. A.
Goodwin, of Whitman, Mass.; F. P.
Goodwin, of Arizona; Mrs. W. B. Black
and Mrs. George Brewster, of Dedham.
He also leaves two brothers -Charles R.
Goodwin, of Mariaville, and C. B. Goodwon, of Arlington. The body was brought
here for interment, funeral services being
held Friday.

Alfred Staples

tendent.
Nov. 22.

once

a

John Watts, who has been employed at
Bangor several months, is home.
Hon. H. H. Lawrence, of Boston, and
L. E. Hovey and wife, of Salem, were
guests over Saturday night of Mrs. R. 1).

g.

ago

va-

Nov. 19.
Walter Butter and wife each shot a deer
weeks’ stay at Greenduring their two
ville on a hunting trip.
Mrs. F. P- Greene, Mrs. W. G. Greene
Stover entertained the
a„,i Mrs. F. L.
ladies’ Baptist circle Nov. 18.

her

where she has

and

arrived from ,-iarMiss Mildred Chase
the close of the tall term there

Mrs.

Miss Mary Warren has gone to Boston,

cottage

DEDHAM.

p-utville at

Mrs.

to his

Hose Hill farm.
Nov. 20.

P.

cation.

are

improvements

OTIS.

piazza and

George
Goodwin,
prominent
respected resident of this town, died
Nov.
at
Tuesday,
16,
Brockton, Mass.,
Bedgwicl;, where he went a few weeks
to be

Bluebtil
pie.

a

other

a

aimrrttstawnxt.

MARKETS.

The quotations below give the range of
retail prices in Ellsworth.

her.

Seth Stock bridge is adding
at

Bethel.
Wetland Clay

ELLSWORTH

NEWS.

UOUNTY

one

is

Never Fails fa Restore
Gray Bair to its Natural
Color and Beauty.

No matter how long it has been gray
or faded. Promotes a luxuriant growti.
of healthy hair. Stops its falling out,
and positively removes Dan*
droll. Keeps hair soft and glossy. He*
fuse all substitutes. 2X times as much
in $1.00 as 50c. size. Is Not a Dye.
$1 and 50c. bottles, at draco fists
Se'xd 2c for

free

book “The Care of the Hair.’*

now

open.

NEW SERIES
Share-#, SI each; monthly \say

HHHE subscriber hereby gives notice that.
he has been duly appointed executor
X
oi the last will and testament of
MARY E. GAULT, late of LAMOINBT,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by tne terms of said will. All
persons having demands against the tstate of
said deceased are desireci to present via©
same
for settlement,
and all
indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imOeoKUK W. Gault.
mediately.
East Lamoine, It. F. IX No. 2, Nov. 3. M#*9.

meats, 81 per aha re,

WHY

FAY

when

you

RENT
can

borrow

on

your

Shares, give a first mortgage and
reduce it every month? Monthly
pavmeuts Mid interest together
will amount to but little more
than you are now payng for
rent, ami la about ten years you
will

OWN YOUR OWN
For
A.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed executor
X
o! the last will and testament cf
JAMES W. OWENS, late or CA9TINE.
in the county of Hancock, deceased, anrft
All pergiven bonds as t ie laws directs.
sons having demands aga.nst the estate of
said deceased are desired to present tbe
same for settlement, ami al indebted thereto
are requested to nui e payment i turned lately*.
John M. Voqblz*
Oastine. Nov. 4. 1909.

HOME.

particulars inquire of
(>. W. Tahley, Sec’y,
First Nat*l Bank Bldg.

W. Kino. President.

health aud morality of the people are enPhilo Hay Spec. Co., Newark. N. J. ■>
BROOKS VILLE.
ized. Thus the natural functions of the
hanced.
Hay’s Karlina Soap era. Pimple*
mucous cells are restored, and the memSegal yctuca.
Every reader should kuow Beecham's Tills red. rough and chapped hands, and all skin dis
The Gloucester Ashing schooner Lawbranes are cleanaed^pd made strong. We rence Murdock has been purchased by ! —learn their power to keep the system in eases. Keeps skin fine and soft. 2Sc. druggists.
rl"MlE subscriber neieny gives notice thM
for free book “The Care of the bkin.’*
Send
2c
of
the
glorious
vigor
order,
preserve
know that Kexall Mucu-Tone does relieve ! Captain J. E. Cousins, of this town, and good
he has been duly appointed adminisJL
JE. CJ. MUOHE, Druggist.
They
cheer aud brighten old age.
hereby gives notice that
trator of the estate of
rpHEshesubscriber
catarrh. We positively guarantee to re- will be used in the gravel carrying trade. youth—to
has been duly appointed executrix
X
! regulate the bowels, help the liver, aid the
CHARLES F. M’GARTNLY, late of ELLS- of the ia»t will and testament of
the
for
this
I
us
remedy
money
paid
the
fund
kidneys, promote digestion aud prevent
WORTH,
Notice.
HARTFORD 8. SWEET, late of BLUEHILX*
in every case where the
usej is dissatisfied.
Dr. Daniels’ Horse Renovator—for coming of serious sicknesses.
contracted with the City of Ells- jI in the county of Hancock, decease*, and in the county of Haucock, deceased, and
K is a builder of
made
been
have
sturdy
of
men
vigorous health and a
Thousands
Makes Blood—gives vim,
All
pergiven bonds as the law directs. All persons
your horse
worth to support and cure for those who given bonds ai- the law directs
creator of good complexions.
Price 50
and strong—thousands of women have been i may need assistance during the^ next five sons having demands against the estate having demands agamBi the estate of saMI
strength and health.
of said
deceased are desired to present deceased are desired to present the same for
use of |
ears .uul are legal residuals of Elkswirih.'l
cents and
orders
aud
through
Mail
made
happy,
bottle.
healthy
fl.00 per
the same for settlement, and all indebted I settlement, and all indebted thereto are reforbid all persons trusting them on my achlied. It may be obtained only at our
Foley’s Honey and Tar cures coughs Beecham’s Pills. Auyoue who does not know I count, as there is plenty of room and accom- tnereto are requested to mane payment im- quested to make pavment immediately,
strengthens tbe lungs and expels them is doing without one of the greatest modatious to care for them at the City Farm mediate]?.
Nellie H. Hwin.
Howard F. Wuitcomb.
i
store—The Kexall Store. E. G. Moore, quickly,
in
a
the
colds. (Jet
genuine
yellow package.
Ells north, Me., Nov. 15, 1903.
[ Bluehiil, Nov. 12, 1909.
M. J. DfcUMMKY
known helps to health aud happiness.-Adit. house.
c°*. opp.
A. Parches.
G.
postoffice.
—

Pauper
HAVING

|

!

COUNTY NEWS.

The grange has arranged for
MANSET.

match

evangelistic

series of

services

ist.

King, only son of William
King and wife, of this place, and Miss
Linnie AI bee, of Tremont, were married
at Southwest Harbor Saturday, Nov. 30.
Wallace

A Will svi\d
a.

8.

Nov. 23.
____

FRANKLIN.
CORCEHT OF NATIONS.

Work is progressing exceptionally wel
the chorus rehearsals for the Concert
of Nations, to be given about the middle
of December under the management of
the ladies of the Methodist church. The

RICH-8TANLEY.

A pretty weeding took place at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer A. Stanley
Saturday evening, Nov. 20, when their
only son, Harvey Deane, was united in
marriage to Cynthia Beatrice Rich. Rev.
O. G. Barnard officiated.
The bride was handsomely dressed in
white nuns veiling. Relatives and friends
were present.
After the ceremony refreshments were served. The bride re-

on

number fnlly sixty-flve members. and embraces the best local talent.
Apart from the chorus numbers, the
duets and
program will consist of solos,
part songs, and there will be singing by
children’s
“Ye Country Choire“. The
chorus will be a great drawing card.
Three noted soloists have been engaged,
chorus will

ceived many handsome

presents.
The happy couple are housekeeping in
new
home
their
recently bought of A. L.
Torrey. Their many friends extend con-

present-“Hiram Green,’’

be

will

and

“Pat Hoolihan’’ and “Rastus Coon”. An
orchestra is to be organized for the occa-

gratulations.
Lilac.

sion.

—......

The “Sousa military band”, sure to make
hit, will he composed of the following:
J. S. Archer has gone in the woods for Mrs. L. Tyler Bunker, leader; Mesdames
Henry Day, of Bangor.
Lottie Gay. Carrie Bunker, Edith Lie Beck,
Guy Chick, who was accidentally sho ; Alice Havey, Minnie McKenzie. Percy Dethrough the leg, is improving.
Beck, Hattie Bunker. Rehearsal this week
No children’s reSaturday at 7.30 p. m.
Mrs. J. F. Haynes is visiting her sister,
hearsal this week.
Mrs. Ernest Rowe, in Aurora.

GREAT POND.

a

Hunters are
having fine success’
killing three deer at Alligator and five at
Middle Branch.

BARTLETT’S ISLAND.

Friday

Phyllis Williams are visiting
their grandmother, Mrs. Ada Williams
Their old schoolmates are very glad to see
Inez and

Mrs. Silsby closed school Thursday for

remarks

work, as was shown by
by F. E. Mace at the close of school.
Jasper Haynes has gone to Bangor

faithful

by

treatment

companied by

He

Dr.

Bunker.

his

aunt, Mrs.

Mace, who will visit her
ion Keniston.

nald’s.
Nov. 20.

ac-

BLESFORD.

sister, Mrs. MarMrs.GuptiU,

in

on

his

vacation

Marshall has returned to his
He has been building a seawall at
Dr. Tuttle’s cottage.
D.
Nov. 22.
Simon

Newport

a

tew

_

little daughter
Laura have been visiting friends in BelClair

lalda

home

Winter Harbor, is the

home.

last week.

Mrs.

at

of

guest of Mrs. Eunice Stanley.
Miss Mildred Young and Master Russel
Hadlock are visiting relatives at Cranberry Isles.

NORTH ORLAND.
wa*

K. Stanley is

R.

_

days

1—

Ruby G.

Dr. Hudson and wife, who have heen
here for more than four months, have
gone to Westfield, Mass. They thought of
buying a-farrn and making their borne in
Maine, but failed to find farm and locality
to snit them.
E.
Nov. 21.

Warren Moore

visiting

are

Mary Leonard went to Somesville Sunday. She baB employment at Abram Fer-

for

was

NORTH PENOBSCOT.

and

fast.

Mabel Hamilton went to Orringfcon last Sunday to work for Mrs. Ralph
Bowden.
Mrs.

widow

age was seventy-seven years, six
months. She leaves two sons—Frank W.

with

scot.

Albert Farr entered the Eastern Maine
general hospital Nov. 4, was operated on
for appendicitis and returned home Nov.
17. He is getting on nicely.
B.
Nov. 22.

SEAWALL.

Walter

BERRY.
W. E. Phillips has
V. W. hall.
Granville
moose one

Saunders

day

last few

bought the A. O.
shot

a

has

been ill

the

past

Newman, who has been ill the
is a little better.

weeks,

Nat. Sow le and

wife,

w

bo have been vis-

iting Mrs*. Sowle’a sister, Mrs. Malina
Newman, have returned to Gouldsboro.
N.
Nov. 22.

good-sized

last week.

A. T. Miner, Capt Daniel McKay, and schooner Gold Hunter, Capt. F.
Schooner

Beatrice F. Turner and Frank S.
married at
'jffbijrrttarmntts
the home of bride’s mother, Mrs. George
E. Closson, in East Surry, Thursday evenYOU KNOW BEANS? ing, Nov. 18, iu the presence of relatives
and a few friends. Rev. P. A. A. Kiilara,
SWASKY BEAN POTS ami
Our ! of the Ellsworth Baptist church, officiated.
crooks are The host.
name is on every one. Accept
Alias

}

|

<

fC0
i1 no

substitutes.
SWASKY
rale at all first-class stores.

BEAN l*OT S are

<>u

E. 8WASEY &

CO.,

The more eye* an advertisement
the more dollars it is tcorth.

catches

Portland, Maine

When the sentence of man and wife
pronounced Jules returned to the
library and hastily signed some papers
Coyle gave him.
“Where is uiv wife?” he then asked.
"She remained in the reading room."
hesitated.
The young bridegroom
Then resolutely he turned and went
hack into the reading room. His eyes,
now accustomed to the gloom, discerned her at the end of the room. She
was sitting on a couch, her face buried
Oue arm bung listin the cushions.
iessly over the edge.
"May 1 speak with you?” he asked

—

Making Amends.
poor Turkish slater of Constantij nople. being at work upon the roof of
a house, lost his fisvtlng sod fell into
j the narrow street ui>on a man. The
pedestrian was killed by the concussion. while the slater escaped without
material Injury. A son of the deceased
courteously.
She did not lift her bead from the caused the slater to be arrested. The
cadi listened attentively and In tbeeuil
pillow.
1
"1 want to thank you,” he continued. asked the slater what be had to say
"for tlie service yon have rendered In his defense.
me.”
"Dispenser of Justice." answered the
She murmured a disclaimer of his accused, "it Is even as tills man says,
It was but heaven forbid that there should be
thanks.
He took her hand.
His grasp. ! evil In my heart.
1 am a (>oor man
still cold and trembling.
firm and sustaining, tightened.
and know not how to make amends.”
"I am sorry.” he said firmly, "that
The sou of the man who had been
killed thereupon demanded that conyou will not see me, hut 1 want you to
promise me that if you ever need help dign punishment should be Inflicted on
or advice yon will come to me.”
tbe accused.
"1 will.” she said softly,
The cadi meditated a few moments
i “Lorme.” railed the warning voice aud tlnally said. "It shall be so.” Then
of Coyle from the doorway.
to the sinter he said, "Thou shalt stand
"I must go now. Good night.”
iu the street where the father of this
He went to his lodgings and tried to young man stood when thou didst full
Ills on him.”
o<
the
burden
smoke
away
Aud to the accuser he added: "Thou
thoughts. The shadowy outlines of
the tall, drooping figure and the low : shalt, if It please thee, go up ou the
tom's in which she had spoken hauntroof and fall upon the culprit even as
ed him all night.
! he fell upon thy father. Allah be
“I suppose her motive was as mer- i praised!”
cenary as my own. so I don't need to
Autopsy of a Poem.
reproach myself.”
"What sort of a thing Is a •poem.’
The next day he was leaning against
the railing of the steamer, idly watchanyway?’’ asked the old Blllville citizcu.
ing <he scenes upon (he wharf, when
he saw Phillips inakiug his way to’’Why. a poem is—Is—hard to define.”
Now.
ward a vuuug girl w ho was daintily I "You said it then, fer shore.
petite in form and lovely of face and ! take this one my boy writ, fer inFust thing the editor said
feature.
She was accompanied by a i' stance.
j wuz It didn’t have the right number
middle aged woman.
o’ feet;’ then It wuz in a strange
“You must look after Miss Dorr tag
‘measure,’ au’ the ’germ’ of it wuxn’t
ton. Jules." cautioned Phillips as he
was taking leave of them all a few
original; lastly. It wuz too simple’
'Tier aunt has the an’ lacked ’bediick’ or somethin’.”
moments later.
I "You mean ’teebnlue?”’
stateroom habit, she tells me.”
“Lord only knows, but It wuz someHe was
Jules scarcely heard him.
looking into the wonderful eyes of the : thin' like that! Now. the blamed thing
walk on 'feet.' tliar wuzn't a
young girl. An hour later Mrs. Mar- didn't
shall had fulfilled the prophecy re- | jieck ‘measure’ of It. an' ez fer 'germs.'
they wa'n't none at all in it fur ez
garding the stateroom and Jules had
I could see.
Leastways they wani't
joined Salome on deck.
no germs that the naked eye could dis“You dou't seem a stranger to roe.”
! she said. “1 have come to know you kiver. though a doctor might with a
I microscope! I reckon I'll have to dlsthrough your hooks."
There followed a long and animated ! courage the boy from further footin’
with si. h deadly material.”—Frank L.
I discussion of books and authors uutll
I Stanton in Uncle Remus' Magazine.
dinner time.

|

Dudley Dolliver
week, but is better

sorry," be replied

"1 was married the night before we
sailed In Mr. Coyle's library.”
“Salome, the woman I married was
tall—very tall."
"I stood on a stool."
“Her name was Mary.
"My first name is Mary. 1 never use
It except to sign."
He gathered her close to his arms
as one who claims his own.
"Salome, only the recollection of my
Will yon be
wife was between ns.
my wife—my real wife?"
There was a revealing answer of Joy
In the face upraised to bis.
"Tell me.” be commanded, "how It
came about.”
"My aunt engaged Mr. Coyle to manHe learned how interage our estate.
ested I was In your hooka, and he
talked much of you and the will. He
proposed this marriage and planned
the voyage
He said we could flud out
If we cared”—
“1 can’t Imagine Coyle’s being frantic.” he laughed.
He would not
"It wasn't romance.
have proposed It If’—
•if?"
“Oh. Jules. I can neither read nor
write! 1 have been blind since 1 was
four years old until three months ago.
Aunt read your books to me.”

was

her

Joseph L. Burton, who has employment and Melville H., both of Waterville; one
Rogers & Ingalls, is moving his sister—Mrs. Abbie Mayo, of Eden, and one
family into part of Edward Harper's brother—Rufus Milliken, of Hampden
Highlands. Interment at North Penobhouse.

am

young?"

tones.

of James \V. Grindle,
died at the home of her son in Waterville,
Nov. 23. Mrs. Grindle was born in Surry;

Mary V.,

Way

“Is she a domestic?"
“No; 1 believe she does needlework.”
“It's odd in these days of schools
and trnant officers that she escaped
the alphabet at least"
“She says sbe never has bad the opportunity nor the desire to learn. 1
will arrange all details for you."
After some further discussion Jules
acceded to the proposition, and at dusk
of the appointed day he rang for admission to Coyle's residence. The lawyer met him in the hall and ushered
him Into a dimly lighted library where
a minister and
Henry Phillips. Jules'
next friend, were In waiting.
They alt
went into the reading room adjoining.
Near the doorway Jules paused and
looked into the room, which was in
total darkness.
\V<tb an odd sinking of the heart
Jules took Ills position beside the shadowy form of a woman. He made the
responses In a quick, jerky way. anxious to cod the affair. The woman at
his side spoke In nearly inaudible

left

for Boston.

betts. of Northeast Harbor,
here.

a

her

appreciate

All

vacation.

“Yes, and I
simply.

fectly

Count

Mrs. George Ray and daughter visited
at Beech Hill last week.
Mrs. Ada Bartlett and Mrs. Mary Tib-

them.
two weeks’

Bert La

Burns and

Hale

A

j

|

|

In looks
In fit

—

—

the perfection of grace and beauty.
In serviceabiltv
unsurpassed.

faultless.

We urge you to
no

obligation

to

—

come

in and

see

the

new

models—

purchase.

When you see them you will wonder how so much
beauty, sh le. and quality can be put into a shoe selling
for from $3 to 54. And they are as comfortable as
they are beautiful.
Don't vou think it will be worth your while to drop
in and see the latest La France productions for Fall
and Winter? Come in the very next time you are
down town.

C.

L.

MORANG,

ELLSWORTH, ME.

COUNTY NEWS.

"She is n darling.” Jules told himself as he lay In his berth listening to
Playing Safe.
the rhythmic measures of the eugines
“Doctor.” said the ealler. "I’m a Ticthat night.
time of insomnia. Can you cure me?”
The voyage passed In a succession
“1 can.” replied the physician. “But
Mrs.
of days of sparkling sunshine.
tiefnre 1 take the ease 1 want to ask
Marshall remained perforce In soli- you one question. Are you iu business
tary confinement, and Jules was con- for yourself, or do you work for othstantly with Salome, who grew fairly ers?”
“I'm employed as clerk in a grocery,”
He came to
radiant with happiness.
have an (aid feeling at times, as if in answered the patient.
“Then you’ll have to pay in adsome pre-existence she had belonged
"I'm not
Then his new fancy would vance.” said the doelor.
to him.
be succeeded by the mystic charm of doubting your honesty, but after I get
the other.
| through with you the rbnneps are you
Early In the morning of the last day will sleep so soundly you’ll lose your
of their voyage he came out on the Job. Then you can't pay me.”—Chica•fterdeck. Salome was already there. go News.
I

Very Bad Cough.

CASTINE.

low tone.

"1 wish yon were coming with usto the north of England."
He did not reply at once.
The Myaterioas Women Who
"it can't be." be argniH to bis troubled self. "It Is only the flrst flutterCould Neither Reed Nor Write
ing fancy of a yonng girl—the fancy
for an older man and one who writes.
By BELLE MANIATES
1 shall not see her after we land. Still.
In a young, romantic girl’s heart afAssociated
Lit1900.
Copyright,
by
fection sometimes flourishes In aberary Press.
1 should tell her. 1 will."
sence.
•■Salome”—the name slipped out un"His ruling passion was strong In
consciously—"I should hnve told you
death,” remarked Jules Lorme whim- before, but 1 disliked to talk about my
sically as he learned the contents of [icrsonallties. 1 am married.”
He then briefly related the circumhis father's will from his father's lawstances of his marriage.
"He
knew
1
would
that
uot
comyer.
"Before the ceremony." he concludply with the terms of so atrocious a
ed, ”1 had considered only my pnrt In
will to marry a woman who could :
I was narrow enough to
the affair.
neither read nor write.”
; think that because she had been de"You have a year of grace.” remindnied certain advantage's a little money
1
ed Coyle.
would recompense. 'It may have been
A year later Jules appeared at the
great need for herself and others that
forced her to this step. At any rate.
office of the family lawyer.
have talked the matter over
“My lease Is up, Coyle." be reminded ! I should
I am going to return to
with her.
“And I think I have found a way by 1
New York If she wishes and have the
which you can fulfill all conditions
marriage annulled.”
and still retain yonr freedom.
You
He glanced at her for the first time
1
can marry a woman who can neither
during the recital. Ills heart leaped
read nor write, and Immediately after to life. In her eyes was an exquisite
the ceremony you can go abroad.
At softness. A slight moisture dimmed her
lashes. She held out her hand.
the expiration of two years she can
“Thank you for telling me. And now
You can ;
quietly secure a divorce.
I must tell yon something. I, too. am
spare a generous alimony. I have met
married."
a good, conscientious girl who is per"You! Salome, Impossible! You, so
willing."

comfortably.

Mad.

Nov. 22.

shooting

W. R. Milliken suffered a paralytic
shock last Monday. He had gone to Kllsworth on business, and while there was
suddenly stricken. He was brought home
in a hack, and at this writing is resting

are

being held by Rev. E. A. Trites, assisted
by Miss Edith Betts, of Boston, as solo-

Nov. 22.

a

Thanksgiving day.

on

Otis Carter is hauling Christmas trees to
Ellsworth for Harry Wood and Eddie
Jarvis, who will ship them to New York.

Ed. Childs has moved his family into
new homo which he
recently purchased of Mrs. Lizzie Heed.
his

A

As she turned to him lie saw a shadow of sadness In her eyes.
“This is our last day." she said In a

Foss, arrived from Rockland last Sun-

B.

day night.

B. 1). Perkins, who hu been ill several
days, is out again.
R. B. Brown and wife spent several days
in Bangor this week.
All
ness

Pe-ru-na

Stopped !f.

are sorry to hear of the seriout illof Miss Lon Cox.

Mrs. W. A. Walker, who has been in
New York the past month, is home.
Sewail Perkins, who has been in Portland the past tew weeks, returned houie

Saturday.
The herring business the past week has
been good, several boats being loaded
each day.
E. H. Carpenter is having a lawn tennis
court built in front of ids house. Henry
Grlndle is doing the work.
A circle supper was held at the Congregational vestry Thursday evening. A
large number enjoyed a bountiful supper.
The entertainment
given Saturday
evening, at Emerson hall, by students of
the normal school was a grand success.
The parts

were

all well taken.

DAUGHTER OF MRS. J. M.
BROWfh
Thanksgiving service was held
Mr*. J. M. Brown, Dunnegan, 5'n
Nov.
at
the Metho- 1
21,
Sunday evening,
write*: “Mr little daughter,
throw
dist church. The address was by Uev.
| year* old. wa* troubled with a very bad
George Patterson, of the Congregational
whieh
remained after an attack
rough
church.
of catarrhal fever, which wan a great
Nov. 22.
G.
deal
worse
at
i
night.
A union

PENOBSCOT.
Schools closed Friday, after
ful term.

a

success-

‘•She would make up out of her
\leeB
and coug.1 lima 1 feared aho eou.ii ilut
aland it.

“Nothing that arc gave her s,-crawl to
do her any good. I then e-.uelm;. ;
w
•end for Pr. Hartman'* book entitled
Miss Esther Littlefield Is ill. Her many ; 'The II'* of Life,* which 1 promptly
received,
friends hope for a speedy recovery.
“1 at the aame time commenced r vice
There will be Tbanksgi, ing services at
! her IVrnna. hire lias taken oi.
ttl*
the Methodist church Thanksgiving evenIn all, through which ahe has
obtained

B. E. Yarnum was in Bangor Monday
and Tuesday on business.

ing.

Herman Grindle and wHe are receiving
congratulations on the birth of a girl,
Nov. 16.

a

complete

cure.

her birth Wan trcuhlrd
ith Indigestion, but aiuco e
M
taken I'cruna sho can eat aim ,t
sry
Mrs. Ids Wardwell has gone to Perkins kind of food without any had r-nnhj,
“She In now a* well and hai■>
hill to care*for Mrs. Harris Leach, who is
a*any
ill.
little girl can he. When our Mend*
bowwell
alio
1
say
looks, tell theta
The date of the ladies’ aid sale has been
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Mrs. John Littlefield accompanied her
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Mrs. Flora A. Sparrow is quite ill. Her
BROOK UN.
daughter, Mrs. Florence Newton, of
Minneapolis, is with her.
Will Herrick has gone to Portland.
Mrs. E. A. Dorr will have a* guests
A. K. Blake ia at home from Bar HarThanksgiving her two sons-Roy. L. of bor.
New York city, and George A. and wife, of
J. B. Baboon is spending a few days in
Guild, N. H.
Portland.
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Miss Bernice Ashley, of Seal Cove, is
visiting at Anus Sinclair's.
Ethel Ivany. who has t«*en visiting her
parents, has returned to Trenton.
Annie

Reed

E. K. Tapley and wife
friends in Brookaviile.
Frank

family
u

NORTHEAST HARBOR.
Mrs. Clarence Kimball is
Boston.

Foss Cunningham, wife and
in Cherrvfield.

operated upon for
appendicitis in a hospital in Boston last
week. Her mother is with her.
was

A. W. Keynolds'has returned from the
Maine genera! hospital where he has been
for the last few weeks.
His health is
somew hat improved.

Mrs. Harrison Kimball entertained the
whist rlubon Monday evening. Delicious
refreshments were served. Miss Emily
Whitmore w on first prize.
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Mrs. M. A. Fly© is visiting hvr shier,
Mr*. Charles West, iu Boston.

H. M. Pease and wife return
Do*l<-a Saturday, via Foxcroft.
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into Mrs. R. R. Babson’a cotta
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Mr*. Charles Parker and
n *or
Geraldine have gone to Bast B
the winter.

Mrs. H. J. Jordan and son J n
iting Capt. and Mrs. Holt at Fumr kin
Island light.
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The community was saddened t
the death of Frank L. Sterns at hi*
iu Providence, K. I., Nov. 19.
Hou. W. E, Morris and wife, «
been at their cottage at Haven
weeks, have returned to New York.
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Capt. Joseph Corson died at his home iti
Mrs. Mary Gott has gone to Andover,
Trenton Nov. 16, after a lingering illness
She waof consumption. He had been ill several Mass., for the winter.
itamed as far as Rockland by her f-• ‘‘G*
years. He was tenderly cared for by his F. Gott.
son and w ife.
His remains were brought
Dr. Robert G. Lenard and w \ of
here Nov. 18 to the home Of his dau ghter,
Ok la., are receiving cocgr.daMrs. J. H. Fault, w here funeral services Chickaaha,
’• <r3»
'Tations on the birth of a daughter.
were held. Rev.
Mr. Lee, of the Episcopal Lenard was Miss Lou Powers, formerly
church, officiating. A quartette sang two of this place.
selections. Many friends gathered to pay
Not. 22.
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T::c factor’s First Question

“How are your bowels?” Tiiis is generally the first qution the doctor asks. He knows what a sluggish over
means.
He knows what a long list of distressing com- ]
plaints result frr.rr. constipation. He knows that headaches. \
bilious attacks, indigestion, impure blood, and genera!j
debility are often pr n'rt y relieved by a good liver pil'-j
We wish yi'u w^uid
with your own doctor about]
tills subject. Ask mitt at the same time if he approve''
I
[of Averts Pills. Do as i»- -’vs.

f.C'hferCIjp

GET RID OF THAT COLD

Don’t wait until it develops into Bronchitis or Consumption,
it is fresh. What you need is a good dose of the true

Stop

it

now

while

“L. F.” ATWOOD’S BITTERS

By acting on the bowels they relieve congestive conditions of throat and head, aqd make and maint \<n
healthy conditions. Good, too, in smaller doses for children. Nothing like them to avoid the gripi*1
and winter colds that result from neglect.
Get a bottle today from your dealer,
35c._
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